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FOREWORD

This document, in three parts, consists of

trade studies, engineering analyses, and other

technical reports prepared during the AAP Early

Applications Mission IA 60-day study period.

These reports are support data to the Final Report,
PR 29-8 i.
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INTRODUCTION

I.I Purpose - The purpose of this report is the documentation

of trade study efforts to define an optimum orbit incli-

nation on the basis of preferred target coverage.

1.2 Objectlve s - The study objectives include a review of mission

requirements and experiment objectives to indicate con-

straints on the orbital inclination. Subsequent to defi-

nition of the constraints and within these constraints the

orbit inclination is optimized.

SU_4ARY

The constraints of available launch azimuth, experiment site

location, and payload capability are considered. The available

data show the 50 deg inclination to be best. However further

experiment definition could lead to reduction in the desired

incli._tion t" .. proximately 44 deg.

DISCUSSION

3.1 Requirements and Constraints - The ground target pattern is
restricted initially to the Continental O.S. and the imme-

diately surrounding sea areas. The northern boundary of

the U.S. lies along the 49th parallel indicating an orbit

inclination requirement of at least 49 degrees. Specific

truth sites are located at lower latitudes; the majority

of which (all but ,v12) are below 45 deg North Latitude.

In addition experimental data on air pollution involves

viewing seven metropolitan areas tabulated below:

N. Lat

Boston 42 _° 21

New York 40 ° 42

Toronto 43 ° 40

Detroit 42 ° 20

Chicago 41 ° 51

Salt Lake City 40 ° 40

San Francisco 37 ° 47

W. Long

70 ° 3'

74 ° 0'

79 ° 30'

83 ° O'

87 ° 38'

III ° 50'

122o 25'

The principal investigators have expressed an opinion
that 50 deg or greater _nelln"r!ons _r_ pref_.._d w._= _u

to 50 deg is acceptable in many cases. The higher incli-

nations provide a wide range of background environments for

data collection.
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3.1 Requirements and Constraints (Continued)

The available launch azimuths from KSC allow inclinations

between 28.5 de8 and 51 deg without yaw steering. The pay-

load trade-off being about 116 Ibs per degree between 28,5

and 51 deg and 225 ibs per degree where yaw steering is
concerned.

].2 Study Results - The best target coverage occurs where the

maximum viewing opportunities are avall_ble. Figure l

indicates the area placements that enhance coverage. The

lower figure shows the case where coverage may be available

on four different orbit passes, In general, the cross-

range viewing distance is too great for good optical reso-

lution and the best area placement is the three orbit coverage

picture shown at the top of Figure I. This is an instan-

taneous situation where the relative target position will

shift with time, Thus, the coverage opportunities will

vary between 2 and 3 chances per day.

As noted earlier, to cover the Continental United States

an orbit inclination of at least 49 deg is required. To

cover the seven cities of interest in air pollution studies

an inclination of at least 43 deg is required, For best

coverage of the northern-most points the three orbit concept

will result in slightly higher inclinations. Figure 2

shows that a 50 des inclination gives best coverage along

the northern border and a 44 dsg inclination will provide

best coverage of the northern-most cities in air pollution

studies, This Incltna_on would also include the majority

of the truth site locations now specified. The payload at

a 50 deg inclination is approximately 700 pounds less than

that at 44 deg.

Additional experiment requirements are expected to further

constrain the results of this study, These requirements

will be considered as they become available.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMmeNDATIONS

A high inclination of at least 44 deg is required to meet the

constraints of the mission. Depending upon the full experiment

definition the 50 de8 inclination appears to be the best and
most conservative selection at this time. This choice is within

the available direct launch (no yaw steering) opportunities and

is presently within the payload constraints. All truth sites are

included also. Future experiment definition and payload growth

may make the 44 deg inclination the best choice.
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i. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose - The purpose of this report is the documentation

of studies conducted to determine the best launch date and

time of launch.

1.2 Objectives - The objective of the trade-study is a compar-

ison of local sun altitude and orbital eclipse times to

provide a balance between thermal control and ground

illumination for optical viewing and recovery operations.

These conditions are compared for various launch times and

three launch dates; September I, 1968, January i, 1969

and April i, 1969.

2. SUMMARY

Three launch dates are compared and the January i, 1969 date

appears least favorable. Launch dates of September i, 1968 and April

i, 1969 exhibit similar characteristics with the April i date appearing

most favorable. Launch times between 0800 and 1200 EST provide the best

illumination of the Continental United States with the later time being

more favorable for recovery in the Atlantic Ocean.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Requirements and Constraints - Three launch dates are inves-

tigated; September i, 1968, January I, 1969 and April i, 1969.

No initial restriction is placed on the launch time during

any one day but launch during daylight and in the morning

would be preferred. The mission duration is 14 days and

the sun position must be favorable for daylight in the

northern or upper llmb of the orbit throughout the mission.

In general it is assumed that the sun must be 20 deg or more

above the horizon for suitable optical viewing of the ground.

Also it is assumed that a normal eclipse time (30 to 37 min)

is favorable for thermal control system design. Recovery

is preferred in daylight in the vicinity of 60 deg West

Longitude and 31 deg North Latitude. Orbital inclination

is 50 deg.

3.2 Study Results - The maximum solar altitude is a measure of

the available light. A September I launch will experience

a solar altitude at the maximum target latitude of 50 deg

that varies 46 deg to 42 deg during the mission. This date

meets the constraint of a solar altitude of 20 deg or more.
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3.2 Study Results (continued)

A January I launch will exhibit a solar altitude at maximum

target latitude of approximately 18 deg. This angle will

not change significantly during the mission. At 40 deg

latitude the solar altitude will be 28 deg. Thus, the

January launch date is marginal to unacceptable from the

standpoint of ground illumination.

The April launch date is similar to the September launch

date and shows a solar altitude at 50 deg latitude of 48

deg. This angle increases to 50 deg during the mission

and as a result t_ April launch with improving illumination

is more favorable than the September launch with diminishing
illumination.

The orbital eclipse time will affect the thermal control

system design of the spacecraft. The maximum eclipse time

is 37.5 minutes. September and April launches are similar

and result in an eclipse time of about 33 minutes when the

sun is situated to provide daylight along the northern or

upper llmb of the orbit. Similar conditions for a January

launch result in eclipse times as low as 15 minutes. This

condition imposes the most severe thermal loading and shows

the January launch date to be least favorable.

Now consider the time of launch selection to maximize the

available illumination. The target area is assumed to be

the Continental United States. Since this area is entirely

in the northern hemisphere we will select a launch time that

yields daylight along the upper llmb (northern half) of the

orbit. Figure i shows the geometry of the problem. The

angle, _, , is a measure of the available illumination. If

the angle is negative the sun is north of the orbit plane

and for moderate to highly inclined orbits the northern

limb of the orbit is in darkness. This condition is noted

as unfavorable in Fig. I. If the angle is positive the sun

is south of the orbit plane and the northern llmb is in

daylight except for very slightly inclined orbits and

nearly polar orbits in winter. The angle is a maximum

positive value when noon occurs at the most northerly point

of the orbit.

Figure 2 presents a history of the angle, S, , as a function

of days from the first day of the launch month. All three

launch dates are shown along with two launch times; 0800

and 1200 EST. As noted earlier the maximum positive value

indicates noon at the most northerly point and since the
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3.2 Study Results (continued)

angle is the complement of the solar altitude at a given

subsatellite point this value should be minimized to yield

the best ground illumination. Again it can be seen that

January is marginal from illumination considerations and

September and April are comparable for a 14 day mission.

Longer missions favor April launches.

The zero value of _ indicates that the sun-earth line is Ill

the orbit plane. When this condition coincides with the

equinox then the extremes of the orbit limbs are at dawn

and dusk. The dusk llne moves westerly along the orbit

path approximately 30 deg when the sun-earth llne coincides

with the ascending leg of the orbit and the season approaches

mid-wlnter. In mld-summer the dusk line is approximately

30 deg east of the most northern point of the orbit when _,

is zero. The dawn line moves in a similar manner. The

conditions are reversed when the sun-earth line coincides

with the descending orbit leg. This condition can be

interpreted from Fig. 2 by symmetry. The curves will be

symmetric about the zero value near the equinox date with

the big pcJicive loop occurring at mld-winter and the small

positive loop occurring at mid-summer. Hence, the lighting

is most favorable in the northern hemisphere when the time

span for daylight conditions is the shortest.

To maximize the available illumination at 50 deg latitude

along the northern limb of the orbit we would like to keep

the orbit oriented such that noon would occur at the most

northerly point or that the angle, _l , would be a maximum

for a given launch date. If the angle is a maximum initially

it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the upper limb of the orbit

is passing into darkness within 12 days for April and

September launches. The best illumination would occur during

the first days of the mission and would degrade with time.

To improve the illumination throughout the mission launch

should occur with noon on the ascending leg of the orbit.

In this case the sun moves about 5.5 deg eastward relative to

the orbit each day and noon will pass through the most

northern point of the orbit and end up on the descending

leg after 14 days. An April first launch at i000 EST would

place noon at the most northerly orbit point after seven

days and would provide the best illumination of the target

area during the 14 day mission.
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3.2 Study Results (continued)

The final consideration is the recovery lighting considera-

tions. For April launches an 0800 launch time would result

in recovery before dawn at the end of 14 days. As the

launch time is made later the recovery time similarly becomes

later in the day. A noon launch will result in a noon

recovery about 17 days later; thus at the end of 14 days

recovery will be in early afternoon. The I000 launch time

will result in a morning recovery 14 days later and will meet

the recovery lighting constraints. One further co,slderation

should be noted. To reach a recovery area at about O0 deg

West Longitude and 31 deg North Latitude in the Atlantic

Ocean may require a few orbits more or less than those makln 8

up a nominal 14 days. This condition will affect the lighting

slightly and more detailed analysis of the orbit tracks may

result in a slight shift in the most desirable launch time.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI_NDATIONS

As a result of the trade study discussed in this report an

April i, 1969 launch at i000 EST appears to be the most favorable

selection. Consideration of ground illumination, orbital eclipse

times and recovery lighting form the basis of this conclusion.
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i. INTRODUCTION

i.i Purpose - The purpose of this report is the documentation of

additional data pertinent to the optimum launch time study.

1.2 Objectives - The objectives of the supplementary study are

to expand upon the original data to present an optimum launch

date and time for any period of the year.

2. SUMMARY

The study shows the period from May 21 to July 21 to be the most

favorable from the standpoint of solar illumination of the ground.

Data are presented for a I July 1969 launch date. It is observed that

the period between i000 and ii00 EST is the most favorable launch time

throughout the year.

3. DISCUSSION

The solar altitude is presented in Fig. 1 as a function of launch

month with the day of the month shown being the 21st. Data are presented

for both 40 and 50 Heg North Latitude. The period from 21 November to

21 January is not favorable for optical viewing in the northern United

States. The period from 21 May to 21 July is best.

Figure 2 presents the angle, _ , as a function of days from launch

for a I July 1969 launch date. These data supplement that presented in

the original trade study report. Optimum launch time falls in the i000

to ii00 EST period as noted for other launch dates. Review of the data

for the entire year shows that the optimum launch time does not vary

significantly with launch date. The important parameter is mission

duration. A launch time of i000 EST will provide daylight on the

northern limb of the orbit throughout the 14 day mission and will

provide daylight for recovery in the Atlantic Ocean during a descending
orbit leg on the fourteenth day.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Midwinter launches are not favorable for optical viewing of the

northern United States. Midsummer launches are best. The optimum

launch time does not vary significantly with the launch date and

appears to fall in the i000 to ii00 EST period.
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GROUND RULES

io

2.

3.

4.

5.

Q

,

8.

9.

i0.

ii.

12.

15.

Altitude - 140 to 150 n.m.

Inclination - 50° .

No crew operation in carrier during selected 24 hour periods.

CSM/carrler will be oriented nose down over earth targets.

Selected 24 hour period starts at 1700 GMT local time at 0 ° latitude,

105 ° longitude.

S044A - Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer,

S044C - Microwave Radiometer, and

S048 - UHF Sferlcs Detection run continuously for this period requiring

minimal crew input.

The 1968 Apollo MSFN will be used without augmentation.

An up-data link will be provided for ground command of data dump.

Experiment and subsystem D&C panel will be operated in CM only.

No suit donning or doffing during this 24 hour period.

All three crewmen will sleep simultaneously.

Hot water makeup for use in preparing hot meals is available in 30

minute increments. Dinner and breakfast will be hot meals. Lunch

andsnack will be cold.

Three i0 minute exercise periods per crewman per day are scheduled.

IMU alignments to be made every third orbit with S/C left in drift mode

during sleep period.

Systems checks and systems housekeeping have been scheduled per

SID66-1501, "Mission Modular Data Book: First Block II Manned Mission",

dated ! December 1966.

-I-



EXPERIMENT GROUPING

I. Radar Scatterometer

2. IR Radiometer Scatterometer

3. IR Imager

4. Multfspectral Camera

5. Metric Camera

6. IR Temperature Sounding

7. 'Electrically Scanned Microwave Radiometer

8. Microwave Radiometer

9. UHF Sferics Detection

-2-



TIMELINE SUMMARY

FUNCT ION

Sleep

Eat

Exercise

Waste Mgt & personal hygiene

Systems check

Systems housekeeping

Crew housekeeping (other than above)

Miscellaneous (work-station transfer, etc.)

IMU alignment

Experiment operation

(ref. numbers on preceding page)

#i Prep

Operate

#2 Prep

Operate

#3 Prep

Operate

#4 Prep

Operate

#5 Prep

Operate

#6 Prep

Operate

#7 Operate

#8 Operate

#9 Operate

TOTAL TIME

8 hours/crewman

3 hours 9 mln/crewman

(average)

30 min/crt.wman

78 min/crewnmn (average)

66 mtn

25 min

liO min

30 min

i00 min

85 min

2 hr 33 min

42 min

56 min

23 min

53 min

23 min

53 min

25 min

59 min

48 min

38 min

24 hr.

24 hr.

24 hr.

total experiment prep and operating elapsed time (=^_--.6_"A_'__v,,,,_,,,v _Q)..-

5 hr. 32 min.

-3-



GENERAL NOTES

l,

2.

.

4.

.

.

No specific time allocation has been made for battery recharge.

No specitlc time has been allotted for experiment post operating requirements

such as post calibration, lens closure, etc.

No specific time has been noted for crew initiated data dump.

Experiment preparation functions have not been categorizt.d by specltlc

tasks such as warmup, cailbrate, annotate, etc.

This schedule requires the third crewman to wait I_ hours after waking

before eating and this period includes over 40 minutes of experiment

prep and operation.

Consideration has not been given to crew quiescence during experiment

operation or IMU alignment.

4-



TIMELINE LEGEND

Numbers i through 9 represent experiments listed on Page 2.

SC - Systems Check

Ex - Exercise

SH - Systems Housekeeping

W&P - Waste mgt. and Personal hygiene

IMU - IMU alignment

p____- When unlabeled denotes crew tlms allocation for experiment prep
and operation.

p-_ - Experiment prep time,

- Meal cleanup for third crewman (See Page 7).

-5-
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1 . INTRODUCTION

e

This report is the final revision of the preliminary report

by the same name and number, dated i0 August 1967.

Access to the experiments carrier will be required after the

carrier has been installed within the SLA, at the MSOB and on

the Launch Pad. Maximum utilization of the carrier structure

is planned for the mounting of experiment and support sub-

system modules. Access is required to essentially all areas

of the carrier.

The study ground rules include (I) use of the SLA/LEM attach

points for carrier mounting with the SLA, (2) positioning

of the carrier within the SLA to approximate the LEM docking

interface, (3) use of the existing SLA and IU access doors

only, (4) minimum modlfication to existing SLA interior work

platforms, and (5) the requirement to maintain access to the
carrier until late in the countdown. These restrictions are

evaluated in this study to ensure the proposed configuration

represents a realistic understanding of all requirements,

including those for access. This report provides the analysis

defining the degree of accessibility incorporated in the

proposed design.

SUMMARY

On-pad accessibility to all areas of the carrier while installed

within the SLA can be provided for the necessary carrier/experl-

ments installation and servicing until late in the countdown

sequence. Late on-pad operations should be minimized, however,

since the SLA interval platform set is constructed in sections

small enough to pass through the SLA and IU access doors

which causes the task of platform removal to consume 6-hours.

The existing platforms are at the proper level in the SLA,
and with minimum modification will provide all necessary access.

Carrier interface with existing platforms is a minor problem.

Thermal blanket installation can also be designed for minimum

adverse effect on required carrier accessibility.

Figure 1 depicts the Carrier installed within the SLA, with

the positioning of the current/proposed work platforms •

relative to the carrier. Specific component access and heavy

component handling will be analyzed in the Maintainability

Study Report (PR 29-34).

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION

DENVER DIVISION
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3. DISCUSSION

3.1 External Access to the SLA access doors will be gained
from M ST Platform#5 at LC-34. An additional work-

stand, provided by facilities, will be used to actually

enter the SLA access panels from Level 5 Platform, since

Level 5 is approximately 9 1/2 feet below the level of the

SLA access doors.

SLA Access Panels = XA 617.5 to XA 651.5

MST Level #5 - XA 502.8

2-SLAAccess Panels, 28" X 34" and 34" X 34"

Secondary SLA access could be gained thru the Instrumenta-

tion Unit access door (32.5" X 32.89") between XA 468.75
and X. 501.25. This access door can be reached Trom M ST

Platf_orm #4 at X. 386.4. Again, a portable work stand
A

will be used to actually enter the I.U. access door from

Level #4.

The two SLA access doors provide direct access to SLA

internal work platform Level XA 603.0, while the I.U.
access door provides direct access to internal work

platforms at Level _A 441.0. The X. 441.0 level plat-
forms are provided by Douglas (DAC)_

3.2 Internal Access (inside the SLA) will be provided by a

set of removable work platforms, supported from the SLA

inside walls. The existing work platforms built by North

American (NAA) provide access at Levels XA 525.0, XA 603.0,
and X. 697.0. Addltlonal partial platforms are located

at X A660.0, X 720.0, and X 724.0. This existing plat-
A A

form set also _as provisions (ladders and trap-doors) for

climbing from one level to another while inside the SLA.

For purposes of this analysis, the "baseline" carrier

configuration was the long, pressurized, truncated cone.
Two different installations within the SLA were con-

sidered - docking ring 115" above the SLA/LEM attachment

points and 85" above the SLA/LEMattachment points. Both

installations require access to the following areas_

a. Experiment modules mounted within the pressurized

compartment on the "Egg-crate" truss;

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATIOItl
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3.2 (continued)

b. Mission equipment/gear mounted within the pressurized

compartment along the walls of the compartment;

c. The docking tunnel for possible equipment installation

and final inspection prior to launch|

d. The aft end (exterior) of the carrier for experiments

and other equipment mounted in that area;

e. The diagonal support/subsystem module mounting

trusses (2);

f. Experiment modules/antennae mounted external to the

pressurized compartment.

Access to these areas is required to perform the following

general categories of on-pad tasks:

a. Experiment late installation, checkout, calibration,

servicing and malfunction correction;

b. Same as "a", except for support subsystem;

c. Docking tunnel debris hatch, display and control panel,

and drogue installation|

d. Final visual inspection of complete carrier assembly

prior to launch.

3.3 Low Carrier installation (85")

a. Access to the pressurized compartment interior can be

accomplished by bridging between the existing auxiliary

platform at Level XA 660.0 and the carrier docking
ring. Since the carrier is better than 10 feet deep,
a ladder down into the carrier is required with some

type of work surface to stand on while working inside

the compartment;

be Access to the aft end of the carrier exterior can be

gained by modifying the existing Level X. 525.0
platform to provide a dropped section "c_twalk" at

approximately the Level XA 503.0|
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3.3 (continued)

Ce Access to the subsystem support modules mounting

trusses can be gained from existing Levels X. 525.0

and X. 603.0 platforms. Depending on the finalA
configuration of these two equipment areas, some

minor modifications to these two levels of platforms
may be benefici•lj

d* The carrier upper support arms interface with the

Level XA 603.0 platform in three places. This is
easily corrected by making clearance cut-outs in the

three affected platform sepaents.

3.4 High Carrier Install•tlon (115")*

So Access to the carrier interior could be accomplished

thru the docking tunnel, as in the low carrier

installation. However, this would be very difficult
since the carrier docking ring clears the end of the

SPS engine bell by only approximately 30". The

alternate, and more desirable method, would be to

design the aft bulkhead with a bolted flange thus

making the entire bulkhead removable, or to provide
a manhole in the aft bulkhead. With either alternate

method, the center area of the "egg-crate" truss

would be left open to allow personnel entrance. The

existing platform •t Level X a 525.0 could be modified

to provide support for • wor_stand approximately 30"

high which • technician could stand on, with hie body

extending thru the center of the "egg-crate" truss,

thus not requiring • separate work stand in the

interior of the carrier|

b. Access to the aft end of the carrier can be gained

by modifying the Level X. 525.0 platform to provide

provide the support for the work-stand mentioned

in Para. (a);

* The docking tunnel was later decreased in length by 8",

reducing the dimension from the LEM/SLA attachment points

to the docklng-rlng from 115" to I07", and allowing more

clearance between the do_k!ng ring _d the engine bell.
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3.4 (continued)

Co

de

If necessary, access to the docking ring and tunnel

could be accomplished by bridging from platform

Level XA 697.0 to the docking ring;

Access to the subsystem support modules mounting

trusses can be gained from existing platforms at

Levels XA 525.0 and 603.0. A new auxiliary platform
at approximately the X. 639.0 level may be required

A
to reach the higher levels of the trusses;

eo As in the low carrier installation, the carrier upper

support arms interfere with the Level XA 603.0
platform in three places. Again, cutouts in the three

affected platform segments would provide the necessary
clearance.

Figure I shows the experiments carrier installed within

the SLA in the high configuration.

4. CONCLU31ONS ANt RECOMMENDATIONS

The 1A baseline carrier is considerably smaller than the

LEM and also different in overall shape. Since the existing

SLA internal work platforms were sized to the LEM, the major

consideration in attempting to use the existing platforms for

access to the carrier is one of having large enough platforms

rather than one of interference between the carrier and existing

platforms. Fortunately, the existing platforms are at

approximately the right levels for reaching most of the necessary

areas of the carrier. Therefore, the reco_aended solution is

to enlarge or bridge the existing levels of platforms, with

possibly one additional platform for the emplacement of carrier

equipment/experiments.

Access to all areas of the carrier until the last moment before

launch would be difficult to provide since removal of the

complete modified platform set is estimated at 6-hours. However,

some degree of access can be maintained by leaving one segment

of the X. 603 level platform installed Just inside each SLA
access d_oor. This would provide minimal access to the carrier

support subsystems and externally mounted experiments. Late-
in-the-count access to internally mounted experiments would be

through the carrier docking tunnel, since the carrier aft dome
would be installed earlier in the count should the dome

insta!!et_on procedure and inte wrlty checks require an extended

time period.
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4. (continued)

The requirement to use only available SLA and IU access

openings to the SLA interior has been observed. All

platforms modifications can be made to observe this require-

ment, as well as the equipment required for installation/

servicing of carrier experiments/subsystem modules.

The interference between the carrier and the present work

platforms is not serious, only affecting three segments of

the Level XA 603 platform. The necessary modifications to
the platform segments can be made without affecting the

usefulness/integrlty of the XA 603 platform.

The installation of thermal blankets over the carrier

structure and subsystem/experlment installations does some-

what inhibit access to those installations. However, this

effect can be minimized by constructing and installing the

blankets in small, separately removable sections and by

requiring blanket installation to be one of the last tasks

performed prior to removal of the SLA internal platforms.
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I. Yunctional and Teehnieal De start lequi_nC_a

In the desisn of an active thermal eontrol system thac involves a

coolant heat transport loop, an optimum coolant must be chosen. The active

system considered for this stud 7 is a system Co remove heat from eleetren_cs

equipment and experiments and to dissipate tt to space through a spa•e

radiator. The heat transport loop for a fuel eeI1 system is nee a part

of CMs study since it ts expeeCed thee ebb8 will depend s sre•c de•l on the

desisn and compatibility considerations of the fuel sells.

If it is found teehnicall7 advantageous to utilize a toxic coolan_ .....

a secondary coolant loop may be used within manned areas. Water is the

best secondary fluid choice because of its excellent heat transport

properties, zero toxicity and compatible temperature ranges. However,

hermetically sealed loops within such manned areas should also be

given serious consideration in view of the generally low toxicity levels

of most of the coolants under consideration. The results of this stud_

can be used for both fuel cell coolant loops and manned systems if the

coolant properties are found to be compatible with both systems.

There ts meyer • ele_r ent method .eg ewal_t_ eoolas_ em_d_em _ev a

Kiven design application. The selection must be based on requirements created

bp the system design. _ven when based on fi_m requirements, coolest selection

is difficult sines tt Is hard to evaluate pod feaeua_ of one eoolnt asainst

Kood features of another.

It is desirable to seleat a coolant which sires the lovost overall syet am

veiKht ales8 with htsh reliability and low eeoC. Welsl_ should not only inalude
i

the wef4ht of all Metalware (piping, valves, radiator, heat exehau_ers_ etc. ),

but should include tim weisht penalties for electrical power for pumps, controls_

valves_ etc. _



ZZ. Coolant Seleetlon Approaches and Criteria

To minimise the nmaber of coolant candldatesp it is possible to screen

them asalnst their general properties and then the better of these coolants

can be evaluated asalnst their thermodyumnlc and transport properties.

General properties to Judge coolant eandldates Inclu_el

7reesin S point

Critical temperature

Vapor pressure

Toxicity

Flmns_billty

Dielectric strength

Chemical stability

Effects on materlals

Cost

Transport properties require evaluation of thermodynamic and physical

properties. Properties that need to be evaluated includes

Viscosity

Specific heat

Thermal conductivity

Speciglc weight

Using these properties, pimp power, prassure drop, radiator heat transfer t

heat exchanser t heat transfer and relative systoms vetshts can be evaluated

and companisons made. Comple'xity is lntrodused into the problem since

properties vary with temperature and both laminar and turbulenteonditione can

exist.

Using the thermodynamic and physical propertles_ terms have been derived

(reg. 1) whereby total system performanoe and weight can be evaluated. One

such term has been entitled_ plap power lndaxp _.
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laminar flow, _I "

turbulent flow, _2 =

Another term has been entitled pump p@wer to heat transfer index, Y

laminar flow, Y1 =

turbulent flow, Y2 m _.,_.

These terms $1ve a method of evaluatlng one sealant asalnat •nether.,,

They aes_mHe that heat rejection, tuba else and tmaper•turl8 are the 8ml for

each sealant and therefore the lower thm term, the lower the pump power or higher

.... the per£ormance for a glve_.weight s

These terms only give a relative index of coolant performance for .

laminar and turbulent flows individually. A laminar index e•nnot be

compared to • turbulent index. This makes it difficult to eomparei say a

glyeol/water eoolant to a FreSh sines to have reasonable pressure drops with

the viaeosity differeneas t the glyeol/water will usually flow lmntnar and the

Freon8 ia turbulent. Al8o_ for a given flu_d_ a system desIKnmight have both

laminar and turbulent flows. Even with the diffteulty of evaluatinK tt'_ indexes

becaua• of the flow reslons, they are important eompartsons terms to Judea the

performance and syetmawal|hts.

The pump power to heat transfer index_ Y_ie based on flow throush tubes

and therefore applies primarily to • radiator. Sines the the•seal radiation

process from the radiator surface is the major heat transfer reaietan_t Jua_

controls the radiator heat rejection eap&biltties_ the eoolant heat transfer

plays • relatively unimportant role ia coolant selection. Therefore, the pump

power index t8 more important than the ratio of pump power to heat transfer

index.
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In systems containing nuamrous heat exchanaers and sold platest the coolant

heat transfer as well as pewee penalties are important. The heat transfer

process for compact haaC exchangers is a function of Stanton modulus end the

Prand_6 modulus. For a _ven heat exchanger

and varles aeeerdlns to l_vynold8 n_mbew

Jmax _ where li & _ are consonants.

The slope taken from data shows that m is equal co about 2/3.

For a siren heac load and given heac exchanser geometry it turns out that the

2/3
coolant heat transfer _eoefi_ctent is proportional to k .

h _ k 2/3

This shows chat the coolant thermal conductivity plays an important part in

the design and performlnee of heac exchangers, the higher the value the batter.

Although, not completely accurate2 the pump power to heat transfer £a_axp

Y can be used as an approximation for evaluaCin8 eompaee heat exahae4Bers.

With systmu eontainLng radiators and compact heat exchangers, o_'.y

complete system evaluations san optimize the cool&hi selection. Full system

evaluations would involve the development of a complex scouter proKrem co

_synthesize all faotors of the proble_m_f_..-TbAe type of study Is beyond the seo_e

of this study. Tb_ curvet coolant evaluation vii1 be made on the basis of a

preliminary evaluation of the individual desirable features of the coolant

properties.

The following system requirements will be imposed on oh..v_1"- _ general

properties.
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F reesi,ng Point

The space radiator not only has to be able to dissipate the maximum

heat loads but must not freeze up under minimum conditions. The simplest

design puts all coolant flow through the radiator and uses a regenerative

heat exchanger and a simple vernatherm control valve for regulating the

radiator temperature end thus heat rejection eapability. The lower the

coolant freezing point, the lower the minimum heat load capability.

A bypass around the radlacor to lower the coolant flow through the

radiator can be used for radiator heat rejection control. This type of

system can use a vernatherm type of valve also, but requires no regenerative

heat exchanger. This type of radiator and control requires a lower freeming

point conlant than a system that uses a regenerative heat exchanger since

for low heat loads coolant flov is sreatly reduced through the radiator and

lover outlet temperatures are obtained.

A selectlve stagnation radiator system can aeeomodate higher freesln 8

point coolants. This system controls heat dissipation _y valvtn$ ¢,ff

radiator tubes and allowing them to freeze. This lovers the radiator

effectiveness or can be viewed as decreasing the effective radlater size.

This type of radiator is more complex to design slnee it requires an

arrangement to valve off flow tubes and open up bypass lines around the

radiator. Even though thls type of radiator can use higher freesiaS point

coolants, lower freeslng points improve turndown ratios.

A series of examples shows the Importance of low freezing point coolants.

A coolant that would require a seleettve stagnation radiator would have to be

penalised for costs of development ineludlaS testing since the design is much

more complex,
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Example No. l x Low Earth orbit

coolant - Freon -21 t 500 lb/hr

area _ 40 ft 2

tube spacing -_ 5 inches

Fin thickness _ .040 inches

low earth orbit _ external heat flux : 22. Btu/hr ft 2

Resenerative H.X. control or bypass control
I

inlet temp-" 60°Y t l
outlet temp _35°F ___

heat reJection_3050 B u/hr

inlet tamp
outlet temp

heat reJection_ 0

-122°1P (equallbr£_ te_P)_l_l_.

Btu/hr. J

Example No. 2: High Earth orbit

high earth orbit _ external heat flux

O. Btu/hr ft 2

regenative H.X. control

inlet temp _-_ 60°Y -_

outlet temp_ 2907 r_ Ma--_
heat reJection_-3830 Btu/h

inlet tamp _ -i00 °F

outlet temp-.. -108°Y

heat rejection 997 Btu/

bypass aontrol

Typlaal _n.

max conditions _ same as regenerative H.X. control

Inlat t_p-_ 60oF
t

outlet t_ -186 °y f_n. sm heat

flow 17#/hr _reJection as regenerative H.X. oontrol
!

heat rejection 997 Btu/hr_
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As can be seen for example No. 1 for low earth orbits, regenerative H.X.
O

control or bypass control require minimum coolants freezing points _ -122 F.

For high earth orbits and very low heat rejection rates very low coolants

O

freezing points, possible _-200 F depending on minimum conditions and radiator

control are required.

Critical temperature

Critical temperature is the temperature above which a coolant cannot exist

in a liquid state. If the critical temperature is too low, then it is possible

to form coolant vapor in the system. Since temperatures under extreme orbit
o

conditions might approach i00 F, this will be used as a criteria for selecting

candidate coolants.

Vapor pressure

The vapor pressure should be as low as possible to keep the system operating

pressure as low as possible. Low system pressures minimizes leakage and lowers

weights of tubing, fittings and heat exchangers. Current Apollo CSM heat

exchangers have proof pressures of 90 pslg and a maximum operating pressure of

60 pslg (60 psla in orbit). Therefore, pressures greater than 60 psla for heat

exchangers are unacceptable. Vapor pressures will be evaluated at a maximum

O

orbit coolant temperature of I00 F. Those coolants with vapor pressure in

O

excess of 60 psia at 100 F will be eliminated.

Toxicity

Toxicity is an important criteria for evaluating man rated systems. For

unmanned systems it is important for the protection of ground crews. Since on

the ground, the crews can be provided protection and have adequate fresh alr

available, toxicity is not an overly important item if the coolant possesses

superior heat transport properties. This is not to say that toxicity is

unimportant for unmanned systems, since it can add greatly to complexity of

designs| tests and usage, but is consldered of secondary importance.
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Flan_abillty

The problmts of using highly fl4mnable coolants 18 obvious. The

problems only occur when tanks or lines leak and/or the fluid comas in

contact wlth an ignition source. The more Volatile the coolant_ the greater

the potential hazard. With proper precautions in the design and use of

equlpmont s the more flammable flulds can be used. Tf at all posslble t the

least flmmaable coolant should be chosen. In manned spacecraft within

pressurized areas I flammabillty is excrmuly important and flammable flulds

must be avoided.

Dielectric strength

High dielectric strength is important to miniaize galvanic corrosion.

In addition t high dielectric strength coolants can be used in contact with

electrical equipment which allows the usa of submerged pump motors.

Chm_tcal stability

" Coolants must be chamlcally stable. They must not decompose 2 separate

or have property changes with tlme, temperature or pressure. They muse be

stable when in contact wlth soamon engineering eubsysCemmaterlals.

E_f!cte on nmterlals

The coolants must not corrode or degrade potential naterials of construction.

Highly corrosive coolants to aluminum t iron and sopper alloys should be avoided.

There should be proven adequate sealing materials and techniques available for

subsystem design.

Cos.......t:t

The lower the cost the better. Cost evaluation is not easily arrived st

sines it should include: fluid costs t component costjp system eoets_ development

costs and tests influence seats. Cenerally soolants costs will not vary

cons£derably and tha greatest cost will'be in the destgnp development and test

associated with choosing a coolant that influences the system desiKn_ reliability

and design risks.
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Coolants that do not involve considerable redesign of components and

are compatible with materials of construction are considered more desirable

than a coolant that requires no component modifications but require a more

complex systems design.

III. Coolant ComparlsonAnalysls

A number of common coolants have been selected for study and comparison.

These are listed in Table I. They have been chosen out of the numerous

po=entlal coolants because of their general low temperature properties, ready

a_ailability, prior usage or high expected performance. From thll table a

•umber of coolants have been eliminated because of high freezing points, low

critical temperatures and high vapor pressures to the criteria discussed in

Section If. The candidates for further study are indicated in Table I.

Glycol/water coolant will require a selective stagnatlon radiatoE design due to

its high freezing point. The coolanols do _ot have as low a freezing point as

the Freons and could be marginal for a system that requires flexibility or

growth potential for high earth mlsslons unless they are used in a eelectlve

stagnation radiator design.

In evaluating coolants, considerable estimated or extrapolated data was

used. Most estimated data was manufactured supplied. Dash portions of the

curves show the estimated data. Also, there was some conflicting data for which

a choice had to be made.

The candidate coolants were evaluated against pump power indexeJ, pump
2

power to heat transfer indexes and k /3 vs. temperature and are show_ in

Figures i, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Water has been shown for comparison purposes and

is obviously the best heat transfer fluid but has a poor freezing point for a

radiator design. In a closed loop within a manned spacecraft where temperatures

allow, water is an excellent coolant choice.
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The pump power index for laminar flow shows that at all temperatures

less than 120°F Freon-21 is an excellent choice compared to all other candidate

fluids. For turbulent flow, the pump power index shows that the glycol/water

coolant is best; Freon-21 and Freon 114 are the next best coolants at temper-

atures below 50°F.

When the pump power to heat transfer index is examined, Freon-21 is the

best coolant below about 80°F in the laminar flow region and is best below

about 20°F in the turbulent region.

It is concluded from examination of the pump power indexes and pum_ power

to heat transfer indexes that generally Freon-21 is the best coolant in the

radiator operating temperature ranges.

In the design of compact heat exchangers where coolant thermal conductivity

is important, glycol/water coolant is the_best. The use of the other coolants

can make up the difference in thermal conductivity by increasing their flow.

Increasing the coolant flows will increase their pressure drop and pump power.

Examination of the pump power to heat transfer index curves which takes into

account pump power shows that Freon-21 is still a good choice. Table 2 shows

a table of candidate coolants pump power indexes. Table 3 shows a table of

candidate coolant transport properties.

Taking the three best coolants based on the pump power indexes and the

pump power to heat transfer indexes which are: glycol/water (60/40%), Freon-21

and 114; Freon-21 appears to be the best candidate coolant. These three

coolants are compared for general properties in Table 4.

Freon 21 appears superior and is the recommended coolant.

IV. Selection of Coolant

Freon-21 is the recommended coolant for this program.

desirable features:

1.

From this table,

It has the following

Viscosity - low and relative flat va temperature. Pressure drop for a

3/8 ID tube, I00 feet long and 500 Ib/hr at 100°F is 3.3 psi and at -100°F

is 3.8 psi;
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2. Freezing point - freezing point is the lowest of candldA_e coolants at

-211°F.

3. Vapor pressure - although higher than candidate coolants at 100°F (40 pale)

except Freon -i14, it is compatible with Apollo CSM hardware which has a

maximum operating pressure of 60 psla and L_ hardware which has a maximum

operating pressure of 45.

Pump inlet temperatures will be maintained at about 50 + 5°F. At 55°F
m,,

Freon 21 vapor pressure is 17 psla. Maintaining pump inlet pressures

greater than 17 psla will prevent cavitation and should allow sufficient

pressure rise across the pump and pressure drop through the thermal control

system to operate bel_ a maximum system pressure of 45 pale.

a

Critical temperature - critical temperature is 353.3OF which is more than

adequate to maintain the system in a liquid state.

5. Toxicity - less toxic than Group 4 and somewhat more toxic than Group 5.

6. Flammability - considered non-flammable.

7. Dielectric strength - very high with a dielectric constant, of 5.34.

8. Chemical stability - is stable in the presence of iron, copper and aluminum.

9. Effects on materials - good with iron, copper and aluminum. Good with

nylon, polyethylene, tefloe TFE, polyvinylldene chloride and phenol

forms idehyde.

i0. Performance - (indexes) - rates as good or better than most of the candi-

date coolants. Allows the use of a simplified radiator design such as a

single ion E series system.

Freon-21 will create the following problem areass

I. All elastomers will have to be ich_ Pumps for Apollo Block X,

and AAP have been modified and operated on Freon-21. The modification to

these pumps included changing of seals. L_M pumps also have been run

on Freon-21 for flow rates between 400 and 500 Ib/hr.
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_e Some of the qualified hardware will require requalification because

of changing to a new coolant. Qualification will be necessary for

fluid compatibility and performance.
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Coolant

Glycol/Water 60/40%

Water

FC-75

Coolanol 15

Coolanol 25

Coolanol 35

Freon II

Freon 12

Yroon 13

Yreon 13BI

Freon 14

Freon 21

Freon 22

Freon 23

Yreon 112

Freon 113

Freon 114

Freon I14B2

Freon 115

Freon 116

Freon C-318

Freon 502

Table I

Coolant Properties Comparison

Freezin$ Point
(°r)

-65

32.

<-80 (pour point)

<-140. (pour point

<-120. (pour point

_-120 (pour point)

-168

-252.

-294°

-270

-299.

-211.

-256.

-247.4

74.8

-31

-137

-166.8

-159.

-149.1

-42,5

_150

CritiRal Tamp

> 400.

>I00.

641.

> 400

>400

400

388.4

233.6

83.9

152.6

-50.2

353.3

204.8

78.6

532.

417.4

294.3

418.1

175.9

75.8

239.6

194.1

Vapor Pressu_
(psia) at 100T

.7

1.2

.05

<,1.

<,1,

<1.

23

130.

i

314

40,

210.

1.9

10.4

46.

I0.4

180.

m

67.

230.

i

eand£data

freeses

u__n4tdj_t_

eendidate

e_L_date

wapor press

eriC.tamp.

vapor pretSS,

aloe. tamp.

eandidate 1

vapor press.

erlt.tmap.

freezes

freese8

candidate

vapor press.

or£C. romp.

freeae8

vapor press.
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PRELIMINARY THERMAL RADIATOR ANALYSIS

Introduction

The experiment carrier for Mission IA will have wide extremes and variable

heat loads that the thermal subsystem must control to maintain temperature

requirements. The carrier will be earth oriented during experiment operations.

During other portions of the mission, the carrier will not be restricted to

earth orientation. The orbit altitude for the carrier has been specified as

between 120 and 140 n. miles. It is assumed that _ the end of the mission,

orbit altitudes as low as I00 n. miles might be obtained. Orbit inclinations

have been specified at 40 to 50 degrees. With the above information a pre-

liminary radiator evaluation has been performed.

S urmnar y

Initial radiator design evaluations were based on the use of 62.5_ glycol/

water coolant. One of the better locations for the glycol/water radiator would

be on the side which always faces earth in order to prevent freezing problems

and to be able to use a simple bypass control system. Since this is the side

requir_d for the experiments and the carrier is not restricted to a given earth

orientation at all times, a wrap-around radiator is the best choice. This type

of radiator would require a regenerative heat exchanger control system but would

require a mlnimumsystem heat load of about 800 BTU/hr. A wrap-around glycol/

water radiator configuration would require about 24 ft 2 of surface for a heat

load of 1580 BTU/hr and inlet temperature of 80°F.

Further ewaluatlons showed that Freon-21 coolant using a Block II Apollo

pump package, L_4 pump package or modified Block II Apollo pump package would

produce the most flexible radiator design.

The recommended radiator configuration is a wrap-around configuration using
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Freon-21 coolant. A bypass control valve is used to control theheat rejection

rate. Maximum inlet radiator temperature of 70°F under normal conditions is

recommended. The radiator size will be about 27 - 30 ft 2 for 1580 BTU/hr heat

load. Minimum heat load of 200 BTU/hr is recommended as a lower value to keep

an ample margin to prevent freezing in the coldest radiator panel.

Further analysis will have to be performed once heat load requirements are

firmed up. Additional radiator studies including transient influences along

with transient studies of the entire active loop system must still be performed.

Dis cuss ion

A. Initial Radiator Analysis - Initial radiator studies were performed to gain

an understanding of the problems of integrating a radiator into the carrier con-

figurations being studied. The objective of this early study was to see how a

The

Qualified Pump Packagea - The Block II Apollo pump package which was

chosen has a nominal flow rate (62.5% glycol/water) of 200 Ib/hr.

2. Nominal Heat Dissipation Requirement - From a preliminary 155.5 kw/hr

battery sizing for a 14-day mission, 1580 BTU/hr average rate was

obtained.

3. Maximum Radiator Inlet Temperature - 80°F was chosen as the maxi-

mum radiator inlet temperature.

4. Minimum Heat Load - For flexibility, the goal was the lowest minimum

heat load requirement without freezing (or excessive_P).

5. Minimum Radiat@r Outlet Temperature - _catme of the high viscosity of

the'glycol/water at low temperatures, 25OF was set as the minimum allow-

able outlet temperature.

6. Minimum Controlled System Inlet Temperature - The minimum inlet tempera%

ture to the system was set at 35°F.

radiator could best be located, its size, and its performance capabilities.

following goals and assumptions were made:

I.



7. Radiator Physical Design - Single long series tube configuration was

chosen with a fin thickness of approximately .040 inches and surface

properties of_$ m .2 and_ - .9. A selective stagnation radiator

design was not considered because of the potential development impact

on schedule and complexity.

8. Envlronmental Parameters

2
Solar constant m 443 BTU/hr ft

Earth IR = 73 BTU/hr ft 2

Albedo = .39

External absorbed radiator heat flux was determined from the environmental

parameters, minimum and maximum orbit altitudes and minimum and maximum sun

angle positions. The minimum heat loads were based on zero albedo and 140 n.

miles. The maximum heat loads were based on !00 n. miles with albedo. The

radiator analysis used orbit time averaged steady state heat loads rather than

steady state maximums and minimums values.

Under minimum heat dissipation loads, the cold coolant from the radiator

must be warmed to minimum allowable system temperatures (35°F). This is

accomplished with either a regenerative heat exchanger which reheats the cold

radiator coolant by the inlet radiator coolant or by a bypass llne around the

radiator to mix warm and cold coolant to obtaln proper inlet system temperatures.

These two control approaches are depicted in Figure I. Generally, a bypass

control scheme will tend to freeze up the radiator faster than the regenerative

control method. A regenerative system control has an inherent inefficiency in

the regenerative H.X. which requires a minimum heat load to make up for this

inefficiency. In the control analysis, maximum regenerative H. X. effectiveness

was taken as 0.91. Each radiator configuration must be evaluated for its best

control system. The minimum equilibrium temperature that a surface such as the

radiator will attain is plotted as a function external absorbed heat flux in

Figure 2.
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Table I shows the results of the glycol/water radiator study. The type of

control necessary for greatest flexibility is shown. To obtain the greatest

heat load flexibility for a glycol/water radiator the only location that the

radiator will not freeze is located on the earth side (experiments require this

side also). For all other cases examined, a regenerative heat exchanger control

system with a minimum system hear'load of 800 BTU/hr would be required. An

earth side radiator would constrain the radiator to always view earth.

Further Analysis - Further study of Freon-21 as a coolant showed great promise.

The use of Freon-21 essentially eliminates freeze-up problems at low temperatures

and allows the use of a radiator bypass temperature control system. The bypass

control allows much higherradiator turn down ratios (maximum heat load/minlmum

heat load) than can be obtained with a regenerative heat exchanger (because of

the regenerative H.X. inefficiency). Coupling the above advantages of Freon-21

with the tests performed on the Block II Apollo and _ pump package on Freon-21

and Freon-21 low vlscoslty and low relative pump power index, makes the choice

of Freon-21 excellent.

The location of the radiator on any one side places constraints on the system

design. See Table I. The best design approach appeared to be a radiator which

would have a panel on each of four sides. With this type of wrap around arrange-

ment, no large penalties are paid for sun exposure since there are always sides

of the radiator that can efficiently dissipate heat. Also the wrap-around

approach always has external heating no matter the carrier orientation thus

minimizing freeze-up problems.

During the evolution of a Freon-21 radiator design the radiator outlet

temperature can be allowed to approach the freezing point of the Yreon-21 (-211°F).

Also, the temperature of the r_turned controlled temperature to the system was

lowered from initial studies of 80°F maximum to 70°F maximum to allow more
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flexibility for transient heat loads. Lowering the maximum inlet controlled

system temperature increases the radiator size only slightly (_I0%).

It has been found that the average of the external absorbed heat fluxes by

the radiator can be used to evaluate maximum heat loads and preliminary

radiator areas. Figure 3 shows a plot of radiator area as a function of

average external absorbed heat flux for an average heat dissipation rate of

1580 BTU/hr at a radiator inlet temperature of 70°F. For Freon-21, an average

flow rate of 600 Ib/hr has been used, which is minimum expected Block II Apollo

Freon-21 pump package flow rate.

The radiator design which is considered the simplest approach is a single

tube with fins making one pass around the carrier. This eliminates numerous

bend required for longer single series systems and eliminates flow distribution

problems with parallel tubing. This design approach is shown in Figure _.

Redundant radiator tubes can easily be incorporated as shown.

A • "

II i i .... inlet ....I

._ i outlet?._ !

tube

Ax is

rail._ tube(s)
L '_ -_/ - - meteoroid shield

Section A-A

Figure 4
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There are two variations of wrap-around radiator orientations with respect to

earth being considered. One orientation has the radiator axis (and carrier)

perpendicular to the earth and the other has the axls parallel to the earth. See

Figure 5. The maximum and minimum absorbed external fluxes are shown for these

two orientations in Table 2.

Examination of Table 2 shows that the overall average external heat fluxes

for a wrap-around radiator do not vary a great degree. Since attitude will not

be frozen_ the radiator should be sized for the maximum average external absorbed
J

heat _lux of about 50 BTU/hr ft 2. From Figure 2 this corresponds to a radiator

of abou_ 27 ft 2 for the total of four sides. Based on the 8 inch total fin width

that Figure 3 was derived by, each side length would be i0 feet. _f I0 feet is

not available, then the fin width can be made wider and thickness slightly

greater if need be. Results of previous studies are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for

the influences of fin width and fin thickness.

The heat dissipation control and associated temperature control system using

a regenerative heat exchanger requires a minimum heat load of about 800 BTU/hr

with a regenerative H.X. effectiveness of 0.91. Therefore a bypass control system

was analyzed.

The major problem of bypassing flow around the radiator is the potential freeze

problem. Pressure drop at reduced flow rates is insignificant due to Freon-21

low viscosity characteristics and the low flow rates.

In evaluating the bypass control of the radiator, the radiator flow varies

with heat load. Since one side of the radiator could be exposed to space with zero

external heat flux, the coolant can not be allowed to freeze before passing to the

next warmer panel. Because of the wide variations of external heat fluxes on the

various panels and the significant influence, these heat fluxes can have at low heat

londs -_ o.... _,eo_ 1_w F1nw rates_ each panel must be considered separately, that

is, not using an overall average heat flux. The flow from the system which is

at the hottest temperature should be directed to coldest panel first. Figure 8

is a plot of heat rejection as a function of flow rate through the radiator. Two
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Carrier and Radiator Orientations

3"_------......Wrap Around Radiator

Sun

......Orbit Plane

_/ Wrap Around Radiator

J

Sun

Orbit Plane

Figure 5
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Table 2

Average External Absorbed Heat Flux Wrap Around Radiator

Axis Ito Earth

Side Xf I00 n m

Forward 0° IR I 23

Aft _ IR _ 23

Side #I _/_ LR _ 23Side #2 Sun + IR " 112

140 n m

IR = 22

IR = 22

IR = 22

Sun + LR = II0

Forward 90 °

Aft
S ide #I

Side _2

Axis //to Earth

Sid__  

Earth O°

Space
Side _I

Side _2

Earth 90 °

Space
Slde @I

Side #2

Ave = 45 BTU/hr ft 2

Sun + Alb + ZR = 55

Sun +Alb + IR = 55

Alb+ IR = 27

Alb + IR - 27

Ave = 41BTU/hr ft2

 10Pn m

Alb + IR = 73

Sun - 28

Alb + LR - 27

Alb + IR - 27

Ave - 39 BTU/hr ft 2

IR - 62

0

IR " 23

Sun + IR - 112

Ave -49 BTU/hr ft 2

Ave = 44 BTU/hr ft 2

Sun + ZR = 50

Sun + ZR = 50

ZR = 22

ZR-22

Ave - 38 BTU/hr ft 2

140 n m

IR

Sun

IR

IR

Ave

- 60

- 28

- 22

- 22

= 33 BTU/hr ft 2

IR = 60

0

IR = 22

Sun + LR = II0

Ave _ 48 BTU/hr ft 2
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external heat flux distributions are shown In Figure 8. Outlet temperatures

from the last panel are indicated on the curve. Figure 9 shows plots for the

same two external absorbed heat flux distributions as for Figure 8 but shows

radiator outlet temperature as a function of flow rate. The heat rejection

values are indicated on these curves. Figure I0 is a plot of outlet temperature

of the first coldest panel as a function of flow rate. A minimum flow rate of

about 20 Ib/hr which corresponds to a minimum heat rejection rate of about

200 BTU/hr is recommended to keep the control valve from having to control

mixing of warmer coolant at lower flow rates as seen by the knee of the curve

in Figure 9 and to provide margin against freezing.

The evaluation of the radiator thus far has been based on the Block II

Apollo pump with a flow rate of 600 Ib/hr. This pump draws 52 watts AC power

and with inverter losses raises this to about 70 watts D.C. This 70 watts is

equal to 23.5 kw/hrs which requires about 2 batteries (II.I kw/hr per battery)

weighing about 280 lb. Because of this high weight penalty, the LEM pump

package has been briefly investigated. The L_4 pump package has been tested on

Freon-21 and will put out 400 ib/hr. This pump draws 27 watts at this flow rate

which, for 14 days is 9.1 kw/hrs. The use of this pump would save one battery

weight of 140 pounds. For the same heat dissipation of i580 BTU/hr, 400 Ib/hr

flow rate would have aAT through the system of about 15'5°¥ compared to

lO.3°F for a flow rate of 600 Ib/hr. The radiator area would therefore increase

about I0_ giving a total radiator area requirement of about 30 ft2.

A modified Block II Apollo pump which has been tested on Freon-21 is 8nother

strong pump candidate. This pump has a brushless DC motor and produces a flow

rate from 400 to 500 ib/hr for a power of about 43 watts DC power. This is

equivalent to about 14 kw/hrs.

Based on the analysis thus far performed, it appears that any of the
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above mentioned pumps can be used if heat load requlrements do not exceedthe

current design value of 1580 BTU/hr. Once the heat load requirements become

more firmly established, a complete reevaluation of the radiator system is

necessary along with a complete study of the total active loop subsystem

including transient analyses.
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I. INTRODUCTI ON

i.I

1.2

Purpose - The purpose of this report is to docun_nt the

results of a trade study evaluating several alternilte

approaches to a carrier structural configuration.

Oblectlves - Two alternate orbital attitudes and three

pressurization options are considered. The orbltal
attitudes are:

a. Axial viewing - sensors oriented wlth earth-

viewing axes parallel to the CSM centerline,

causing a relatively high drag orbital config-
uration.

be Side viewing - sensors oriented with earth-

viewing axes normal to the CSM centerline,

resulting in a minimum drag orbital configura-
tion.

The pressurization options include:

a, No pressurization

b. Intermittent pressurization

c. Continuous pressurization

It is not the objective of this study to select a

pressurization mode, since this decision must consider

several system considerations in addition to structural

optimization. Rather, a best structural configuration

is selected for each of the three pressurization options.

These candidate carriers are, in turn, carried into the

pressurization study (Ref PR 29-8) which considers all

systems aspects of the pressurization mode selection.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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SUMMARY

The carrier configuration selected for the unpressurized

option is an axial viewing, box-shaped truss structure,

permitting full entry of the astronaut for IVA activities.

One pressurized configuration has been selected for both

the intermittent and continuous pressurization modes. This

configuration also is axial viewing, and consists of a

conical pressurlzed section with a shallow spherical seRment

bulkhead with sensor viewing windows. Only those experiments

requiring crew access are located within the pressure chamber;

other sensors and subsystems are located on externally located

racks on either side of the pressure chamber.
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3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Ground Rules and. DesiKn Criteria (all confiRurations ) -

The following ground rules and design criteria were

applied to the configurations developed during the

trade study.

3.1.1 The Mission IA Carrier, including experiments and carrier

subsystems, shall be designed for independent operation
when hard docked to the CSM.

3.1.2 Liftoff weight of the carrier including experiments and

carrier subsystems, whether located in the CLM or In the

carrier, shall not exceed 5000 Ibs.

3.1.3 Data retrieval from carrier mounted experiments shall be

accomplished by crew IVA.

3.1.4 The carrier shall be supported in the SLA on the four LM

attach points, and must provide lateral support for the

SLA structure at these points during boost flight.

3.1.5 The carrier/SLA structural interface shall be identical

to the present four-point IM/SLA interface.

3.1.6 The carrier shall be designed so that the desired experi-

ment fields of view and physical orientation requirements

can be achieved.

3.1.7 The Saturn S-IB will be used as the Mission IA booster.

3.1.8 Experiment and support subsystem components shall be

accessible for maintenance at any time prior to pad

evacuation.

3.1.9 For pressurized carriers, only those components requiring

direct crew access shall be located in the pressurized

compartment; all other components shall be placed on

racks external to the pressurized chamber.

3.1.10 In light of the short development and production time

dictated by Flight IA launch schedule, simplicity of

design and use of state-of-art material and fabrication

methods are considered paramount in the design of the

carrier.
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3.2 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

Several carrier concepts were studied to develop a set of

candidate configurations. Six configurations were selected for

further study, and are inaluded in this trade study report,

Of these six, three configurations are axial viewing pressurized,

one is side viewing pressurized, one is side vlew_nR unpressurlzed,

and the last is axial viewing unpreasurized. More than one axial

viewing pressurized configuration is included, since in this group,

shortened conflgurations, providing partial (head and shoulders)

crew entry appeared to have some merit. For side viewing experi-

ments, a pressurized container having sufficient side-looklng

sensor mounting surface inherently provided full crew entry,

precluding partial entry configurations.

The pressurized configurations presented are considered applicable

to either continuous or short term, intermittent pressurization.

The only structural difference expected between these two modes

of operation may be in the area of acceptable leakage rates,

which could be greater for the intermittent pressurization mode.

The foll_ing paragraphs describe the six candidate configurations.

3.2.1 Configuration 1 - Axial Viewing, Pressurlzed_ Conlcal -

This carrier configuration, shown in Figure 1 mounts

the experiment sensors in an axial viewing attitude.

The pressurizeable portion of the carrier is in the

shape of a truncated circular cone expanding from the

docking tunnel diameter to an 84 inch diameter at the

spherical segment aft closure. Adequate volume is

provided for crew IVA and for stowage of various items

of equlpmentin the carrier during launch and subsequent

orbital activities. Four truss assemblies support the

carrier in the SLA.

Only those experiment components which require data

retrieval or direct crew access are located within the

pressurizeable structure. The balance of the experiment

sensors are mounted on earth facing platforms located

on opposite sides of the spherical aft closure, or are

supported from these structures in the cases of the

radar scatterometer and the microwave radiometer.

Experiment sensor supporting equipment such as electronic

packages are appropriately mounted near their sensors.
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A

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

Configuration I (Continued.)

Support subsystem components are mounted on two equip-

ment racks each supported by longerons and two experi-

ment platform support members. The thermal control

radiator is supported from the experiment platforms and

the ring frame at the Juncture of the cone-spherical
closure.

Location and grouping of the experiments and subsystems

in these unpressurized areas facilitates access for

maintenance activities, and thermal and meteoroid shield

design is simplified.

Configuration 2 - Side Viewing Pressurized, Cylindrical -

This concept, shown in Figure 2, consists of a pressur-

izeable cylinder mounted above a rack which is supported

in the SLA by four truss assemblies. Experiment sensors

are mounted in a side viewing attitude with only those

experiment components which require data retrieval or

crew access being located in the pressurizeable cylinder.

The size of the cylinder provides adequate room for crew

IVA and stowage of various items of equipment.

The unpressurized rack accommodates the unpressurized

experiments and houses the support subsystems.

Configuration 3 - Axial Viewing, Pressurized I Shortened

Conical - This configuration, as shown in Figure 3, is

very similar to Configuration I except that the pres-

surizeable truncated cone is considerably shorter than

that of Configuration I. Only enough volume is provided

for partial entry of the crewmen performing IVA in the

carrier.

_qnfiguration 4 - Axial Viewing, Pressurlzed, Cy!indrical -

Major features of this configuration, shown in Figure 4,

are similar to those of Configuration i. The shape of

the pressurlzeable portion of the carrier is a combination

of a cylinder and a truncated cone while the truss con-

figuration has been tailored to accommodate this shape.

Configuration 5 - Side Viewing, Unpressurized - This

configuration, shown _n Figure 5, features an un-

pressurized box frame with the side looking experiment

sensors arrayed on one side of the carrier and support

subsystems mounted to the other faces of the carrier.
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3.2.5

3.2.6

Configuration 5 (Continued)

Four truss assemblies support the carrier in the S[_.

Configuration 6 - Axial Viewing, Unpressurized -

The basic features of this configuration are similar

to those of Configuration 5, however, the experiments

are located in an axial viewing attitude with the

support subsystems located on the other faces of the

carrier. Because of its extreme similarity to Figure 5,

an additional figure has not been shown for this con-

figuration,
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3.3 STRESS ANALYSIS SUMMARY

3.3.1 Analysis - The structural analysis performed on e.ach of

the candidate carrier concepts is repre_enlative of the

level of detail and degree of sophistication necessary

to establish preliminary weight values and to assure

that the concepts are inherently structurally sound.

The main effort, in each case, focuses on primary

structure with the objective of establishing relatively

efficient load paths while providing the desired func-

tional characteristics.

3.3.2 Load Conditions - The basic loading conditions for the

carriers are:

i) Ground Handling

2) Boost Phase

3) Operation in Orbit

For the trade study the following specific load

conditions were considered:

i) Stage I Burn Out

Nx - -5.76 g's limit, -8.05 g's ult

Ny,z= 0 limit

2) Post Release

Nx - -3 g's limit, -4.2 g's ult

Ny,z " 2.5 g's limit, 3.5 g's ult

3) Command Module Design Pressures

5.2 psi Operating

9.5 psi Proof

12.9 psi Ultimate

4) Lateral stiffness requirements of 50,000 ib/in.

These values represent the best available data at present.

Future loads work will yield accurate values for this

particular application. Based on a survey of reports

and other documents concerning the Saturn booster and

associated spacecraft, the above values appear to be

suitable for preliminary design. The values above

include a 1.25 dynamic amplification factor.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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3.3.3 Materials - The basic strucL._'al matl, rial for tile

carrier is 22tq-T87. It was ._el_,ct_;d hecaust_ oi! its

l llvt)t'Ul*|c wetding and ;;tn.n_..th _haracteristic_t. Oth,,r

higllcr :;trength materials, _,.g., stainh_._t_ ste.,1.

titanium, wc.rr: conshlered, h.I _tahlllty, halldlill g
aml mantlfacturing co.siderat 1,,.._ ltldicat(, that the

tilicker aluminum gages arc ,_.re i)tat't teal.

3.3.4 Stress Summar)t - Sketches dellnt, at i.g the basic structtlre

of each of the concepts studi_.d al_,l a stress summary of

the basic structure of each are presented in Figures 6
through 10 and Tables 1 throu._,_h 5. Although not proselyted

hera, analysis was done on various secondary structure,

e.g., experiment mounting, subsystem mounting, to provide

a reasonable basis for weight calculations. The basic

trusswork was sized as square tubing three inches on a

side, the pressure hull as sheet aluminum, and ring

frames, longerons, caps, etc. as open extruded or formed

sections. In the tables the structural type refers to

the types described above and are numbered:

(i) square tubing 3" on a side

(2) sheet aluminum

(3) open sections

MARTIN MARIETTA @ORPORATION
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3.4 Weights Analysis Summary

A summary of the weight breakd_n of each of six candidate

mission IA carrier configurations is presented in Table 6.

The weight of each configuration is apportioned according
to seven basic classifications:

a) Pressure Chamber - All structural elements forming an

integral part of the pressure hull, e.g., ring frames,

longerons, spherical cap with windows, conical or

cylindrical shell, etc.

b) Carrier Support Truss - All space frame members com-

prising the primary load carrying structure plus the

required end fittings. This structure also provides

lateral stiffness for the SLA during boost.

c) Equipment Support- All structure directly utilized

for the mounting and support of experiments and experi-

ment subsystems.

d) Docking Port - Basic docking port plus a hatch in the

tunnel which serves as a pressure hatch for the un-

pressurized carrie r durin_ transportation docking ,
and a contamination control cover for the pressurized

version.

e) Drogue Assembly

f) Meteoroid Protection - Meteoroid protection consists

of i00 ft2 of paneling plus the pressure hull for the

four pressurized configurations. Additional panel

area is required for the unpressurized configurations.

g) Sensor Contamination Covers - The covers plus their

operating mechanisms are included in this category,
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3.5.1 Evaluation Method- This comparative ewlluat, l.o,,oil th_

candidate carriers selects two conflguration._, one

prt_ssurized version applicable for eitller interm[:rent

or continuous pressurization, and one unpressurtzed.

These two, in turn, are evaluated In a broader _,,nse,

considering all systems aspects, in the presst, rizatlon

study, PR 29-8.

The parameters evaluated in this carrier selection

study include carrier structural weight, crew access-

ability in the carrier, ground viewing characteristics

from the CM, CSM docking, design flexibility and

growth capability, orbital drag and decay characteris-

tics, prelaunch maintainability, and producibility.

Carriers in each of the two groups (pressurized and

unpressurized) are ranked on each of these parameters.

3.5.2 Confi_uration Evaluation - A summary of the ranking

of the candidate configuration in each evaluation

parameter, along with preliminary estimates of

structural weights, is presented in Table 7. Those

parameters of primary importance have been assigned

a maximum weighted rating of ten points, while those

of lesser importance have been assigned a maximum of

five points. It is recognized that this type of

comparison tends to be somewhat arbitrary, but with

an attempt at impartial evaluation, credible con-

clusions may be drawn.

The following comments are presented in Justification

of the gradings shown on Table 7.

3.5.2.1 _ - This rating assigns ten points to those con-
figurations having the lightest weight. The ratings

decrease correspondingly as the carrier weights in-

crease.

3.5.2.2 Crew Accessibility in Carrier - This parameter con-

siders the internal carrier maneuvering space and

arrangement, and the astronautls ability to gain

access to those installations requiring service.

It does not consider effects of pressure dlfferentlal0

across the astronautes suit; this is covered in the

pressurization study. _
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3.5.2.3

3.5.2.4

3.5.2.5

3.5.2.6

(Continued)
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Crew Accessibility ratings are highest for those

configurations permitting full astronaut entry and

turn-around capability, as well as ability to work

in the carrier in a natural body position. The

short, partial entry configurations are down-graded

since they require an over-the-head working position.

Ground Viewing Characteristics - This parameter con-

siders the ground track viewing capability of the

crew from the CM crew station. Ability to see

forward along ground track as well as cross track is

highly advantageous, especially for targets of oppor-

tunity. Near-nadlr viewing and concurrent view of

ground track approaching nadir is also of great value.

Ground viewing capability from the L_4 i.._nmrkedly

superior in the axial viewing mode of operation with

the CSM center line along nadir. Reference I%4 29-10

for further discussion of spacecraft orientation.

CSM Dockin K - This parameter considers the degree of

CSM "fly-ln" required into the restricted SLA panel

areas of the SIV B stage to perform carrier docking,

release, and extraction. A docking interface located

near the existing I/_ docking station is considered

ideal; a docking station further aft is less desireable.

Design Flexibility and Growth: For Mission IA,

sufficient flexibility and growth capability must be

provided to allow for revisions or modest additions

to the complement of sensors and their supporting sub-

systems. Design flexibility is greatest for the

unpressurized carriers. Of the pressurized versions,

the larger configurations have more flexibility than

the shortened versions.

Orbital Decay Characteristics - This is of secondary

importance, only because both the "high-drag" and

"low-drag" attitudes have sufficiently low orbital

decay characteristics to not require station keeping

for the 14-day mission. However, some advantage exists

for having a minimum variation in orbital altitude

for the mission duration. Ratings vary directly

with drag characteristics.
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Prelaunch Maintainability - This parameter considers the

ease of sensor/subsystem installation, alignment and

check-out prior to SLA integration and access capability

during the prelaunch period in the SLA section for late

sensor installation and component maintenance and re-

placement. Maintainability characteristics are graded

highest for the unpressurlzed, open rack carrier con-

cepts.

Producibility - This parameter evaluates the simplicity

of the carrier design c_eept and use of state-of-the-

art materials and fabrication techniques. These are

particularly important in view of the short Mission IA

production time span. Produclbility ratings are highest

for the unpressurized carriers. The pressurized carriers

are down-graded according to complexity of design details.

Unpressurlzed Carrier Se_ction - Configuration 6, the

axial viewing carrier, is selected as the unpressurlzed

carrier _andidate. The primary reason for the choice

of this configuration over the side viewing Configuration

5, was its greatly superior rating in the crew ground

viewing category. Although the orbital decay character-

istics are less desireable than those of Configuration 5,

this feature is far outweighed by the more favorable

ground viewing characteristics. The two configurations

were rated at the same level for all other parameters.

Pressurized Carrier Selection - Configuration I, the

axial viewing conical carrier, is selected as the

pressurized carrier candidate, based on the ratings

tabulated in Table 7. This choice is based on

favorable comparative ratings over Configurations 3

and 4 for several parameters. These include crew

accessibility, ground viewing, CSM docking, design

flexibllity, and producibillty. Slightly lower

ratings for the weight and orbital decay parameters

do not balance the high scores achieved in the above

categories. Configuration 2, the side viewing

cylinder, scored particularly low in the weight and

ground viewing categories.
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1.0

2.0

INTRODUCTION

I.I Purpose - This report summarizes the results of a trade

study on pressurization mode of operation for the Mission

IA Early Applications Carrier.

1.2 Oblectives - Two candidate carriers, representing one

pressurized and one unpressurized configuration, are

studied. The pressurized configuration is applicable

to either continuous or intermittent pressurization.

Parameters considered in this trade study include crew

and experiment aspects of pressurization, as well as

oxygen utilization and system weight comparisons.

SUMMARY

A pressurized and an unpressurized carrier configuration

are compared in terms of experiment considerations and

crew aspects at pressurization, oxygen utilization, and

configuration weight. The pressurized carrier is selected

for Mission IA, with continuous pressurization mode.

Intermittent mode option is available if warranted by

results of experiment 02 compatibility study currently in

progress.

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 Experiment Considerations - The twenty three experiments,

plus the support camera, were classified according to

the influence of pressurization mode on their operational

requirements. Four groups became apparent in this evalua-

tion, as listed below:

Group I - This group includes all experiments that require

no crew access during the course of the IA

Mission. This group consequently has no impact

on the selection of the pressurization mode,

since they will be located in an unpressurized

portion of the carrier in either case. Experi-

ments included in this group are S039, S040,

S043, S044A, S048, S017, DOI7, TO04, E06-9A,

E06-9B, and E06-11.

IgFAR'rlI_ J_VAJ_IEY'rA OORPORATIOJV
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3. i Experiment Considerations - (Continued)

Gro,p 2 - This group includes those _,xperiment:_ l_,rformed

In the CI,I. Five (_.xp(,rtment:; fall :in II, ls cat(,-

Fory: SO15, TO03, DO08, I)OOq, _]nd TO02. Of

these, S015, TO03, and 1)0()_ _lr{, s t(_w(,d, used,

and rett.,rned in the CM, so LII'L_ O[" I10 ftt|lher

concern in this study. The renminlng two w:lll

likely be stowed in the carrier during hoost

and. retrieved after docking to minimize abort

condition CM chute weight. For ease of re-

trieval in the unpressurized carrier configura-

tion, these two experiments would be stowed

with the drogue in the short, pressurized docking

tunnel. This pressurized docking tunnel is re-

quired to enable transposition docking and SIVB

separation without d epressurizing the CM. It is

concluded that the experiments in this group are

not affected by the selection of pressurization

mode.

group 3 - This group includes those experiments to be used

with the NAA scientific airlock. To minimize

EVA, the airlock is located in the CM for the

unpressurized carrier. However, the CM location

for this airlock requires significant redesign

and requalification in the CM hatch and airlock

ablative cover, because of a single point failure

possibility in the ablative cover. This failure

mode does not apply to a carrier-mounted scientific

airlock, so the NAA designed airlock is used without

modifications in the pressurized carrier. Experi-

ments in this category include S016, S018, S019,

and. S020.

Group 4 - This last group includes those components located

in the carrier that require crew access for sensor

adjustment, film changes, or film retrieval. Ex-

periments in this group include E06-1, E06-4, and

E06-7, as well as the support camera.

Of these four groups, only the last two influence the

selection of pressurization mode.

Group 3 experiments prefer a pressurized carrier airlock

location, so that the NAA scientific airlock ablator and

MARTIN MARIE'IrA _ORPORATION
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3.1 Experiment Considerations - (Continued)

CM hatch redesign/requalification is not required. An

additional advantage in carrier location is the capability

of using two airlocks, providing experiment operation

versatility. These experiments have been designed for

CM operation, so no 02 compatibility (fla,mnabtl_ty)

problems are expected.

The Group 4 experiments need individual consideratlon in

terms of vacuum or oxygen environments, and flam,imbllity

requirements. In general, however, the 02 compatibility

in te_zs of flammability requirements has not yet been

assessed; a continuing study must evaluate each component

in accordance with current_flammability criteria.

The E06-1 metric camera (Fairchild) is an aircraft unit,

with added stellar camera, and may require modification

for either vacuum or 02 operation. The E06-4 multi-

spectral cameras (Hasselblad) are currently neither

designed nor qualified for continuous, long-term vacuum

operation; they are compatible with 02 atmosphere opera-

tion. For the IA Mission, two film changes are required

for the current Hasselblad cameras. If an unpressurized

carrier is used, a redesign to increase film capacity,

and avoid film reload EVA's, is recommended. For both

E06-1 and E06-4, the use of windows for lens viewing

through the carrier pressure wall is acceptable.

The E06-7 IR Imager experiment will be a modified aircraft

unit. The film removal door on the experiment is too small

to permit retrieval by a gloved astronaut; redesiKn is re-

quired for either vacuum or pressurized mode. No wind_

material is acceptable for sensor viewing. The pressurized

carrier concept locates this experiment outside the

pressurized section, with a film transport system through

the wall into a film return cannister. At experiment

completion, a film cutter will also seal the pressure wall

penetration, permitting film canister removal without

pressure loss.

The Hycon support camera is a sealed unit, and as such is

likely compatible with either vacuum or 02 atmosphere

operation.
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3.2

3.3

Crew Considerations - The primary crew consideration in the

pressurization mode selection is that of unprt.ssttrized EVA

vs pressurized IVA. It is readily al)parent that th(, pres-

surized IVA is the preferred mode for Ill(, crew. 1,1 _trher

C;I,_;t " , [. I|e ast roI]_ll, l[ is sul. ted; I-iowvver, t tit, sot:l ,_u I t ('Oll-

l:lvurat Ion (no Ap across the sull:) p,'ovldv:_ &:rt,at l y ,.lllinll(',,d

mobl. fity and malll.lfl[ dexterity. A]:_o, ])|eH:itll-iZllI [_)li rg.,q.lUll(Jlln(._l_

provid(,d by a pressurized carrier t,nlla,,ces urvw ._'al(.ly.

Oxygen Utiltzat ion For the unpressurized carrie.r c,}nl-tF.ttratttnl ,

two EVA's are assumed, requiring 6 lb. of 02 for t_nt'h CN

repressurization. This requires a total of 12 lb. _,f _xy_.en.

Oxygen requirements for the continuously pressurized carrier

are based on the following assumptions:

a) Continuous pressurization for 12.5 days,

b) Pressure level is 5.0 psia (nominal),

c) Leakage of docking adapter interface is 2.4 ib/day,

d) Leakage of carrier (through windows and seals) is

1.0 Ib/day,

e) Leakage of NAA scientific airlock is not included.

These conditions result in an oxygen requirement of 50 lb.

For intermittL, nt pressurization, the following baseline was

established:

a) A total of ten pressurizations, with venting between,

is required for the IA Mission. Refer to Table 1

fol: details of these pressurizations.

b) Pressure level is 5.0 psia (nominal).

c) A total of 40 hours pressurization is provided,

with leakage rates as used for the continuous

pressurization ease.

This data provides a requirement for 58 ib of oxygen for

the intermittent pressurization/vent configuration.

It is assumed that carrier pressurization will be accomplished

by oxygen supplied from the CM. In the event the CM cannot

provide the required gas supply, an independent carrier pres-

surization system will be required. This system, with weights,

is .,L ...... in "_" ....... i _..._ _,^_.1_
C_ll_tW 11 L" JL_UL t" (3LII t-1 LI_ U &'_ 21
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4.0

3.4 Weight Comparison - Two carrier configurations, one for

pressurized mode, and one for unpressurlzed modes were

selected in PR 29-7, "Carrier Configuration Trade Study".

These two concepts are presented in Figures 2 and 3

respectively; for more detail refer to PR 29-7.

The pressurized carrier predicted structural wei_;ht is

approximately 200 lb heavier than tile unpressurized w, rsion.

Other subystem weights are unaffected by the pressurlz._It:iou

mode, assuming that all oxygen is provided hy tho (,_i oxygen

system. If a separate 02 system must bi, provided, an addl-

tional 136 ib and 144 Ib of pressurization system must be

added for the continuous a,d intermittent pressurization

modes, respectively, as discussed in Section 3.3 above.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions - Table 3 stmnarizes those pressurization con-

siderations discussed in Section 3. From these considerations,

the following conclusions may be drawn.

Scientific airlock and crew aspect advantages of the

pressurized concept far outweigh the disadvantage of higher

structural weight. Oxygen usage is approximately the same

for either intermittent or continuous mode of pressurization,

Selection of intermittent vs continuous pressurization mode

should be contingent upon 0 2 compatibility of experiments

during operative periods; venting the carrier between crew

entries will permit minimum redesign/requalification for

those components which may prove to be incompat'ible with 0 2

during operational periods.

4.2 Recommendations - The pressurized carrier, using a continuous

pressurization mode, is selected. Intermittent mode option

is available if warranted by experiment oxygen compatibility

study results.
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1.0

2.0

3.0

INTRODUCTION

The flight IA Mission Experiment Carrier will be maintained in

a pressurized mode at 5 psia 02 from the initial post docking
pressurization until depressur_zation prior to CM-Carrier

separation at mission completion. Although the great majority

of mission time will be flown with the CM pressure/thermal

hatch in a closed position, there will be occasions when it will

be necessary for a crewman to perform carrier ingress for pur-

poses of data collection or experiment operation. During these

periods the carrier becomes parr of total crew habitation with

the attenuate concern for fire potential, toxic offgassing and

od or.

SUMMARY

Non-metalllc materials for the IA mission will be selected in

general accordance wlthASPO-RQTD-D67-5A "Non-M, tallic Materials

Selection Guidelines" and MSC-A-D-66-3 Revision A "Procedures

and Requirements for the Evaluations of Spacecraft Non-Metalllc

Materials".

To review candidate materials, a Non-Metalllc Material Selection

Review Board will be established at Martin. Board membership

will include representatives from Crew _ystems Safety, Reliabillty and

Test under the chairmanship of Materials Engineering. Any requests

for deviation from the selection criteria will be processed through

the Selection Review Board and submitted to a designated NASA-

MSC board for approval.

DISCUSSION

3.1 Design Goal &Approach - It will be a design goal to select

materials that have demonstrated test compliance with

MSC-AD-66-3. Apollo andCemi=t program components and/or

assemblies will be used whenever possible.

Close communication will be maintained with the Non-Metallic

Materials Information Center at MSC. The non-metalllc

flammability test data provided in the Characteristics of

Non-Metallic Materials (COMAT) Listing prepared by this

information center will be used as one of the basis of

material selection. Additionally, data relative to Apollo

-2-
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3. I (continued)

3.2

3.3

Command Module components that have been requallfied or on

which waivers have been obtained, will be reviewed.

Whether or not full scale, full volume Crew B_y Configuration

Flammability Verification Tests (Test II in MSC-A-D-66-3)

will be recommended remains open. A preliminary review of

the CFE non-metalllcs anticipated for the carrier would indi-

cate that this test may not be required. Until GFP Experi-

ments, includir4_ both those in inventory and those to be pro-

cured, are evaluated, however, such determination cannot be
made.

Non-Metallic Material Selection Review Board - A Non-Metalllc

Material Selection Review Board will be established at Martin

to review candidate materials. This board will be chaired

by Materials Engineering and will have a representative from

Crew Safety, Reliability and Test.

Should any request for deviation on any non-metallic be

considered advisable, such requests will be processed

through this board and submitted to the NASA-MSC board for

approval.

Government Furnished Propert[ - GFP items, including experi-

ments, are considered to be provided by the Government as

qualified system elements verified to conform to the non-

metallic material selection criteria. The Contractor is

responsible to analyze the experiments and their installa-

tion placement and inter-relationships to assure that

system hazards and mission degradation cannot result from

experiment Inter-reaction.

-3-
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IA SPACECRAFT ORIENTATION

i.O INTRODUCTION
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2.0

This study summarizes the l_rameter_ consl.lered in selection of

the flight orientation for the Mission IA _pacecraft to

accomplish the low earth orbit experiments in meteorology,

earth resources, solar and :_tellar Inveutigations, and corollary

scientific experiments.

S_ARY

Evaluation indicates the preferred mpacecraft orientation for the

body mounted experiments required for earth resources sensing is

a CSM nose down attitude with the + X axis on the local earth

vertical and the crewmen in the CM couches, heads forward along

the flight path. The experiments are rigidly mounted in the

end of the pressurized conical carrier which is also boresighted
to the local vertical.

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 Orientation Requirements

The primary mission orientation requirements for the orbital

experiments identified for Mission IA fall into the follow-

ing categories:

a)

b)

c)

Earth orientation about th_ nadir (local vertical)

within i._ degrees to 1.5 degrees in all axes is re-

quired to permit passive remote sensi_ of the earth

surface by body mounted cameras, IR radiometers,

altimeters and other devices operatimg in the optical

and electromagnetic spectra. Meteorological obser-

vation experiments impose similar requirements.

An inertially oriented spacecraft is required for con-

duct of solar and stellar/galactic observations.

Optical and electromagnetic spectra from essentially

point sources are of interest, thereby necessitating

target acquisition by direct viewing and through

display/control panel sensor readouts, and precise

pointing and stabilization during experiment operations.

Free drift mode is required for low gravity evaluation

of hioiogical specimens, _nd RCS pro_llant conservation.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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d) Miscellaneous experiments require pointing or orien-

tation to selected targets for short periods to permit

experiments, including handheld can_eras, to be com-

pleted.

The detailed pointing and orientation requirements for

all experiments, and resulting impact on. CSM/carrler

operations are de_;cribed in FR 29-43 , Pointing and

Stability Studie_.

3.2 Crew Visibility

3.B

Crewmen must be able to view the earth targetJ ahead on the

ground track as well as on nadir, to prepare for and operate

the experiment/subsystems and to make any required target

acquisition attitude corrections. Trade Study PR-29-12,

Window Visibility Study, describes the viewing areas

and limitations for all CM windows and the G & N scopes.

Other considerations, as described in PR 29-11, Crew

Worksite Considerations, indicated that the carrier would

not be utilized as a primary viewing station. The pre-

ferred crew visibility location was then determined as a

"heads forward" position permitting both the command pilot

and the pilot in the left and right couches respectively to

view either "forward" on track or "down" on the local

vertical by moving their individual head positions relative

to the couches.

The main hatch window viewing area has not been considered

since use of the center couch for viewing would conflict

with the selected experiment/D & C Pamel mounting area.

That window may also be pre-empted by the scientific air-

lock, should NASA require a CM installation in addition to
the carrier installed airlocks.

An auxiliary pointing and tracking aid such as the prototype

Kollsmama unit would facilitate forward viewing by enlarg-

ing the field of view, and reducing required head movements

to cover window look angle requirement.

Carrier Weight

A decision to utilize a rigid pressurizable carrier to

eliminate mission dependent EVA was reached early in the

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORA'rlON
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3.3 (continued)
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study and is documented in PR 29-8, Pressurization Study.

Additional analyses of various carrier configurations for

both nose down and streamlined configurations are detailed

in PR 29-7 carrier configuration. The results of both

studies indicated that the nose down vehlcle configuration

would provide the lightest weight rigid structure, with

the least interior volume, and consequent oxygen con-

sumption for internal pressurization and leakage makeup.

Also, equipment mounted within the pressure vessel would

require lower mounting weight since direct axial mounting

instead of cantilever approaches could be u_ed. The nose

down configuration then was 150 Ibs. lighter and provided

a preferred design.

3.4 Orbital Deca_

Preliminary MMC estimates of orbital decay for the candi-

date configurations were updated and refined by an

MSC-MPAD computer run. Total decay from 140 mm over 14

days was determined to be 8.5 mm for the nose-down config-

uration and 2.5 mmfor the streamlined configuration.

Both configurations were Judged capable of meeting mission

objectives.

3.5 Sensor Contamination

Lens contamination and adverse heating problems associated

with RCS plume impingement were also reviewed. Selective

RCS forward nozzle inhibiting was considered undesirable as

a solution because of resulting difficulties in RCS pro-

pellant management. Potential lead time to program the

CMC for nozzle inhibit was also deemed a disadvantage. The

nose down conical configuration provided the only design

which inherently would deflect RCS plume away from the

sensors,

The side airlock used for SO19 and S020 may, however, re-

quire selective inhibiting or a localized deflector during

the two days currently planned for use of that airlock.

CSM waste dump control may be required if it is determined

that ice particles will be ejected into the path of sensors.

A Block I control valve_ system in place of the demand dump

would correct this problem.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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3.6 RCS Pro_pellsat Usage

RCS propellant allowances dictate a minimum maneuvering

orbital mission. During most of the earth oriented

flight, the spacecraft will be maintained on-track with

local vertical sensing in the coarse attitude mode. Fine

mode attitude control will be utilized only during target

(USA) overpasses. The results of PR 29-_3, Pointing and

Stability Studies, define minimum RCS usage for the

streamlined configuration, considering only local vertical

stabilization and cross track maneuvers. That study also

indicates, using available NAA Mission Modular Data Book

information, that adequate orientation, stabilization and

control can be provided for all experiments in the base-

line mission timeline with the nose-down configuration.

It should be noted that the selected configuration incor-

porates a side airlock oriented 30° off of the_ Z axis

for the SOl9 and S020 stellar and solar experiments.

Streamlined considerations apply to those two experiments.

3-7 Disturbing Tqrques

Aerodynamic torques on the symmetrical, streamlined con-

figuration are low, whereas for the nose-down configuration

that torque tends to pitch the spacecraft toward the - Z

axis (or forward along the ground track). This is within

the capabilities afforded by the RCS budget. Gravity grad-

ient torques are minimal for both configurations.

3.8 Configuration Summary

3.8.1 Selection Criteria

Orientation selection and configurations were based

upon the following:

(i) Maximizing crew viewing from the CSM based upon

PR 29-43, Window Visibility Consideration,

(2) Minimizing carrier pressure vessel and overall

structural weight based on the pressurization

FR 29-7 and the specific carrier configurations

evaluated in PR29-_
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(3) Determining that no other known constraints

impacted the decision ba_ed exclusively on

visibility and weight.

The nose-down configuration was selected and

the summary rationale is given below.

Nose Down Configuration

The "nose-down" configuration, with a heads for-

ward crew position (-Z) axis, provides a forward,

on track visibility of up to 200 nm continuousl_
interrupted only by carrier truss protuberances.

The auxiliary pointing device is a desirable

option to increase the 36 sec. advance time avail-

able to the crew before overflying nadir targets.

A minimum weight of the rigid carrier pressure

vessel is achieved since the cone structure is also

the adapter to the CM docking collar. An orbital

decay of 8.5 nm for the 14 day time period is well

within the altitude tolerances of the sensors and

does not require orbit maintenance by SlXS firings.

Experiment contamination is minimized during data

collecting operations which require active control

by the SM-RCS thrusters. The flared carrier come

and end mounted experiments provide a natural RCS

deflector to minimize contamination and exhaust

particle clouds either over the sensor ports or in

close proximity to the spacecraft between sensors

and the target. In addition the CSM vents and

dumps are oriented in different directions and

should not effect the primary nadir oriented experi-

mentation. The side airlock mounted experiments

S017, 18, 19 and 20, however, are in the path of

one RCS forward pointing nozzle and will require

selective nozzle inhibit or perhaps a truss mounted

deflection plate.

RCS propellant utilization for the on-track earth

sensing experiments will be low assuming modifi-

cation of the G & • computer program to provide

local vertical and optimized RCS operation in

fine mode+

MARTIN MARIET'I'A OORPORATION
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Aerodynamic torques tending to move the X axis

centerline forward along the ground track are

minimal but do require RCS corrections to maintain

the X axis on nadir.

Streamlined Configuration

The "streamlined" configuration shown in Fig. i

provides a very good forward view (_ X) on track,

but no visibility at all on the nadir (_Z) with

the crew in the heads down position. The auxiliary

pointing and tracking scope is essential in this

configuration. Heads up crew position requires

use of the sextant scope as the sole means of view-

ing the target area. This limits a single crewman

to viewing either forward or on nadir during target

passes since no other windows are located on the

Z side of the CM.

Carrier pressure vessel weight is higher than the

nose-down configuration due to a separate transition

cone from the primary experiment pressure vessel to

the docking collar. The _ weight is approximately

150 Ibs.

Sensor contamination from the RCS forward nozzles

will require inhibiting up to 3 nozzles during data

collection. In addition, the waste water dump and

SM vents may require exhaust reorientation to

minimize vapor clouds or ice particles in the sensor

field of view.

RCS propellant usage in the G & ] automatic mode is

low due to the low vehicle inertia in roll. This

flight mode has been previously evaluated during

the I_ & SS program to meet rigid requirements.

Disturbing torques are minimal since aerodynamic

drag acts symmetrically on the CSM/carrier combin-

ation and gravity gradient torques are essentially

zero although the configuration is not stable, as

it to a nose-down or nose-up position.
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Oblique Configuration

Although previous discussions in this report have

been limited to two configurations, streamlined

and nose-down, an oblique intermediate orientation,

see Figure I, was originally considered as a com-

promise alternative. Due to the fact that it in-

cluded all of the disadvantages of the other two

without improving the advantages of either, it was

deleted in the detailed studies. An overall summary

of aspects of the oblique orientation configuration

is included in this report for completion purposes.

The "oblique" configuration identifies a spacecraft °
with experiments oriented in the 70 region from I0
off +X to I0° off + Z axis in the CSM. The heads

down position has forward view limited by the carrier

envelope, but presents a direct nadir view without

vision aids. A "carrier forward" orientation is

shown in Fig. 1 with heads-down attitude. The

flight path could be reversed to have a carrier aft

configuration and improve the forward visibility;

however, the auxiliary tracking scope would still

be required to provide adequate forward visibility

on the flight path. Carrier weight becomes a com-

promise between the streamlined and nose-down

configurations but was not studied in detail.

RCS impingement varies with sensor orientation, i.e.,

the closer to the spacecraft X axis the lower the

contamination. RCS propellant usage and attitude

maneuvers were considered the most negative factors

since the sensors would not be aligned on amy basic

spacecraft axis and would require combination firings

of X, Y and Z thrusters for all maneuvers (the

pitch, yaw and roll axis of the sensors are dis-

placed from those of the CSM thrusters, thereby

making manual control most difficult and increasing

RCS propellant usage. )

Aerodynamic torques are between the nose-down and

streamlined; however, gravity gradient is greatest

for the oblique orientation.
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2.0

This study su_narizes the selection of the CM and Carrier

worksites for the iA mission, prin_rily the operating location

of the experiment carrier display and control panel, the

spacecraft flight control and guidance and navigation

stations, ex_rimemts requiring data retrieval and the
scientific airlock locations.

SUMMARY

The experimental mission considerations, crew station design

factors and configuration characteristics of the Block II

Command Module were evaluated for the 1A mission. The re-

commended crew work stations include priory experiment control

from the pilot's couch (right seat) using a portable display

and control panel carrier in the carrier during boost and

relocated to temporary mounting brackets in the lower cutout

area above the center couch during orbital flight. _is

D & C _el may also be monitored and controlled by the

Commsmd Pilot (left seat).

The right and left forwlu_d docking windows provides direct

viewing on the llne of sight of the carrier mounted experi-

ments. Spacecraft flight and attitude control is provided

by the Command Pilot who also utilizes the left docking window

for viewing oncoming sensor target areas.

_y auxiliary experiment pointing station is provided by the

G & • station in the Lower Equipment Bay which is used for

pointing and tracking X-ray targets for the side airlock

mounted experiments primarily S017 and S019.

Preliminary evaluation of these stations has been m_de by

checking the locations and _ositions in CM mockups at both

M_C and NAA.

3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 Crew Station Locations

Spacecraft control experiment operating, and data re-

trieval requirements were considered in two categoriesJ

first - crew activities for specific piec_ of b_y

mounted equipment for which local access, work space

MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
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(continued)

and work site restraints must be provided; secondly,

crew activities requiring visibility, spacecraft

control, experiment operations, CM and Carrier _isi)l_ys a.ld

controls, windows and viewing devices and auxiliary

portable equipment unique to Mission IAo

The first category includes cameras, scientific airlocks,

docking umbilicals, etc., and the approach is defined

in FR 29-14 Crew Equipment mad Illumination Require-

ments. The second category covering flight control

and experiment work stations is covered in this report.

Ex,perime,mt Operat.i _ Re_uireznts

The baseline experiment grouping was evaluated for crew

station requirements, emphasizing those in the pointing,

tracking and stabilization area. These requirements

analyzed in PR 29-43 Pointing and Stabilization Studies,

and summarized in Fig. 3.2-i identify the specific types

of experiment targets desired, pointim_ and attitude

control requirements imposed on the crew and the Command

Service Module (CSM) Stabilization Control System (SCS)

and the Reaction Control System (RCS). A number of

experiments require local vertical attitude hold over

the Continental U.S.A. for synoptic mapping of earth

resources and meteorological phenomena. This mode of

flight is achieved either by a crewman manually controll-

ing the vehicle from an IR horizon scanning system readout

display or through a local vertical computer program fed

directly into the SCS for automatic control. This same

computer program may be utilized by a crewman viewing

the Flight Director Attitude Indicator (FDAI) visual

display and manual controlling the RCS. The X-Ray

Galactic (SO17) experiment requires crew control from

a light matrix mounted on the TOO4/SO19 panel with

manual control provided by the crewman. X-Ray Stellar

Photography (S019) will use either the experiment

mounted calibrated optic or the CM scanning telescope

with manual flight control during experiment operation.

Initially the SOl9 optical viewer and the CM sextant

would be boresighted by alignment with a known starfield.

The sextant would then provide the visual reference for

vehicle actituae control during SO19 operation by a
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FIGURE 3.2-1

EXPERIMENT 1A POINTING, STABILIZATION AND CREW REQ_

Experiment

DO08 Radiation

DO09 Simple Navigation

DOI7 CO Reduction
2

E06-1 Metric Camera

E06-4 Multispectral

Camera

EO6-7 IR Imager

E06-9 IR Radiometer/

Spectrometer

EO6-11Multifrequency

Microwave Radio-

meter

S015 O-g Single Human

Cell

SOl6 Trapped Particle

Asymmetry

SOl7 X-RayAstronomy

Experiment
Location

CM

CM

CM

Carrier Dome

Carrier Dome

Carrier Wall

(airlock)

Carrier Dome

Carrier Dome

Carrier Truss

Carrier Dome

(airlock )

Carrier Truss

PGNS Requirement

None

Pointing at Stellar fields;

manual (fine mode) tracking

during observations

None

Orient to local vertical

_i.0 ° for operation;

calibrate to starfield

Orient to local vertical

_+i.0 ° for operation

0rien_ to local vertical

._'i.0 _ for operation

Orien_ to local vertical

+ 1.0- for operation; Roll

once thru 90°at l°/sec;

Acquire moon once with

experiment F.0.V.

0rien_ to local vertical

1.0 v for operation;

Roll to space once during

each day experiment operated

Orient to local vertical

÷ _o

Orient within cycle limits

of G & N fine mode hold to

local vertical thru the

South Atlantic anomaly.

Orient to *. 0.5 ° of X-ray

sources with fine mode dead

band a_o_t _11 .Y1__
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FIGURE 3.2-1 (continued

Experiment

SO18 Micrometeorite

Collection

S019 UVStellar

Astronomy

S020 UVX-Ray Solar

Astronomy

S039 Day-Night Camera

S040 Dielectric Tape

Camera

S043 IR Temperature

Sounder

S044A Scanned Microwave

Rad iome te r

S048UHF Sferics

Detection

TO02 Manual Navigation

TOO3 In-flight Ne-

phel_eter

TO04 Frog Otolith

Function

Experiment

Location

Carrier Wall

(airlock)

Carrier Wall

Iairlock )
see Fig. 13)

Carrier Wall

(airlock)

(see FiE. 13)

Carrier Truss

Carrier Truss

Carrier Truss

Carrier Truss

Carrier Truss

CM

C_

CarrierTruss

Requirement

Orient to deep apace

periodically

Acquire stars within 4_ 20;

Hold on star +- i/h °

Orient to sun within "_ 1/5 °

in pitch and yaw; RolI-N/A

Orient to local vertical

lOo

Orient to local vertical

± lOo

Orient to local vertieal

earth opportunity targets

5°

Orient to local vertical

t 5o

.Orient to local vertical

Orient to starfields +- 0.5 °

Fine mode or - 5.0 ° coarse

mode

Iome

No_
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crewmam in the CM Lower Equipment Bay. Other techniques

were considered for S020 X-Ray Solar Photography includ-

ing the method Just described for SO19. A light filter

would be required om the sextant and vlewfinder eye

pieces. An alternate approach would utilize a sun sensor

boresiEhted in the lab to the S020 _ensor. The 1A Mission

D & C panel would then incorporate a vi_ual display

indicator to maintain spacecraft control for precise sun

alignment.

3.3 Flight Control and Experiment Operatim_ Crew Stations

Six basic locations were evaluated in the Command Module

as well as two in the carrier for the primary flight and

experiment/subsystem control station and are identified

in Fig. 3.3-1 depicted in Fig. 3.3-2. Primary emphasis

was placed on selecting a location capable of providing:

comfortable target visibility, shirt sleeve operation,

capability for both spacecraft and experiment monitoring

during watch, and provisions for utilization by more than

one crewman at a time.

CREW STATION LOCATIONS - OPERATING

i. Main D & C Panel

a. Right Seat-Pilot

Avail. D & C LocatiQ_s

-.2 Locations

b. Center Seat-Sen.Pilot -2 Locations

c. Left Seat -Com.Pilot -2 Locations

d. 0verhead-Amy -4 Locations

2. Lower Equipment Bay

a. Rock Boxes -2 Locations

b. Above C_ Station -2 Locations

c. Docking Tunnel Base -6Locations

3. Upper Equipment Bay

a. Main Hatch Window

4. Right & Left Hand Eqpt

Bays

a. Stow Couches

2 - Locations

4 - Locations

_. Carrier Pressure Vessel

a. Dome E_ad View

b. Side Wall View

As Needed

FIG. 3.3-i

Right Window

Right Docking

Main Hatch

Left Docking
Left Window

Scopes -2

Scopes -2

Scopes -2

Main Hatch Window

Right Window
left Wimdow-

T.'h-'1+,ed View

New Carrier Window

New Carrier Window
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3.3.1
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CM Main D & C Panel Areas

3.3.1.1 The command pilot position (left couch)

provides two candidate panel locations,
a limited space overhead above the main

panel cutout area below the main D & C

shown in Fig. 3.3-3. SI,,e_, ti_i,'_ i_ tl,c pri-

mary flight control station includin E the

Flight Director Attitude Indicator (FDAI)

it was considered most adaptable as the

secondary experiment control station, but

primary for spacecraft attitude control,

pointing and tracking. Two exterior

viewing windows are available, the left

side landing and left forward docking
windows.

3.3.1.2 The senior pilot position (center couch)

provides two panel locations, both over-

head unless the auxiliary panels are

located in front of the middle portion of

the main panel which was considered in-

advisable without additional study and

evaluation by MSC. Should the scientific

airlock be installed in the main hatch

for this mission, protuberances into the

CM would be in the same area as the senior

pilot's head, and the Block I airlock

requirement for all crewmen to be soft

suited would make experiment operations

somewhat difficult. The center couch pro-

vides am exterior view only through the

maim hatch window (if the airlock is not

installed there) or through the docking

windows by awkward body motions over to

the right or left couches. This position

was considered unsuitable as a work

station.

3.3.1.3 Pilot position (right seat) provides an

opposite orientation to the left seat

described above, has two basic locations

available, and differs from the command

pilot station primarily in being the

Co_m_nd Module system engineering and

MARTIN MARIJrTTA OORPORATION
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3.3.4

Re_rt b. _ 29-11

3.3.1.3 (aontinued)

eommnaications control area and is

normally the watch station. A single

crewman at this position may perform CK

systeas aonitoring and housekeeping,
control and noaitor the carrier and

experiments, and control the spacecraft

using the portable side arm controller.

His visibility forward is similar to the

left seat for sensor pointing and track-

ing. This position shown in Fig. 3._-3 •

was selected as the primary experiment/

carrier subsystem work station for the

baseline configuration. Visibility con-

siderations are covered under PR 29-12

Window Visibility 8tudT.

CM Lover Equipment Ba 7 Area

3.3._.1 Lunar Sable Containers (Rock Boxes)

Figure 5, located at approximately knee
height for the crewman restrained on the

center couch lover section were
contenders for D & C location considering
eue of access to the G & C sextant

viewing scopes (i & 60 power), nin_am

inpulse controller and the COalmter
Keyboard (DSk_f). Sines suit donning is

required in this same area as well as

access to the carrier docklng tunnel,

operational interferences during prepar-

ation and completion of carrier visitations

would be expected. Eves though the sur-

face is greater than any available In

the main panel area, only one crevaen

can view through the scope at a time,
and simultaneous pointing and trackiD_
and experiment D & C operation by a

single astronaut overloads the crewman,
also no other CM Window permits a view

of the area covered by the scopes so
that extensive inter-coswnunlcatlon of

the observer and the experiment operator

.... _e zz_cessary. This station was

MARTIN MARIEI"rA OORPORA'I'IOItl
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3.3.4.1 (Continued)

3.4.2

3.4.3

3.5

3.6

desireable only for the carrl._r si(h_ _tir[ocl(

I)oilltln_,, and tr_icking ope.ratlons.

Abov_ _he G&N scopes there [s a potential location

in the I.EB which provides tile space for a I)&C panel

at arms length above the crewmants eye level. The

available space is less than any other location

evaluated_ and offers potential only for all auxiliary

tracking display after primary target acquisition

with the G&N computer/scope. It is not suitable for

the entire complement of IA carrier/equipment controls

and displays.

Dockin_ Tunnel Areas

Several locations were checked Just inside the CM

pressure vessel adjacent to the docking tunnel

for wall mounted D&C panels. These require a

standing posture in the LEB and offer no direct

exterior visibility, but do provide direct viewing

into the carrier when the hatch is open. This

area is of no immediate interest.

CM Upper Equipment Bay (Main Access Hatch)

Two locations were checked. One for a D&C panel

mounted on the inside of the hatch, is not

desireable in the Block II configuration because

of the exposed operating mechanism. The other

location, just above the rapid repressurization

system (RRS) at the head end of the senior

pilot's couch was considered unacceptable because

of poor crew access.

CM RiKht and Left Hand Equipment Bays

The two locations considered for each bay, required

stowage of the new Weber folding couches for D6K_

placement below the right or left landing window

to provide direct visibility during control opera-

tions. The location is awkward, requires the new

couches, presents no advantage over other position

and was discarded°

MARTIN MARIEI"rA CORPORA TION
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3.7

3.7.1

Carrier Pressure Vessel Areas

The carrier pressure vessel was not selected

as the prime flight control and experiment D&C

location for several reasons. The simplest

carrier conflg,,ratloq consistent with minimum

spacecraft modifications uses a pressurized

conical chamber to permit soft suited crew

entry and limited operating time on the extended

CM suit umhillcals. Communication and biomedical

instrumentation are also provided in the cobra

umbilical so no new C_ interfaces are required.

Attitude control by the CM sidearm controller

extended into the carrier would undoubtedly

require a backup crewman at the RCS circuit

breakers for safety. In addltlon, outfitting

a complete crew work station with an overall

restraint system, D6_ panel, viewing window,

hard wired communication, biomedical instrumen-

tation, direct CM RCS control, and long duration

atmospheric and thermal control, all this would

be required in addition to the crew equlp'aent,

restraints and tether discussed in PR 29-14,

Crew Equipment and Illumination Requirements.

Carrier Dome End

Location of an operating station other than the

scientific alrlock for $016 in the area of the

experiment mounting frame would not provide an

astronaut eye position as close to an end mounted

window as is now possible in the C_4. Consequently,

the viewing angles would be smaller for similar

windows. In addition, stowage of equipment on the

truss would be difficult, as would camera cassette

operations. Carrier diameter would have to be

enlarged preferably by a cone-cyllnder pressure

vessel with the planned 84 inch diameter to

accommodate a crew station with display and control

still provide access to the experiment truss

frame, cameras and the scientific alrlock.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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3.7.2

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Carrier Side Wall View

A side location for a crew station could only he

provided in the general area of the side airlo_k

since no nadir visibility is possible. The

airlock station is now utilized for S017, 18_

19 and 20, with both 19 and 20 having internal

pointing devices and requiring manual operations

during data taking.

Considering all factors in selection of the

experiment worksites, the preferred location

is in the C_ couches preferably the left and

right sides for flight control and experiment

operations respectively. The carrier stations

are intended for intermittent manual activities

and not for continuous occupation.
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i. INTRO LIJCT ION

The primary oh.leer, ires f_ I:hc !A miS_-_ioll arc ceHl:t, rt.'d oT_ the a'-

quisitio, of earth resources dat_l tlro,l_ a variety of pa:_s[ve sensors.

These experimen/:s requile crew vi.s;tl, Ilitv, m)l ollly ,_t lh. _mdlr target

areas where data is beI_g taker1, bLit f,_rward lllOIlg I:he gt'ouml track to

pet'mit mitlor spacecraft maueuver[_-,, for ta_'geI acquI.sltl.._ prior to over-

pass. The baseline configuration l!or the carrier/CM pl_lced the primary

crew observatio_ station inside the CM a_ld this study presents the view-

ing areas projected on the earth surface available from the CM forward

and side windows and scanning telescope. Direct earth viewing by a crew-

man in either the left or right couch was emphasized without auxiliary

systems to enhance the field of view.

2. SUMMARY

The fields of view for the CM left docking (forward) and left side

windows were plotted on an earth projection using the baseline mission IA

altitude of 140 nautical miles. Two flight orientatio_s were considered:

nose down with the CM X axis aligned with local vertical and the heads of

the crewmen directed forward toward the velocity vector, and streamlined

with the CM windows faciL_g forward along the flight path, the X axis

aligned with the velocity vector ald the heads of the crewmen directed

toward the earth. Viewing envelopes tilru the forward docl<ing window were

evaluated with the eyes _>f the crewmen located in two posLtions_ deter-

mined by the couch adjustments. Tlmse were the boost and reetltry, and

docking modes. A 50th percentile crewman was assumed as the test subject.

It is readily apparent upon review of the earth projections that only

the nose down orientation provides pilot viewing thru the docking window

of nadir as well as forward target areas without auxiliary viewing devices.

The plots shown herein assume the crewman to be in a normal, restrained

couch position. Additional study and testing will be conducted to deter-

mine the maximum viewing envelope available when the pilot is allowed to

translate his head and upper torso in all directions about the vehicle's

X axis. Viewing augmentation by the incorporation of mirrors will also

be investigated.

NAA data utilized for the CM window fields of view and crew posi-

tio_ing relative to the windows was obtained from test report No. CSU-402076,

entitled, "Evaluatioll of Command Module (CM) Docking and Side Window Field

of View" dated 31 May 1966. Wi,ldow locations were obtained from NAA

Block II drawings for spacecraft 101. The viewfinder study encompasses a

brief review of the existing PGNS and a survey of candidate systems which

Martin Marietta has evaluate¢ duthlg this study effort. Report No. PR29-43,

PoiI_tiil_ and Stal)[liz_It:iol_ Study contains a more detail_d _,mly_Is of the

candidate hardware and spacecraft: i_terface.
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. CM WINDOW VISIBILITY S'I"UDY

3.1 Configuratfon - The CM windows were evaluated for the field

of view projected on the earth's surface. Data were obta[ned usillg a

140 nautlcal mile altitude wlth lhe CSM/carrler [ll,[._ two attitude

orientations° These were nose down wt.th the c_ew_n,,_ orle,_ted heads for-

ward with respect to the velocity veer:or, and :_[reamli,_ed (CSM X axis

aligned with velocity vector) with the heads ()i the cl-ewmen direct:ed

toward the earth.

carrier

N

....q...........................l v2
I \

/ \

X _ 140 n mi

orbit

I

, 140 n mi

__ '_\-- carrier

I \

streamlined flight orientation nose dow_. flight orientation

Figure I Flight Orientations

In either of these orientations, the windows affording an earth view

are the left and right-hand forward (docking) windows, the left and right-

hand side windows and the main access hatch window. The locations of these
_._- _ J _o ....

W_LLUUWS are shown in e_.gure 2. No iata were available on the hatch window

because of the current hatch modifi,eation program which includes a round

instead of an oblong window change.,
/

!

q'.
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Xc-O. 000

main access
-_ " hatch window

\

. _ ....left side

i . . windo w/
...... , X c'=4 2._i)65 ,

, . Xc=59.853

\/

--left dockingN,,.,._f_._

right docking window

X

+Y

-Z
Yc=+24.5 Yc--24.5

//
7

_ ......_1t" j"

+Z

Figure 2 Block II CM Window Locations

Zc=-39.875

-y
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For the forward windows, viewing projections were obtained for the

two crew couch positions - boost and reentry, and docking. Figure 3 de-

picts the relative crew forward window locations for these two modes.

Zc=-39.875 (eyes and window_)

Zc=-31.5 (eyes) Zc=0.O0

forward (docki,lg)

" window Y_"-2/_. ', plauc

\', ' o17 paper

I / .I j. " \
o

,, 1 i '\
"N, /il t / \ /--rendezvous

X ,/if _ | t X/and docking
i /,- -. _- --Tt_-_ ,/ . p'crew

_,, I II I ' -..........---/\ " /position

Xc=59.853 _///, I V _ / /_\ _°°S_rand

(Window _) / _ _ J_._.l / /tX X Y

( / )

Xc=O. O0 .... _ ..

Figure 3 CM Docking Eye Positions

All window patterns were measured by NA_ for ambino_ vision.

Measurements were made utilizing a partial quarter CM mockup containing

the left forward and left side windows. Two Dialco panel lamps were

mounted on a bracket 2.5 inches apart to simulate the left and right eye

position. The CM window mockups containing X, Y and Z coordinates were

IUIAI_7"IN I_fAI_IET"7"A OORPORAT"ION
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placed against grid plotting boards. For the forward window the grid

board was located at Xc station 83.415. Each imnp was project separately

on the grid board and the projection outline permanently marked. For

plotting the field of view patterns from the left hand window, the grid

board was located at Yc station -62.5. The lamps were located assuming

the head to be in the headrest with the head rotated 45 ° left of the X-Z

plane. Figure 4 shows the NAA test mockup.

3.2 Data Evaluation - Fi_;ure 5 illustrates the viewing plot thru

the Block II left ;forward window with the crew111an located in the boost

all(] ellt:ry pos[tio,. Ey(' iocatlo,_ represent a 50th perce,tile lllill_. To

elimi_late a two coordinat:e system (one for each eye) the angular coordi-

nates shown represe_t au average of the two. Viewi_ig angles alon_ the

vehicle's g axis measure from +12 ° to +46 ° . Along the vehicle'.'; Y axis

the left limit measures 21 ° and the right about 12 ° .

Viewing limits for the Block II left forward window with the eyes

at the docking position are shown in Figure 6. These were plotted with

the eyes located at the Crewman Optical Alignment Sight (COAS) reference

station. Angular limits measure: Y -+ 21 ° , Z + 16 ° to + 23 ° .

The plot for the left side window, shown in Figure 7, was made for

a 50th % crewman seated in the boost and entry position. The head was

assumed to be located in the headrest and rotated 45 ° to the viewer's

left. No vertical deviation was assumed. The intersection of the X and

Z axes marks the projection of a line running front the eye midpoint posi-

tion to the grid board at station Z = -32.9 inches. Limits of this plot

measure from +i_ ° to -27_ ° aloilg the Z axis a,_(l from +47_ ° to +75½ ° meas-

ured from the 45 ° reference X axis. This plot was made using a Block I

side window mockup.

To measure viewing limitations imposed by the carrier and SLA truss

assembly a layout was developed using polar projection. Figure 8 depicts

the reduction of the viewing envelope for the left forward window with the

eyes located at the docking position. The baseline configuration was used

for CM/carrier alignment which locates the _LA truss members containing

the subsystem racks along the Y axis (relative to CM). For this orienta-

tion, a diagonal SLA attach truss member obstructs direct v_ion of the

nadir, however by translating the head 2 to 3 inches to the left (along Y

axis) an unimpeded view of the nadir with the left eye is anticipated.

(Figure 8 does not illustrate this obstruction.)

Minimal (if any) obstruction would be imposed by the carrier and

SLA attachment truss on the forward window with the eyes oriented in the

docking and entry position. Because this viewing envelope is not critical

to target observation at the nadir, a detailed _n_!ysis was not made.
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face of illustration board

Xc _ 83.415

ide viewing

w indow

kick frame surfa_e

Xc = 42.665
plotting grid

____forward viewing

window (aperture)

Xc

Figure 4
Left Side View of Partial Quarter Mockup (Looking Outboard)

Used in NAA Test, Showing Control Points

(Ref Fig. 2 NA_ _u-_u_vlu_
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............. left eye

I-- locationX c 45.5

_" Yc -25.75

1
l

1
1

J
/

/

Zc -31.5

T T r r T ! I --

20 ° 15 ° i0 ° 50 0 50 i0o 15 °

Xc - 83.415

plane of paper

Figure 5 Field of View Plots, Boost and Entry Eye Position

Block II, 50th Percentile Man

Left Forward Viewing Window

(Ref. Table 7 NAA CSU 402076)
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Yc Eye Location

right eye

Iocat ion

Xc 50.21

Yc -24 5 25o..]

Zc -39.87

120o -

t

/

/
/

/
/

/

....... Zc = 39.87

!

/

/

/ lOOj
I

I
-20 °

o

/

I

/

/

/

left eye

_--\'- 1ocat ton

Xc 50.21

_ Y(.'-27.0

7
/

!

/
J

/

.15o" Xc " 83.415
plane of paper

T 1 i _ ........ -"T r

-15 ° -10 o -5° 0 5° I0° 15° 20°

/
J

Jf
f

f

/

Figure 6 Field of View Plots, Docking Eye Position

Block II Left Forward Viewing Window with

Crewman Optical Alignment Sight

(Ref Table i0, NAA CSU 402076)
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For angles from 5 ° to 75 ° measured from an earth radial the arc

projection on the surface was computed in nautical miles for each 5 °

increment. The apex height was 140 n mi. Trauslatlons are showu in

Table i.

5 ° = 12 n ,,d 45 ° = 144 n ml

I0 ° = 24 50 ° = 174

15 ° = 36 55 ° = 210

20 ° = 51 60 ° = 252

25 ° = 69 65 ° = 360

30 ° = 84 70 ° = 492

35 ° = 99 75°_-960

40 ° = 114

(horizon)

Table I Angular Translation for Earth Projection

These arc measurements presented above were applied to the viewing

plot_ for both the nose down and streamlined vehicle flight orientations

mentioned earlier. The resulting viewing envelopes projected on the

earth's surface are shown in Figures 9 and I0 of this report.

The earth radial becomes the vehicle local vertical. The nadir is the tar-

get point or center of the area at which cameras and sensors would be aimed

for earth oriented experiments mounted in the carrier.

3.3 Nose Down Orientation - Figure 9 presents the earth projections

of the viewing envelopes for the left forward and side windows as they would

appear both with and without the obstruction imposed by the exterior struc-

ture of the baseline carrier configuration. Both boost and reentry, and

docking eye positions are projected for the left forward window.

The elapsed time on track forward of the spacecraft local vertical

is shown to the right of the ground track.

As noted earlier, visibility limits and location data were not

available for the main access hatch window. However, assuming this window

to be located on center with respect to the Y axis of the vehicle, it would

provide direct observation to a crewman located in center couch only.

Placement of the experiment/carrier D&C panel in the center cutout of the

main panel makes occupation of the center couch undesirable during experi-

ment operation. The fields of view illustrated in Figures 9 and i0 are

available only to a crewman seated in the left couch. These projections

would typify the right couch visibility if they were rotated 180 ° (mirror

images) about the vehicle's X axis or ground track.
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It should be noted that the viewing envelope projection thru the

left side window as shown in Figure 9 represents an estimate of the unob-

structed field of view. A more detailed test and analysis using full

scale CM mockups will be necessary to verify the actual limitations.

In addition, the earth field of view thru the forward window with

the eyes at the docking position does not consider tile restriction imposed

by the carrier docking and alignment target. Once the target configura-

tion and carrier mounting location are established an analysis and test

will be made to determine the impact of the target on nadir visibility.

These analyses and tests will be incorporated in the pointing and tracking

simulation program identified in Phase D Simulation Plan, PR 29-15.

3.4 Streamlined Fli_ht Orientation - The earth field of view from

the forward window with the crew flying heads down is constricted to an

area extending from 130 n mi forward of the nadir to the horizon. (Ref.

Figure I0) The boost and entry eye position affords the better view

relative to nadir. Visibility for the docking position is limited to an

area extending approximately 400 n mi from nadir to the horizon. The

carrier affords no limitation to the earth field of view for either eye

position.

No sector of the earth may be seen thru the side window.

It appears that the access hatch window would afford the better field

of view from the center couch. Whether the earth projection would include
the nadir could not be determined.

3.5 Mirrors - The mirrors presently located in the CM augment viewing

thru the forward window by extending the field view in the +Z direction to

improve visibility of the docking maneuver. The carrier and associated

truss assemblies would negate this field of view extension past the nadir.

At the side windows, mirrors are used to enlarge the viewing

envelope for observations of the booster, launch escape tower and the para-

chutes during boost and reentry. Data were not available to provide evalua-

tion of their effect on the earth viewing projection.

Figure ii depicts possible mirror location for enhancement of view-

ing earth areas forward of the target area. Mirror dimension, exact loca-

tion, light obscuration should be evaluated in detail during the Phase D

simulation program. In addition, the side window should be analyzed for

increased viewing capability by the incorporation of mirrors.

. VIEWF INDER STUDY

4.1 Existing Capability - The viewing capability for guida_ice and

navigation reference of the CSM is provided by the scanning telescope and

sextant (PGNS) located at the lower equipment bay.
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/_left docking wllidow

line of slght

Figure ii Mirror Usage for Forward Target Viewing

The PGNS telescope provides scanning in two axes. Limits of its

field of view as well as location of the shaft axis (null point) are

shown in Figure 12. The sextant provides single axis translation between

the horizon and stellar viewfinders. Only one of these has scanning capa-

bility. At the time of this study data were not available regarding the

sensors' scanning capability, the plane in which the sensors are located,

or the scanning limit.

4.2 Augmented Vlewflnder Capability - Several systems have been

studied which would augment the existing CM capability. Their usage is

categorized by target (earth) viewing, vehicle attitude determination,

and CSM/carrier misalignment measurement. The latter two calibrations

would require stellar acquisition to minimize error.

Means for enhancing earth observation inc!,,de employment of the

following: a two axis viewfinder (such as a Kollsman scope) at a forward

(docking) CM window, a handheld telescope used at a forward CM window,

mirror systems at either the side or forward CM windows, a window

located in the dome and/or forward wall of the carrier, a viewfinder

mounted in the carrier wall.
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Other systems studied for stellar acquisition to ascertain vehicle

attitude and/or CSM/carrier ,nisa[igllment include: usage of T002 or D009

sextant from the carrier on a gimballed platform, use of the COAS from

both the CM and carrier, and employment of the SO19 viewfinder from the

carrier.

Additional study is necessary to determine the optimum system and

technique for accomplishing the PGNS augmentation. Any candidate system

must be evaluated for its compatibility with the CM and carrier configura-

tions, carrier habitation constraints and experiment requirements.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In consideration of the preferred work stations identified for

experiment operation and vehicle attitude control in support of the AAP IA

mission, the primary earth observation position would be from the left

couch. It is concluded from this study that only the nose down flight

orientation provides nadir viewing from either the left or right couch

while the crew is in normal seat position. Further, only in the docking

position does the right or left couch permit direct visual contact of the

nadir. Deviation from the normal body posit_on is required by shifting

the head laterally (along Y axis) several inches to eliminate nadir obscura-

tion by the carrier's forward left truss member and docking target.

Selection of the seat position is contingent on the time availability

to target overpass. Should the initial target observation indicate that

conditions at the target area are within tolerance for experiment opera-

tion, the nadir observation during overpass may be precluded. Consequently

a seat adjustment (from boost and reentry to docking) may not be warranted.

In addition, the workload may prohibit seat adjustments between the time

initial target observation is made and target overpass is accomplished.

It is recommended that the experiment groupings (earth resources)

which require specific atmospheric conditions for data collection or which

require observation of particular targets (targets of opportunity) be

studied with respect to minimum acquisition time to ascertain the optimum

eye/window position.

The usage of mirrors to facilitate viewing thru both the foward and

side windows should be investigated. Adjustable mirrors might permit the

view to track the target from initial acquisition to overpass without

changing couch or body position.

The effect of light reflection on both the windows and pressure helmet

visors should be studied for possible viewing obscurity. Window filters

_L_uu_ be _-_'-_^_ +...... _ _h_y do not interfere with head location adja-

cent to the window when the couch is in the docking position.
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The carrier dome, SLA trusses and subsystems mounting racks

should bc mocked t,p full size for l.corporatton Into the pointing

and t:racldnr ,;Imulat[on facility. The ,,_truelttral l.terferenae_

with the CM wind_ v[slbility can be seen in the I/I0 scale model

in Figure 13. Measureme.ts may the. be nulde for the optimum head

location with respect to the forward window for all phases of the

flight including rendezvous and docking, earth target acquisition,

target tracking and general earth observation.

A comprehensive evaluation of systems which would augment the

PGNS is necessary before any conclusions relative to design and

system integration may be made. Candidate systems should be in-

cluded in the Phase D simulation facility for detailed analysis of

system compatibility.
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INTRODUCTION

i.I Purpose - The purpose of this report is to document

the current status of modular mission and contingency

planning for AAp Flight IA and to identify areas of

continuing study.

1.2 Objectives - Successful accomplishment of the Flight

IA mission is in part dependent upon flexibility in

gross mission definition and in detailed mission

planning. The objectives of this study are to (I)

identify an approach to mission definition and detailed

planning which provides maximum contingency flexi-

bility, and (2) identify possible contingency situations

with recommended alternatives.

SUMMARY

The modular mission planning approach currently being

implemented is discussed. Gross mission alternatives,

payload alternatives, scheduling alternatives, and general

ground rules are included. In all cases, the list presented

is by no means all inclusive. Tabulation of identified

contingencies with recommended alternatives will be a

continuing process.

DISCUSSION

3.1 Buildln_ Block Concept - Adequate reaction to contingency

situations is dependent upon flexibility in mission

planning redesign. That flexibility can be attained

through preparation and utilization of mission planning

building blocks. Specifically, overall mission time

lines should reflect phasing of grouped activities

in such a way as to permit resequencing of major

groups. Detailed time lines for each group, or for

unique tasks, prepared as stand-alone sequences, can

then be applied as appropriate without rewrite of a

complete mission detailed sequence. Such time lines

are being prepared to assist NASA in mission planning.

Mission Modular Data Book building blocks, containing

such things as detailed procedures, consumables

required, constraints, and prerequisites for unique

tasks will complete the data input as required for

both initial modular mission planning, and real time

on orbit planning and redesign.

-1-
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3.1

3.2

Continued

Building blocks as applicable to standard Apollo

tasks are available in North American Aviation's

Mission Modular Data Book. That data will be aug-

mented for Mission IA peculiar tasks by MMC.

Figure i depicts the basic building block sequence,

top line, with additional planning blocks shown

below. Figure 2 presents a sample detailed sequence

as applicable to conduct of the applications experi-

ments. Table i includes all sub-blocks currently

identified as Mission IA peculiar. Scope, content,

and level of detail for the MMC prepared building

blocks will be consistent with the NAA document.

The "100" series numbering is arbitrary and appli-

cable to this report only.

Gross Mission Alternatives - For the purpose of

this report it is assumed that the baseline mission
is as follows:

Single launch, SIB, Block II CSM (Min. Mod.)

140 n. mile circular orbit, 50° Incl. Desired (30 ° mln)

14 day max. mission

5000 Ib payload

1969 launch with date and time to optimize

experiment yield

Contingencies to be discussed are those which degrade

that overall mission capability.

3.2.1 Late changes in boost payload capability will

necessitate either a decrease in planned

orbital altitude or attainable inclination.

The following approximate relationships exist:

78 ib payload per n. mile injection altitude

116 Ib payload per degree incllnation

(no yaw turns)

To maintain a 14-day mission the final orbit

must exceed approximately 125 n. mile circular

(assumes no station keeping).

-2-
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3.3

3.2.2 Minor launch date changes will necessitate

only small changes in optimum launch time

of day. Significant date changes could result

in a decrease in applications experiments data

yield due to poor lighting conditions. In

event of the latter, inclination and mission

time allocation studies should be conducted.

Data applicable to launch date and time of day

selections are included in PR29-2, Comparison

of Launch Times for Best Mis_on Operations.

3.2.3 Report PR29-2 which concludes optimum launch

time being i0:00 to ii:00 AM EST was based on

requirement for optimum lighting conditions

over the ZI throughout the 14 day mission and

for daylight recovery in the primary (Atlantic)

zone. Allocation of 4 to 5 days of the total

14 day mission to the applications experiments

permits scheduling latitude. If these experi-

ments are conducted early in the mission, launch

as early as 08:00 to 09:00 could be accomplished

without sacrificing desired lighting. Conversely

late mission conduct would permit launches as

late as 12:00 to 13:00 EST. In both cases

primary recovery area lighting conditions are

acceptable. Thus, through mission scheduling

flexibility, launch window contingencies can

be accommodated.

Payload Alternatives - In the event of failure to

deliver or unacceptability of a given experiment,

two alternatives exist; (I) substitute an "equivalent"

experiment, or (2) fly a "durm_y." Equivalent and

dummy experiments are defined as follows:

Equivalent Experiment: similar in size, interface

requirements (mechanical, power, data, thermal,

space exposure), on-orbit schedule compatibility,

and training requirements - The degree of similarity

required will increase as final prelaunch test dates

approach.

Dummy Experiment: identical in mass properties and

mechanical interface - Dummy experiments should be

available for all experiments in the event of late

contingencies.

-3-
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3.5

3.4 Experiment Schedulin _ Alternat__lyes__s__-On Orbit

3.4.1 Failures

a_ Support subsystem failures which result in total

failure to support an individual or block of

experiments will result in elimination of those

experiments from the mission plan and a rescheduling

of all others to optimize remaining time.

Shortened mission duration should be considered

only after objectives of other experiments are
satisfied.

b) Support subsystem failures which result in

partial inability to support an individual

or block of experiments will, in most cases,
result in a decrease of time allocated to

those experiments. For example, loss of data

record/dump capability should result in limit-

ing conduct of dependent experiments to

selected real time readout runs (obtain

sensor/concept qualification data_.

c) Any faulure which could jeopardize crew safety

will result in termination of experiment acti-

vities and early reentry.

NOTE: Contingency plans will be prepared for all
identified failure modes and available to

assist in real time mission redesign.

3.4.2 Weather - Real time mission planners will take

into consideration zone of interest weather

when selecting mission days to allocate to the

applications experiments.

3.4.3 Shortened Misslo___nn- Anticipated decrease in
mission duration should result in reallocatlon

of experiment time to prevent total elimination

of individual experiments.

General Groundrules - The following are additional recom-

mended contingency ground rulesz

a_ Launch will not be attempted if malfunction within

the carrier support systems would jeopardize experi-

ment success.

4-
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3.5 (continued)

b) If any experiment component failure causes loss of

any one complete experiment, launch will not be

attempted and the experiment will be replaced or

repaired.

c) Partial experiment failures which only degrade the

quality of data or in some way limits the success

of the experiment will be weighed by the Flight

Director and principal investigator for that experi-

ment. Considerations for the launch GO/NO-GO will

entail percent of experiment success expected, the

time factor in the countdown, weather, status of

the launch vehicle, command and service modules, the

control center and tracking network status and many

other factors which must be considered before scrubb-

ing the flight.

d)

e)

Instrumentation failures or transducer shifts must

be weighed _-_-_ _= M°.;°_ .... _ghly n°°_=_1=

lists. The Flight Director, the instrumentation

engineer and the experiment representative will

determine whether or not launch will be attempted.

Aborts during launch phase will not be attempted due

to carrier systems or experiment failures of any kind.

f) Only catastrophic failures of the carrier resulting

in SM structural failures should he considered for

launch aborts.

g) Should a total failure of the carrier occur which

cannot be repaired or reactivated by the crew within

a reasonable length of time, the carrier mission will

be abandoned; as much data as possible will be gather-

ed by the ground and crew and the mission will revert

to other objectives as defined by the Flight Director

or terminated at his discretion.

h) Carrier visitation for data retrival is not planned

should the mission have to be suddenly aborted.

Should an early reentry be required due to a mal-

function, the Flight Director will decide whether or

not conditions are satisfactory for data retrieval

p_4nr _o reentrv.

-5-
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3.5 (continued)

i) In general, most orbit maneuvering will be completed,

lifetime and ephemeris verified before activation of

experiments. Should subsequent orbit changes be

necessary, certain equipments may have to be stowed

and/or deactivated.

j) Should the lifetime go below the time to go to end

of mission, a lifetime maneuver will be performed.

-6-
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TABLE 1

MISSION IA BUILDING BLOCKS

IO0. Mission IA Peculiar

101. Carrier Visitation

101.1 Activation

101.11 Pressurization/Entry

101.12

101.13

101.14

101.15

101.16

101.17

Electrical Connect s D&C Preps

Probe & Drogue Source

S019, S020 Alignment

Airlock Preps

Secure for Intermediate Mission

Pointing & Tracking Scope Mount and
Checkout

101.2 Experiment Operations (Internal to Carrier)

i01.3 Data l_trleval

102. Data Storage

102.1 Intermediate Storage in GEM
O 9i0_,_ CSM Storage Secure _^- "-_-_--'_.==.,,._.j

102.3 Transfer to Carrier

103. Experiments

103.1 Standard Applications (E06-11, S042,

E06-1, E06-7, E06-9, S044A, S048,

S043, S065)

i03,2 S019

103.3 S020

103.4 TO04

103.5 S018

103.6 S017

103.7 TO02

103.8 DO09

103.9 S016

103. i0 DO17

103.11 Continuous (TO03, D008, S015)

I03.12 Continuous (S044, S048)

103.13 S043

103.14 S039

103.15 S040

104. Transposition/D_king and Withdrawal

105. Carrier Jettison

106. Post Landing Data Management

-9-
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1.0

2.0

INTRODUCTION

This study was conducted to establish the preliminary

requirements and identify potential solutions for the

provisioning of crew equipment and carrier illumination.

MMC proposes to maximize the utilization of existing

hardware by commencing the effort with the evaluation

and test of those systems considered candidate for the

IA mission requirements° The evaluation and design of

crew equipment will be closely coordinated with the

evaluation of existing experiment configuration, and

the development of new experiment design to ensure

maximum compatibility between crew and equipment.

SUMMARY

This report defines the equipment required to support

the crew during activities within the carrier. Main-

line Apollo components such as the space suit assembly,

oxygen umbilical, flight coveralls and cobra cable are

identified in addition to newly required equipment,

including crew and equipment restraint assemblies and

special tooling, the quantity, periods of usage, current

status and configuration are presented, trade off con-

slderatlons are discussed and the recommended approach

or configuration is denoted wheresufflcient knowledge

is available to warrant a selection.

A preliminary carrier illumination evaluation follows the

crew equipment presentation, lighting intensity, source

location, control requirements and safety considerations

are discussed.
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3. CREW EQUIPMENT

This study encompasses the equipment required to support the

crew during experiment oriented operations. Both exist-

ing mainline Apollo components and newly defined hardware

are evaluated. MMC has attempted to confine the study of

existing mainline equipment to those items providing

primary support during the experiment duty cycle. These

are the space suit assembly, flight coveralls, oxygen

umbilical and cobra cable.

The equipment identified for use by the crew during operation

of the experiments in the carrier, data retrieval, crew

transfer between vehicles, and equipment stowage, is listed

in Table i. Also shown, is the anticipated usage of subject

equipment relative to flight phase, quantity required, and

development.

3.1 Space Suit Assembly

For the AAP IA flights, MMC anticipates usage of the

Apollo Block II A7L suit. As presently defined,

this suit incorporates a single shell non-vlsored

helmet plus an integrated thermal meteoroid garment

at the torso, arms, and legs. Usage of the over-

garment (TMG) for the helmet, boots and gloves or

connector over-patches is not reco_ended in that

primary thermal/meteoroid protection will be

provided by the carrier.

Operational pressure of the suit assembly is

nominally 3.7 psi. All normal mode operations

requiring the suit assembly specify a soft-suited

condition with a suit pressure of 0 to 0.I psig.

Problems imposed by employment of the suit include:

(I) Inaccessibility of the eye for direct viewing

through the sextants and viewing scopes associated

with the baseline experiments; (2) Degraded

mobility and dexterity resulting from the suit

encumbrance of the body; and (3) Additional time

required for suit donning, doffing, retrieval,

stowage, checkout, and maintenance.
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P

3.1 (continued)

Recent discussions between MSC and MMC indicate

a desire to reduce suit usage after the carrier

and CM/carrler interface pressure integrity have

been ascertained.

No suit modifications are anticipated for the IA

mission. It is assumed that the crow restraint

assembly worn during carrier activity will inter-

face the suit with a belt or harness assembly.

3.2 Flight Coveralls

The flight coveralls will be worn by the crew-

members during duty periods not requiring usage

of the ATL suit assembly. Additional information

is needed by MMC to determine coverall donning

and doffing time and the sequence employed. It

is not presently known whether the coveralls will

be worn during sleep periods.

It is recommended that the hard hat be worn for

all carrier operations permitting a shlrtsleeve

mode.

Sizing adjustments of crew restraint harness

assembly should allow its usage with either the

pressure suit or flight coveralls, No modifi-

cations to the flight coveralls are anticipated.

3.3 Suit Oxygen Umbilical

The oxygen umbilical deslgna_ed for use at the

right CM couch, longest of the three provided,

measures 119 inches. Access to the experiment

truss assembly in the baseline carrier will

require lengthening of this umbilical to approxi-

mately 144 inches. Alternate provisions such

as incorporation of a suit oxygen supply station

in the carrier are not considered compatible

with the carrier design philosophy.
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3.4 Cobra Cable

For both suited and shlrtsleeve operations in the

carrier, the cobra cable is the primary system avail-

able for voice communications and biomedical measure-

ments. It links the CM bulkhead connector with the

biomed harness and the cormnunicatlons soft hat. As

in the case of the oxygen umbilical, the cobra cable

must be lengthened to approximately 12 feet to permit

experiment access at the carrier truss.

Alternate considerations for voice communications

and biomedical monitoring would entail a carrier

mounted station employing its own umbilical. This

system would require CM interface thru the existing

pin connectors at the tunnel ring flange. Weight,

volume, schedule and cost constraints would favor

extending the existing cable connector to addition
of a carrier substation.

3.5 Crew Workslte Restraint

MMC recommends the rigid workslte restraint as

superior to a single tether mode requiring one

handed operation. Experiments S019 and S020 will

require crew activity at a single location for

periods approaching four hours. Viewing require-

ments thru the S019 and S020 scope as well as the

S019 prism change necessitate complete body

stability.

The activities anticipated at the experiment truss

include installation and retrieval of S016 at the

airlock, reload of the film cartridges on the six

E06-4 cameras, retrieval of T002 and D009, plus

stowage of experimental components and expendable

equipment prior to carrier deactivation. These

tasks also would indicate an advantage for rigid

crew restraint to minimize crew fatigue and reduce

time expenditure.
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3.5 (continued)

Three assemblies are foreseen for the worksite

restraint system. These are carrier tether,

connector, crew attachment harness and foot

stabilizer. Figure I presents a conceptual

illustration of this system. A more thorough

analysis is required to determine whether the

tether member should be attached to the carrier

or the crew assembly during storage. If normally

attached to the carrier, the crewman could

disconnect them from the carrier hard attach point

and transfer them to each worksite as required.

Or a separate set of tethers might be provided at
each station which sould not be removable from

the carrier structure. In the latter case, the

tether members could be set at the prescribed

length (assuming this adjustment is required) prior

to launch. If all activities at each workslte

could be accomplished without additional tether

adjustment crew time and energy would be conserved.

If the tether members were not detachable from the

torso harness assembly, additional volume would be

required for stowage. However, should more than

hand contact with the translational assembly (rail)

be required during equipment transfer between the

vehicles, the tether members could provide the

additional restraint. The latter case would

require a connector such as a sllp ring or sliding

socket for mating with the translational structure.

An additional consideration for the torso harness

assembly is donning location. If CM volume

limitation requires stowage in the carrier it is

recommended the location does not require total

entry for retrieval. It is believed the preferred

donning location would be the CM for two reasonsJ

first, the CM couches could provide temporary

support to the crewman donning the harness assembly

and second, the other crewmen located in the CM

could assist in the procedure. The CM is recommended

for stowage as well as donning and doffing .
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3.5 (continued)

Hardware to be considered for tether to wall

attachment is, of course, dependent on the selection

of either the permanently attached, or removable

assembly. A ball and socket or hook and eye would be

candidates for the permanently attached configuration.

Removable tethers require a means for crew control

which could be easily grasped, connected or detached.

MMC has evaluated a pil_-pln and socket assembly which

provides an L-shaped handle on the pin for operator

control. The socket may utilize a star slotting

arrangement which could lock the pin at as many as

eight different attitudes about the centerllne of

the shaft. On the other hand, a free rotation of

the pin could be provided by deletion of the slot

and key arrangement.

Tether attachment at the crew harness assembly must

provide ease in connection or detachment if the

tether members are to be pe_rm_anently lnstalled to

the carrier structure. Some freedom of motion

may be desirable at the harness interface, however,

more detailed evaluation by simulation must be

accomplished before these requirements can be

established.

A foot stabilization assembly would provide the

third point of restraint and is considered

necessary for complete body stability. Several

systems have been investigated which offer

promise for this application. These include the

"Dutch shoes" used on GT-12 and a compression bar

which would press the foot against a base plate

or platform.

MMC will evaluate all existing and proposed

restraint systems which are considered candidate

with respect to the requirements for stability,

confort, ease of operation, and compatibility with

the carrier configuration. Currently among the

candidates are the Gemini 12 restraint (including

Dutch shoes), GE variable restraint, tension reel

tether, tubular restraint, and rigldlzed anchor

points.
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3.6 Data PackaRe Workslte Restraints

To provide restraint at the workslte and during

translation to and from the worksite a tethering

system will be provided. Several methods have been

studied for the transfer of components between the

CM and carrier. One method incorporates a channel
or rail mounted to the inner wall of the carrier.

(Ref. Section 3.7). Where not more than two com-

ponents are to be transferred they may be tethered

directly to the crewman while in the carrier. The

crewman could then translate to the workstation by

grasping a series of handles. In either case,

because of the limited size of the tunnel section

adjoining the CM and carrier, the crewman must pass

the components thru the tunnel section before he

enters or receives them after his passage.

At the workstation, if film reload or component

replacement is required, the package to be installed

must be tethered during removal of the unit already

emplaced. Conversely, temporary tethering is required

for the component Just removed, while the second unit

is being installed. This temporary restraint may be

provided by direct attachment of the crewman or by

affixing the component to an attachment on the carrier

structure adjacent to the worksite. Depending on the

size of the packages and method of attachment, direct

tethering to the crewman may encumber his mobility.

Another consideration would be the distance of the

workstation from either the CM tunnel entrance or the

translational assembly if the latter were incorporated.

If either were within arms distance from the workstation

the crewman could transfer or receive the component

directly after removal or before installation.

For equipment requiring more than one tether connection

point in the carrier, the interfacing hardware on the

data package side must mate with all carrier connectors

whether used for fixed point or translational restraint,

MARTIN MARIETTA @ORPORATIOlll
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3.7 Crew and Equipment Translational Tether

As noted earlier, several methods have been studied

for the translation of both crew and equipment between

the CM and carrier. The more simple system, obviously,

would require direct tethering between data packages

and crew, and would require a series of handles located

on the carrier structure for crew movement. This approach,

however, is not as satisfactory when more than one

component must be transferred or when the size or shape

of a component makes it difficult to handle.

This analysis was not confined to the experimental

components and film cassettes, but included expendable

equipment such as the probe and drogue assemblies and

L:OH canisters which may be transferred to the carrier

for final stowage. All components must be evaluated

during the simulation program before the preferred method
for translation can be determined.

Figure 2 depicts a rall assembly developed by MMC

originally for incorporation on the AEP structure at

the SM. This device incorporated a universal adapter

mounted to each transferrable component that mated to

the rail. Subsequent study indicates a requirement for

a removable mounting adapter to facilitate stowage of the

components. If used on the carrier this assembly would

probably require an extendable member similar to that

proposed for the AEP which would provide component

restraint thru the carrler/CM tunnel interface. This

would facilitate access by the standby crewman In the

CH. As designed for the AEP, the assembly is normally

stowed flush with the mounting wall. Prior to use, the

unit is deployed from the stowage position placing it

approximately 3 inches from the mounting surface. The

force for motion along the rall may be supplied directly

by the crewman pushing the components before him or by

a tension member operated from either end of the rail.

3.8 Data Package Stowage Restraints

The hardware provided for tethering the components

during carrier operations may also serve as the primary

restraint for the article for stowage, prior to and

during reentry. MMC proposes a detailed stowage manage-

ment study during which the stowage location for all

transferrable equipment will be selected. The results

of this study will be integrated with the equipment

restraint evaluation to establish the optlmummethod

for securing the subject hardware.
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3.9 _eelal Tools

The current study has not been conducted in sufficient

depth to determine the requirements for special tooling.

In keeping with the overall design philosophy of the

1A carrier, all newly required hardware including film

cassette fasteners and restraint hardware, will be

designed for ease of operation. This hopefully, will

preclude a requirement for any special tooling or crew

aids. Should the operation necessitate special equip-

ment, MMC will evaluate all existing mainline Apollo

provisions for their application to the IA carrier

requirements.

4. CARRIER ILLUMINATION

A preliminary analysi_ of illumination requirements for the

carrier indicates a llghting intensity of 20 to 30 foot

candles for general activities is desirable. This lighting

must be of a flood type provided by fixtures mounted to the

carrier structure. A minimum of four sources are anticipated

for overall illumination with augmentation provided by

adjustable localized lighting positioned at the worksltes.

The localized light sources would negate the shadowing

produced by the crewman and equipment which he is handling.

Transmission characteristics of the light source must be

commensurate with the colors of the components when viewed

thru the helmet visor. The lens and bulb assemblies must

be constructed to non-breakable material and sealed from the

ambient atmosphere.

To eliminate light reflection a flat pastel finish is

recon_nended for the interior surfaces of the carrier pressure

vessel, as well as the experiment components and fixtures

installed within. When color coding is utilized shades

should be sufficiently constrasted to provide quick

identification.

Controls for carrier lighting must be located as near the

tunnel entry as possible to facilitate accessibillty without

requiring total crew entry. If the D&C panel is stowed

in the carrier during boost no advantage is anticipated

by locating light control at the D&C panel. This assumes

that CM tunnel lightlng will be sufficient for probe and

dro_le removal; electrical plug connections at the CM/

carrier docking interface and carrier hatch disengagement.
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4. (continued)

MMC will evaluate candidate light sources, intensity require-

ments, shadowing, surface finishes, control panel location

and safety considerations during the Phase D simulation

program.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Crew Equipment

A rigidized 3 point tethering system is recoumended

at all carrier worksltes where equipment installation

and removal, and experiment monitoring and control are

required. Existing crew restraint systems which meet

the stabilizatlon requirements should be evaluated for

their application to the IA mission. Candidate systems

must be incorporated into the simulation mockups to

confirm design and operational compatlbility wlth system

requirements. Where possible, component tethering
attachment hardware should be standardized with crew

tethering hardware to provide commonality of operation.

If required, the crew and equipment translational

assembly should provide a minimum of interference to craw

mobility and equipment access within the carrier. The

rail mounting hardware, if applicable, should be of a

single design, and removable from the attached components

to facilitate stowage.

It is recommended that the crew tether harness assembly

be stowed and donned in the CM. A standby crewman

should assist the primary crewman (selected for carrier

operations) in all activities pertaining to the transfer

of data and equipment between the CM and carrier.

Special tooling and crew aids will not be required for

data retrieval and installation or equipment stowage

unless task performance is appreciably simplified or

significant time can be conserved.

5.2 Carrier Illumination

A detailed evaluation utilizing the Phase D mockups

is required to establish the location of light sources,

light intensity, control requirements, and compatlbile
interior surface finishes.
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I .0 INTRODUCTION

2.0

This report identifies the prirmmry crew interfaces with the

IA mission spacecraft, carrier and experiments which require

verification prior to flight. Only those areas of simulation

unique to this mission are covered. It is intended that

mainline Apollo simulations would incorporate minor changes

occasioned by this specific mission in preparation for the

IA flight.

SUMMARY

A preliminary phase D simulation program was identified for

on orbit crew operation in the Command Module (CM) , carrie_

and prelaunch operations for the pressurized carrier ex-

periments. CM simulations unique to the IA Mission include

display and controls evaluation, window visibility and

target acquisition, experiment flight operations, attitude

control and RCS propellant management, equipment and data

stowage, and transposition docking and separation from the

SLA. Carrier simulations are identified for crew activities

in the pressure chamber and include work site configuration and

restraint evaluation, experimental equipment configuration

evaluation, crew equipment requirements, scientific alrlock

operation, carrier entry, pre-Jettison, and contingency

procedure, crew and equipment translation 3 tethering

evaluation and preliminary timellne validation.

Ground operations for experiments requiring on-pad access

will also be checked.

Available facilities at MSC, MMC, and NAA were considered

whenever available.
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3.0 DISCUSSION

3, 1. Approach

Astronaut: interfaces wIt_h the spacecraft, carrier and

experiments for the first AAP mission - IA must be

verified as early in the development program as possible

to assure maximum crew compatibility and mission success.

IdMC has emphasized the need for three dimensional visuali-

zation of the design and operational characteristic which

affect flight crew capability and performance. The pre-

liminary plan described in this report identifies the

areas of simulation required for astronaut operation and

control of the CSM, carrier and experiments, operations

with the scientific airlocks, data cassettes and CSM-

carrier stowage management. These areas of activity

are then identified with simulation requirements and

known facilities available, both government and con-

tractor, to accomplish the task. A building block

approach is utilized which proceeds from the simplest

IG approaches on IVA for example through neutral

buoyancy to zero G aircraft in order to minimize

simulation costs while maintaining program time conscious

activities to verify analyses and candidate designs of

the carrier and experiments, and concurrently to develop

operating and contingency procedures for their use.

3.2 Simulation Activity

3.2.1 Simulation CateRories

The IA mission simulation activities are classified in

the following categories:

Command Module IVA (IA Peculiar)

Displays and Control Evaluation

Window Visibility and Target Acquisition Pointing and

Tracking Operations

Experiment Flight Operations

Attitude Control and RCS Propellant Management Operations

Equipment and Data Stowage Management

Transportation Docking and SLA Separation Operations
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3.2. i (Continued)

Carrier Pressure Vessel IVA

Work Site Configuration and Restra[nt Evaluation

Experimental Equipml:ut Conf[gurat:ion Evaluatlon

Crew Equipment Requirements

Scientific Airlock Operation

Data Cassette Retrieval Operations

Entry Procedures

Pre- Jettlson Procedures

Contingency Procedures

Crew and. Equipment Translation & Tethering

Evaluation

Preliminary Timeline Validation

Ground Operations Simulation

On-Pad Experiment Accessibility

3.2.2 Implementation Considerations

The operating modes, and facilities for fulfilling the

simulation activities above include the followingl

3o2o2.1 Modes of Crew Operation

Shirt Sleeve Environment

Pressure Suit Unpressurized (if visored helmet is used)

Pressure Suit Pressurized to Ambient Pressure and

Operated Closed Loop to CM ECS Suit Loop°

Pressure Suit - Pressurized to 3.7 psig and Operated

Closed Loop to CM ECS (This is only for contingency

modes)

3.2.2.2 Facilities/Equipment

IG Full Scale Carrier and Equipment (ground based) MSC-

MMC Simulation - Some with 6 degree of freedom

simulation

Neutral buoyancy simulators - MSC/MMC

Block II CM Crew Station Mockups MSC/NAA

Block II CM Crew Procedures Trainers MSC

Apollo Mission Simulators (AMS) MSC

Experiment Mockups/Engineering Prototype/MSC/MMC/

Training Articles - Full Size

CM Flight Controls_ SCS/RCS Computer Simulation Facility

MSC/M_C INAA

MARTIN llfARIJrTYA OORPORATION
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3.2.2 o2 (Continued)

CM Docking Facility MSC/MMC

i/I0 Scale Models of CSM, SCA, Carrier and Experiments

MSC/MMC

Stowage Mockups 1/5 and full scale MSC/GE/MMC

3.2.2.3 Locations

• NASA-MSC

- NAA-Downey

• MMC-Denver

• Other-Experiment Hardware Contractors

3.3 Command Module IVA Simulation

3.3.1 Display and Controls Evaluation

MMC has prepared a preliminary full size D&C panel

mockup during the two month study period for visualization

n_ _. .... _ + _u_, .... _A _4 mock-up at MSCoand r_eli...i..aLj _i_ i ..... e _-

Initial checks indicate either contouring to available

areas or perhaps relocation should be considered. Con-

tinuing effort will provide the most suitable panel shape,

identifying mounting location, and configure the panel face

for crew convenience. The D&C panel mockup will be up-

dated and returned to MSC for further checks including

combined visual target observation and preliminary pro-

cedures checkout.

3.3.2 Window yisibilitY, Ta!Ket Acquisltiona Polnt_!_ and _ramklnK

The primary crew station for experiment operation using

the IA D&C panels and for spacecraft attitude control and

pointing are in the right and left (_4 couches• The only

data available during the study was an NAA test report

over a year old. An early verification of the study

results must be made using an accurate full scale CM

mockup with accurate C_4 window frames, carrier structural

members and couch positions to determine the operating

procedures for both command pilot and pilot during target

overflight. A fixed or moving base simulator with a

controlled earth scene enabling both forward on -track and

nadir viewing is desired in continued simulation.
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3.3.3 Experiment Flight Operations

The D&C Panel described above will be utilized both for

table top run through of experiment procedures and mission

timelines and for confirmation checks with the panel in

the (_4 crew station mockups or procedures trainers.

Viewing procedures described will also be incorporated

in later simulations and confined with the experiment/

subsystem and communications activities in complete

sequences for pre, during and post target overflights.

3.3.4 Attitude Control and RCS Propellant Management

Simulation of crew operations with dynamic attitude

control, spacecraft response and RCS propellant manage-

ment evaluation (by individual quad thrusters) is

necessary for verification of both manual and automatic

control modes. Since all flight control will utilize the

SM propulsion systems, the experiments require only RCS

utilization, normally operated from the CM couches, the

G&N station in the LEB or potentially from the alrlock

areas in the carrier using an extended cable hand con-

troller. Typical control functions to be simulated

include the local vertical attitude hold either generated

by the _4 computer or by a horizon scanning system pro-

viding crew displays for manual control. The S017, 19

and 20 experiments require spacecraft orientation based

upon star or sun sensors with light matrix or analog

displays for the crew, as well as attitude based on

visual alignment of the S019 and 20 telescopes during

target operations. MMC has recommended initial bore-

sighting of the S020 and the G6LN scope to a common

target, which then permits use of the more convenient

LEB work stationpwhich already includes the RCS minimum

impulse controller_for solar tracking. A sun sensor

eyeball,provldlng a visual display on the panel, perhaps

similar to the S017jif usedtwould also require this

simulation.

The facilities required for these simulations may

include simple crew stations, analog computersjand

cathode ray visual images for the S017, 19p and 20 and

horizon sensing verifications to specialized SCS/RCS

systems such as the Roneywell system at MSC in the G&4]

facilities. More involved operations may require the

combined crew stations_ digital computer_ and individual

viewing presentations of the Apollo M_ssi_n Simulators

for final confirmation.
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3.3.5 Equipment and Data StowaRe Management

Initial simulation may utilize Block II {_i mockups at

MSC or NAA for fit checks and procedures checkout.

However, since mainline Apollo has a well defined

stowage management program, it is expected that the

IA flight peculiar equipment, cassettes and transferable%

would be identified and included in this mainline activity

at an early date. Usage of the GE 1/5 stowage model at

MSC or a similar item would provide an early understanding

of equipment movement,placementland location during all

mission phases.

3.3.6 Transposition DockinK and SLA Separation Operations

The IA carrier/CM docking interfaces are identical

or similar to the 124 in all areas identified. However,

the docking ring interface will be about a foot lower

into the SLA than L_, docking targets will be located

about the same, and roll orientation (docking) during

docking will require more precision than LM does. MSC

will determine those changes and modifications required

to the existlng C_-LM docking simulator and also any

procedural changes necessary to accomplish the docking

operation. Crew operations in the tunnel will be covered

under the carrier discussion paragraph 3.4.6. (_4 un-

docking and separation from the SLA would also be

accomplished in this docking simulation.

These CM simulations combine the unique IA mission

requirements and should be interleaved with the on-

going mainline Apollo simulations wherever possible to

minimize costs and duplicate activities. Where existing

schedule commitments require usage of auxiliary facilities,

this must be identified early so immediate action can be

taken to prepare other facilities and equipment for the

required simulations. The consideration of NAA scientific

airlock in the main hatch would require updating the Block

I ground and zero G aircraft testing as required by the

hardware and procedural revisions.

3.4 Carrier Pressure Vessel IVA Simulations
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D

3o4.1 Work Site Configuration and Restraint

MMC constructed a full scale pressure chamber i G mockup,

Figure i and 2, during the study to provide an early

verification of the workslte areas for the airlocks,

experiment frame and equipment. This mockup will be

updated in configuration and incorporate the workslte

restraints, harnesses, tether, locomotion and transla-

tional aids, illumination, dockl,g counectors and an>, other

required items to verify the analysis and preliminary

design identified in PR 29-14, Crew Equipment and

Illumination requirements. Preferred configurations

will be incorporated in the neutral bouyancy simulators

and tested for both shirtsleeve and pressure suited modes.

3.4.2 Experimental Equipment Configuration Evaluation

Since the experimental equipment for the IA mission

includes a wide variety of hardware, some already built,

oL.= ........... .e r--to-)r- stage, it is --ce-_ary to

determine crew and carrier compatibility at the earliest

possible time. Preliminary compatibility evaluations

have begun at MSC and MMC in table-top reviews of existing

hardware such as S019 and 20 and the Hasselblad cameras.

Continuing evaluation of individual experiments will be

made both on the table and installed in the pressure

chamber moekup and neutral bouyancy simulators described

above.

3.4.3 Crew Equipment Requirements

Soft suited and shirt sleeve operations are planned

for the mission, so that modifications required for

the Block IX crew equipment must be identified and

confirmed to permit hardware changes compatible with

flight schedules. Those crew equipment items identi-

fied in PR 29-14 will be included in both the full

scale mockup and neutral buoyancy simulators.

3°4°4 Scientific Airlock Operations i

The NAA Block I scientific alrlock was checked during

ground and zero G aircraft simulation for installation

in the C_ main access hatch using the Block I suit.

•.-^ -= _ me_4_4o_ =qwln_ _n #h_ IA pr_s.ure chamber
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3.4.4 (Continued)

involves use of a new suit, the ILC-A7L with different

helmet configuration; a ImlJor change in work site con-

figurations and potential modification to the experiments

requiring airlock deployment. The actual prototype air-

lock should be installed temporarily in the full scale

carrier mockup and neutral bouyancy simulators for thorough

checks of interfaces, and operating procedures both normal

and contingency modes.

3.4.5 Data Cassette Retrieval Operations

Each camera has a unique film data cassette configuration,

whose fasteners and attachments must be evaluated for

glove compatibility with a pressurized suit. Any pro-

tective covers or packaging, valve operations or other

specialized tasks must also be checked initially for the

equipment item itself and later on mockup prototype

installed in the full scale mockup, as in Figure 3,

and the neutral bouyancy simulator. Use of a i/I0

_cale model and model astronaut for convenienct, and

early visualization is sht_n in Fi_ure 4.

3.400 Carrier Entry, Procedures Simulation

The initial carrier entry durin_ t the transposition

docking maneuver will require a CM/carrier interface

mockup with the probe and drogue, docking latches,

and the several electrical docking connectors in the

tunnel_ Carrier pressurization from the CM will be

a lon_4er process than for the I_I and both procedural

and hardware changes must be validated. Further

study will recommend a facility location to accomplish

this task, either at MSC or NAA. Repeat entries will

be less complicated without interference from the

probe aml droFue.

3_4.7 Pre-J,,t t isou Procedt|rcs

Carrier ]el.tison from the CSM prior Io reentry and

earth landint: of the crew, will require specific

pl'oco_ltlrt_s for carrier ,,;ubsystem _llld experiment

sllt, tdown, and preparation for CSM separation° Nornutl

and continvency procedures will be validated usin<,,,

bolh the CM crew stations mockl,p, idel_tified in
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3.4°7 (Continued)

Paragraph 3.3.3 for the display and control portion

of the procedures and the f2_/carrier interface mockup

identified in Paragraph 3.4.6 to complete the seqt,encB.

3.4.8 Crew and Equipment Translation and Tether Evaluation

The full scale mockup and neutral bouyancy simulator

will include candidate tethers, restraints and mobility

aids, defined in PR 29-14, so that an early selection

can be made by MSC and MMC personnel and provisions

for mountings, support and stowage can be incorporated

in the design. Six degree of freedom simulators may be

utilized in specific areas where the configuration

warrant s.

3.4.9 Preliminary Time Line Validation for Standard Operatin K

and Contingency Procedures

Tn addition to +_ _°=_ ............ e ..... purpose vf h=.&w=L= design

validation and crew compatibility, the entire simu-

lation program must provide the validation of assumptions

predictions and related experience used to prepare mission

timelines, Normal and contingency operations will be

evaluated for selected tasks and performance time varia-

tions for different subjects throughout the simulation

program so that crew procedures and mission tlmelines

may be updated and refined.

3.5 Ground Operations Simulation

3o5ol On-Pad Experiment Accessibility

Carrier experiments requiring access to the experiment

frame after mating with the SLA, either in the MSOB or

on the launch pad, will also be evaluated with the full

scale mockup in the launch position. Film cassette

loading, placement of biological and emulsion samples,

and pre-boost stowage of display and control will be

typical items checked in this position.
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4.0 CONCLUSION

This summary of activities include those areas identified

to date for Mission IA whlch should be included in

an orderly, comprehenslvelsimulatlo n program,

interleaved with related activities on mainline

Apollo and definltlzed and scheduled at an early

date. Consideration has been given to available

simulators and facilities wherever possible.
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I. INTRODUCTI ON

.

Many of the experiments selected for the AAP Mission I=A

require CM mounting for the entire mission or CM stowage

of the experiment module/data cassettes during re-entry.

Mission peculiar or Apollo Mainline equipment may also

require stowage in the CM during certain phases of the

mission. To determine the capability of the CM to pro-

vide the necessary stowage durlng_the various phases of

the mission, an analysis of Mission I-A stowage require-

ments versus anticipated CM stowage capabilities was

prepared. This report summarizes that analysis.

SUMMARY

Based on the data available at the time of this study,

i.e., the experiments, carrier, and Block II CM configuration,

the Mission I-A stowage requirements fall well within the

CM stowage capabilities, both from a weight and volume stand-

point. The North American (NAA) "Command Module Return

Payload Capability" final report #SID-66-773 provided the

basic data for determining the CM stowage capability and

loading limitations. Current NAA CM Drawings F01-600002

and 2743-116 for Spacecraft #I01, were used to update the

study and the minor differences are indicated in the analysis

and tables. The total available volume of 38.25 cubic feet

in the original study wag revised to 33.34 cubic feet from

the more recent NAA drawings, whereas only 6.6 cubic feet

are required for Mission I-A CM return payload. CM return

payload weight limitations may be met by relocating expendable

CM equipment to the carrier prior to CM/carrler separation :

and CM re-entry. Selected experiment data was obtained from

NASA Houston. The current carrier configuration was utilized.

Mission planning information developed by other members of

the study team was also used. The tabulated results of the

NAA stowage study are included in Table I. Tabulated results

of the Martin Marietta Mission I-A stowage analysis are

included as Table 2. An illustration of proposed mounting/

stowage locations within the CM is included as Figure I.

Figure 2 illustrates re-entry experiment modules shapes and

dimensions.
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3. DISCUSSION

The North American Aviation final report, "Command Module

Return Payload Capability," #SID-66-773 under Contract

NAS-9-5017 was obtained and studied in detail. This NAA

study was considered the baseline and new information for

Block II CM #I01 provided by NAA was used to update the

original study. Two sets of drawings, 2743-116, "CM Space

Allocation and Equipment Storage-Volume Availability" and

F01-600002, "Field Site Installation, Crew Equipment, Block

II" were used. The report provides a starting point that

analyzes the Block II CM return payload capability from a

weight and volume standpoint. Two CM configurations were

considered in the NAA report| with and _rlthout removal of

Block IX equipment. Each of the available stowage areas

(with and without equipment removal) was identified with

the available volume and allowable weight for each area.

This information has been summarized, tabulated and included

in this study as Table I.

The selected experiment data utilized was developedby Martin

Marietta from information provided by North American, the

indifidual experiment contractors and NASA. This data

provided experiment dimensions, total volume, weight and on

many of the experiment modules, information relative to

specific locations for mounting the modules within the CM.

These original mounting locations were retained, wherever

possible. For those items where the original installation

area was retained, additional volume for G-ioad/vlbratlon

packaging protection was not consldared_ it was assumed to

be considered during the original NAA study. However, where

new stowage areas had to be selected, an addltlonal one-half

(I/2) of the required volume was added to allow for protective

packaging.

3.1 Total Volume Comparison - From the NAA study, without any

Block IX equipment or traztsferables removed, a total stowage

volume of 8.64 cubic feet was indicated. With only

transferables (food_ waste containers, LIOH containers,

etc.) removed from the CM 18.35 cubic feet is available.

With both equipment and tran_ferables removed, the NAA

study indicates a total available volume of 38.25

cubic feet.

The revised NAA drawings indicate an available volume of

13 cubic feet without removal of Block 7_ or tr_nsferab!e

equipment. With only transferables removed to the carrier,

26 cubic feet is indicated. With both equipment and

transferables removed, the revised drawings show a total

available volume of 33 cubic feet.
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3.1 (continued)

3.2

3.3

Total I-A experiment module/data packages volume for

re-entry stowage in the CM, including an additional 50%

for protective packaging is 6.6 cubic feet (Figure i).

Total Weight Comparison - Again from the NAA study, with-

out any Block II equipment or transferablea removed,

structural limitations in early 1966 allowed a total

stowage weight of 188 pounds and re-entry parachute

limitations allowed a total stowage weight of 131 pounds.

Removal of transferables increases the allowable stowage

weight to 392.5 pounds. Removal of Block II equipment

and transferables increases the allowable stowage weight

to 1066 pounds.

The revised NAA drawings do not directly show new allowable

weights since the spacecraft modifications have not been

accomplished. However, based on precentage of stowage

volume increase/decrease, revised allowable stowage weights.

have been extrapolated. Without any Block II or transferables

removed, 200 pounds of stowage weight is estimated. With

the removal of transferables, 560 pounds is estimated. With

both Block II equipment and transferables removed, 930 pounds

is indicated.

Total IA experiment module/data packages weight for re-entry

stowage in the CM, including an additional 25_ for protective

packaging is 219.9 pounds (Figure 1).

Specific Stowage Area Assignments - Table 2 provides detailed

information for each module to be stowed in the CM during

various phases of the mission. Comparisons are drawn between

individual module stowage requirements and proposed stowage

locations for weight, volume and general shape. Figure 2

illustrates the re-entry experiments modules shapes and

dimensions. Where the proposed location is the same as the

originally proposed NAA/NASA installation, this is noted.

Changes and reasons for changes from the original installations

are also noted. Assumptions made during the assignment of

specific locatlonJ are as follows_

a. The two (2) rock-box locations will be available for

experiment stowage;

Expended Lithium Hydroxide canisters can be transferred

to the carrier prior to re-entry, and these volumes

used for data cassette stowage;
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3.3 (continued)

c. The Thermal Meteroid Garment will not be needed

since no EVA is required;

dQ The Portable Life Support System also will not be
needed since CM umbillcels will be used for suited

operations. However, a recent modlflcatlon places

the rapid repressurlzatiou system in the area vacated

by the PLSS;

e. Modules can be packaged to withstand local compartment

vibration and G-loads;

f. The CMpressure/therm&l hatch will be stowed in the

original left-hand equipment bay location during

non-use.

3.4 Additional Potential Stowage Candidates

ao There may be periods during the orbital phase of the

mission when the Experiments Display and Control

Panel will not be in use and it may be desirable to

stow the panel out of the way. One of the rock

boxes seem to be a good location, and will be

available since the boxes will be used for experiment

stowage only during re-entry. It is assumed that the

D and C Panel is expendable and will be transferred to

the carrier prior to re-entry. Also, that the D & C

Panel can be sized to the weight and volume limitations

of the rock box;

b. The docking probe and drogue assemblies are currently

planned for stowage in the experiment carrier after

removal from the tunnelp during orbital operations and

are considered expendable items to be left in the

carrier during re-entry. Stowage in the carrier is

preferred, since in that location, the additional crew

task of transference to the carrier prior to re-entry

would not be necessary. However, space may be avail-

able in the CMon the aft compartment floor, between

the Pressure Garment Assembly storage bags and the

LithiumHydroxide containers. This should only be

considered as s secondary location, since use of the
fecal canister would be difficult as would the use

of the Guidance and Navigation Panel (lack of foot

space on the floor);
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3.4 (continued)

C. The Multlspectral Cameras (E06-4) will each require

two film re-loads in orbit. These re-load

cassettes are also currently planned for stowage in

the carrier during boost until they are needed to
re-load the cameras. Since the rock boxes will not

be used for stowage until re-entry, they may be con-

sidered an alternate storage area for the film

re-load cassettes. This could become the primary

stowage area, should radiation prove to be a problem

for film stowage. However, at the present time,

stowage in the carrier is the preferred location,

since the task of reloading the cameras would be
easier.

3.5 Conclusion and Recommendations

ae Sufficient total volumels available for CM stowage

of all modules currently planned for the CMwithout

removal of Block I_ equipment. Although, for specific

experiment stowage, removal of specific items of CM

transferables and use of the vacant areas is desirable|

be From a total weight consideration, removal of some CM

transfarables is necessary to remainwithin earth

landing load limitations end for mounting/stowage of

specific experiment modules|

C# Current CM stowage planning for the I-A Mission is

well within the total CM stowage capability specified

in both the NAA stowage report and the revised NAA

drawings. In fact, there is considerable room for

additional stowage of Mission I-A equipment, should

it become necessary in the future.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORA'r#o#
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes a preliminary crew training and

training equipment survey conducted for the Mission IA

during the initial study period. This study identifies

the training analysis technique, experiments already

evaluated for AAP cluster flights, and significant items

of training equipment for support of the flight program.

SUMMARY

Recent MMC efforts in support of the MSFC AAP integration

contract have included an analysis of nine of the twenty-

three experiments identified forMisslon IA, four others

using hand-held cameras which are closely related to the

IA multlspectral cameras and three earth resources ex-

periments. The nine experiments included SO16, SO17, SOl8,

S019, and S020; DOI7; TO02, TO03 and TO04. Four other

experiments, SO05, S006_ SO62 and SO65, all use hand held

cameras. T_c three earth resources experiments EOOA, EOOB

and EOOD including metric cameras and IR systems, also

are slmiliar to those on the IA Misslon.

These MMO data will be integrated with training documen-

tation prepared by MSC, experiment contractors, NAA and

GE, and updated for the specific IA hardware configura-
tion and flight schedule. Similar evaluations will be

conducted for the earth resources_meteorology, solar and
stellar experiments.

Primary training equipment identified for IVA includes a

display and controls package incorporating both the MMC

and TO04/S017 packages installed in the AMS at MSO/KSC

for combined crew training in spacecraft pointing, track-

ing and experiment operation. An IVA carrier trainer is

identified for crew familiarization in experiment, air-

lock and stowage operations within the carrier during

neutral bouyancy, and KC-135 zero gravity simulations.

Unique training requirements for alrlocks, certain ex-

periments, retrieved data cassettes, and stowage manage-

ment, both for the CM and carrier, were also identified.

llfARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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3.0 DISCUSSION

3.1 S'I_JDY OBJECTIVES

Report No. PR 29-17

Page 2

A training and training equipment survey was con-

ducted for the 1A mission during this study period.
The primary objectives were!

Io Define a training program approach which
can be easily interfaced with mainline

Apollo as well as being consistent with

current AAP planning at_qC.

o Identify related training documentation

from MSC--MSFC_4C applicable to this

programt primarily in experiment analysis.

3. Identify program impact of tra£nin 8 equip-
ment required for Mission 1A.

The rec_ended program to accomplish these
objectives is su.narized in the remainder

of this report.

3.2 PROGRAM APPROACH

The primary consideration for training program develop-

ment on the 1A mission is ready interfacing with the

ongoing mainline Apollo training and schedule compati-
bility with the flight crew and available mission simu-

lation training equipment. _C has prepared flight
crew training reports for NASA under the MSC AEP

(pallet) and MSFC AAP integration study contracts

which were required to meet this ground rule. The

IA Training Program Development diagram shown in

Fig. 3.2-I Idehtlfles the primary tasks, interim and

final produ_tl including analyses, schedules t de-

llverab£e do_umentatlon and courses, training plans t

training equipment requirements, and specification

inputs. Activities during the study were limited to

identification of gross requirements, assistance

in preparation of crew and mission tlmellne and pr_

liminary identification of training equipment.

The recommended technique for analyses utilized for

_,,= Mr experiment, s, and applicable co all experiments
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and carrier subsystems is described below.

3.3 TPvXlNING REQUIRa_EN_rs APPROACH

3.3. I Tr.lininjh Requirements

For t,ach experlmeut or subsystem, tile following

items must be determined.

_. Impact of experiment or subsystem operation

on attainment of overall mission objectives.

b. Impact of experiment or subsystem operation

on crew safety. .....

c. Complexity of tasks to be ;|ccomplished and

cormnonality of tasks.

d. The role of the astronaut as an observerp

monitor, and L'xperimenter as well as space-

craft pilot and housekeeper.

e. Individual task proficiency requirements

for the flight.

f. Apollo mainline training characteristics

directly applicable to the IA Misslon.

Preliminary training requirements for flight crews

are surmmarized in table form to delineate the In-

flight Task Requirements for the preparation and

operation of each experiment evaluated and also to

identify the applicable areas of knowledge required

to support the accomplishment of each experiment

task. These data will form the basis for briefing

development and training equipment definitions.

3.3.2 InfliKht Task Requirements - Each inflight

experiment and subsystem operation will be

evaluated and a degree of required training

assigned each task. Particular attention to

man-machlne relationships, personnel and equip-

ment safety, and training equipment require-

ments will be made during this evaluation. The

level of training assigned each task will de-

llfARTIIW MARIET'rA OORPORA YlOItl
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fine thL, d_grL, e oI_ training :rod pr;,ctlc_, re-

quired for prol!ici_ncy its ;tcc(_mp].ishing tilt, _'x-

periment obJectivt,s,

3.3.3 Knowledge Requirements - Areas of knowledge rt:-

quired by astronauts to perform each experiment

and operate each subsystem proficiently will be

identified. The required level of training

assigned to each knowledge area forms the base-

line for preparation of detailed course descrip-
tions and outlines.

3.3.4 Experiments and Subsystems - The individual

experiments and subsystems will be analyzed for

task and knowledge training requirements.

3.4 FLIGHT CREW TRAINING

A training program will be developed to assure max_

mum utilization of Block 2 Apoll o elements (personnel,

equipment, facilltles_ etc.) to accomplish the re-

quired training.

The following assumptions form the basis for develop-

ment of the IA Flight Crew Training Program!

a. A group of astronauts will be identified

9 - 12 months (minimum) prior to this

mission.

b. Apollo Mission Simulators (AMS), and the

CSM docking simulators_ modified to conform

to IA mission requirements will be made

available to the program a minimum of six

months prior to ea¢h flight.

C. Concurrent with modification of simulators

flight crews will start part task training

on available training equipment items.

Trips to experiment hardware developer's

facilities should be scheduled to familiar-

ize flight crews with hardware development

and to incorporate crew suggestions into

the systems.

d. Technical briefings required to establish

a common experiment and carrier subsystem

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORA TION
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knowledge l_wt'l will b_ p,:ovided to the

flight crews.

e. Zero gravity flights and neutral buoyancy

training to perfect IVA will be accomplished

primarily on a "buddy" system basis with _h e

astronaut assigned prime responsibility for

an experiment function receiving primary

attention. In situations where the work

load must be shared, training will be accom-

plished on a crew basis.

fo Flight crew personnel will participate dum

ing the various phases of design verifica-

tion and test at Denver_ MSC_ and KSC. This

will provide flrst-hand knowledge of the

location and operation of experiment and

experiment carrier equipment.

3.4.1 Flight Crew Tralnln K Plan - IA Mission train-

ing will be integrated into the current mainline

Apollo specific mission training program. The

integration will be accomplished by scheduling

IA training tasks identified in the training re-

quirements analysis into the mainline Apollo train-

ing schedule on a timely basis. Training elements

will be incorporated in the integrated program

as described in the following paragraphs.

3.4.2 Specific Mission Experiment Sciences Back_rpund

Training- Flight crews will recelve_ during the

first three months of their specific mission

training, a basic understanding of experiment

science and technology directly applicable to

this mission, This requirement is imposed to

impart as basic understanding of the type of

scientific data they will be required to observe

and interpret.

3.4.3 Facperlment and Carrier Subsystem Briefings -

Flight crews will receive experiment and carrier

subsystem briefings to prepare them for operations

training.

3.4.4 Experiment and Carrier Operations Trainin_ -

Flight crews will receive operations training on

MAR'rlItl MARIET'rA OORPORA FION
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ae Experiment and carrier operations

utilizing actual hardware engineering

prototypt_s or tr:tiniug equipment.

b, Intravehlcular activities tralnln_
utilizing the: neutral buoyancy, b"

of freedom slmulator_ and [rE 135 aircraft

to perfect astronaut infllght carrier

operating procedures.

c. Experiment and carrier design verlfl-

cation and systems test participation.

3.5 MAJOR IA TRAINING TASKS

The following IA mission activities require flight

crew training emphaslsx

a@ Intravehlcular Activities - Movement of personnel

within the CM and carrier will be required to

accomplish such tasks as! manual docking activi-

ties, scientific airlock operations, translation

of experlment packages_ hookup of electrical lines,

operation and data management of the experimentsj

film cassette reloading and retrlvalo

Do Multiple Experiment Operations - Flight crews must

have! knowledge of and the ability to employ per-

sonal and experiment peculiar safety precautions;

a thorough knowledge of the theory of operation

of each experiment and its relationship to other

experiments in flight operational requirements,

methods and procedures; and proficiency in initiat-

ing the actions required by instructions transmitted

from the ground after realtime ground evaluation

of telemetered data.

3.6 FLIGHT CREW TRAINING SCHEDULE

Figure 3.6-I presents the time required for each train-

ing element to prepare flight crews for the mission,

The times depicted for each of the elements include

mainline Apollo _raining requirements as well as those

peculiar to the IA Mission_

MARTIN MARIETTA I:ORlPORA TION
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FIGURE 3.6-1

FLIGHT CREW TRAINING SCHEDULE

MONTHS rid FLIGHT

Flight Crew

Training for
IA Mission

12 II I0

iBackground _

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Systems _ _ Operatlons_

Background training is shown during the three months

immediately preceedlng systems training, It may be

accomplished at any time prior to or interspersed into

the systems training, provided that the indicated total

time is allocated so as to complete systems training
on schedule.

3.7 Training Equipment

3.7.1 Considerations

Mission IA require crew operations in the

Command Module, and in the Carrier pressure

vessel for target acquisition, spacecraft

pointing and tracking, and experiment con-

trolling. Certain experiments require crew

proficiency in scientific airlock operations,
initiating experiment sequences and monitor-

ing and manipulation during periods of data

taklng. Camera systems require crew operations

for film reloading and cassette removal, manned

opening of protective lens curets, stowage both

for reentry in the CM_ and relocation of CM

expendable equipment into the carrier prior

to reentry. Astronaut operations encompass

shirt-sleeve and soft suited modes for normal

operations and pressurized suits in depressur-

ized compartments for contingency operations.

No EVA is required for this mission. A pre-

llminary evaluation indicates the following

training equipment is required as a study bas_
llne. A .... ,___. ..... . ...._UQ_U_Un_A _-_p=_meuu pe_ulla_ equ_pm_uu".....

may be required after firm definltlzation of

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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flight h;Irdware.

_. 7.1.I Control aTtd Display Trainer

The prlma_ crew/subsystl_m/cxp_,rlm_nt int_r-

f_Ices for Infllght carri(_r operations _ir¢_

on two panels= The mail, IA mission p_lllel

as shown in Fig. 3.7-I and the TO04/SOI7

panel already provided for the Block I frog

otolith/X-ray Galactic experiments will _tke

up this tr_llner. These panels and associated

wiring would be mounted in appropriate I_

cations in MSC CM procedures trainer (DCPS)

or in the Apollo Mission Simulator (AMS)

and the wiring interfaced as necessary

wlth the terminal boards, instructor con-

soles and digital computer system,, A Block

II CM crew station mockup will also be r_

quired to familiarize the crew with flight

procedures involving out the wlndowvlew-

ing, attitude orientation, experiment se-

quencing and carrier subsystem operation

including interactions with the Block II

(24 housekeeping and orbital activities.

Two D&G trainers would be provided six

months prior to flight for AMS installation

at both MSC and KS_ if NASA requires both

simulators be utilized for the IA mission.

Detailed hardware selection and interfaces

with MSC will be identified after further

NASA coordination and defined in the appro-

priate training equipment specifications.

3.7.1.2 Intravehlcular Activities Trainer

The carrier pressure vessel, all interior

work stations, scientific alrlocks_ data

cassettes_ mobility aids and Cethers_ the

docking tunnel and _ interfaces will be

incorporated into a trainer for neutral

bouyancy utilization during astronaut

preflight training, Later study will

determine the suitability of this unit for

Zero G aircraft simulation or the need for

specialized part task_ partial vehicle

MARTEN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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This IVA trainer would provide part task

and mission segment training in all manual

operations within the carrier with the e_

ceptlon of viewing or vehicle orientation

where out the window observations of earth

or space are necessary, The trainer is

inltlally envisioned as a full-scale skele-

ton structure with open mesh to configure

the spatial envelope. Interior flttlngsp

trusses_ alrlocks and experimental gear to

be handled by the astronauts will he iden-

tlcal to flight hardware permitting high

fidelity slmulatlon for all operations in

shirt sleeve or suited mode. The trainer

interior configuration would be similar

to the full-scale mockup shown in Pig. 3.7-2.

The IVA trainer would be available six

months prior to flight.

3.7ol,3 Specialized Trainers

The IA experiments evaluated identified

specialized part task training in several

areas identified below. This partial

list will be supplemented as training re-

quirements are evaluated during Phase Do

The (NAA) scientific alrlock_ require

astronaut training in basic operatlonp

experiment emplacement and removal for

normal and contingency operations. The

manual sextant for TO02 similarly re-

quires special training as will the S016

and 18 experiments which both use emul-

sions exposed to free space which must be

deployed and later retrieved and stowed

for reentry, S019 and 20 both require

boreslghting at the airlock where the

experiment is installed and manual opera-

tions during actual data taking. Precise

spacecraft orientation by manual attitude

control is necessary during experiment

operation and data acquisition required

for SO19 and 20. The experiments requir-

ing individual film cassette loadlng_ handl-

ingj retrieval and stowage will require

MARTIR MARIETTA OORPORATION
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training with each camera/cassette system.

These specialized trainers may be already

delivered as trainers_ engineering proto-

type hardware, or where required new train-

ing equipment. The reco,_nended approach

for each item will be made during the tr_lln-

ing study to be conducted in the next pro

gram phase.

_;.8 IT_AINING R2_UIIU_4E_IS SI_MARY

The mission will be analyzed to assure that all train-

ing requirements are considered. Inflight Task and

Knowledge Requirements identified during the prelim-

inary training requirements and identified in Fig. 3.8-1

analysis will be updated for the LA flight and summar-

ized on Training Requirements summary forms. A sample

analysis for the S0-20 X-ray solar photographic experi-

ment originally prepared for the cluster flight is

included as Appendix A_

lifAil_7"lN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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APPENDIX A

Sample AAP Training Summary for cluster, experiments

now scheduled for IA flight.

7. I_.AINING AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIIt_MENTS FOR THE UV

X-RAY SOLAR PHOIDGRAPHY (SO20)

7.1 Experiment SO20 as presently conflgured for AAP Flight 2

has been analyzed to identify training and training equipment

requirements. Parameters used in the analysis are outlined

in the following paragraphs!

7.1.1 Proficiency Requirements - The ultraviolet and soft X- ra_

Solar Photography experiment requires the astronaut to be pr_

ficient in the following activities: IVA translation from the

Command Module to the MDA; operation of the CM and MDA alrlocks|

removal from storage, inspection, donning and operation of the

EVA ensemble; operatlon_ assembly, adjustment and checkout of

the camera experiment alrlock; removal from storage, installa-

tion, adjustment, checkout and operation of the UV X-ray camera;

doffing, inspection, drying and storage of EVA ensemble; space-

craft orientation so that the camera is pointing toward the

sun; operate the viewfinder and boreslghter in conjunction with

the attitude control system for target acquisition and tracking|
maintain voice communication with the astronaut in the CM and

with the Principal Investigator via mission control; operate

the camera with camera control unit and camera display panel

for UV X-ray spectrographic photography; operate the timer for

spectrograph time exposure control; operate the data tape re-

corder, telemetry system and data interchange and control unit

for experiment photographic data recording and transmission;

entries recorded in the experiment data handbook; operation

of the MDA lighting system; and operation of the portable lights

as required. Subsequent to last film exposure, close camera

vacuum valve; operation of the MDA camera experiment alrlock

for UV X-ray spectrograph removal; remove camera canister and

place in camera storage box; replace outer hatch door on camera

experiment airlock; translate camera to the CM and store in

the film storage area.

Note_ In the event that this experiment canister is relocated

on the ATM rack, it will be mechanically aligned with the

telescope. A remote camera control unit and camera display

panel will be located in the LM or CM_ The l-l_telescope on

th_ A_4 will be used fur La_t auqulai_£on and _acki_ lu

conjunction with the control moment gyros and the attitude

MARTIN MANIIrT'rA OONPORATION
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control system since this experiment would be performed slmu_

taneously with the appropriate solar AI_ experiments. An EVA

will be required to recover the camera canister containing the
exposed film magazine.

7.1.2 Special Considerations - Tarsets of opportunity are

selected by the Principal Investigator based on solar activity
and communicated to the astronauts via mission control. The

target acquisition and pointing control will he accomplished

by attitude control system operation from the CM. The astro-

naut operating the viewfinder and boresighter mounted in the

camera canister will have to give verbal instructions over the

communications network to coordinate the target acquisition

and pointing maneuver. This closely coordinated activity will

require a high degree of proficiency and must be practiced by

the two astronauts operating as a team until the skill pro-

ficiency is attained. The camera experiment equipment for this

experiment is contained in a pressure sealed canisterp therefore

the data is obtained by retrieval of the entire camera canister.

7.1.3 Commonality - Tasks requiring training on this experiment

that have co_nonality with other experiments are those associated

with operating the camera experiment alrlock in the MDA_ atti-

tude control system operation for target acquisition and track-

ing, timer operatlon_ voice conununlcation system operation, data

tape recorder operation, telemetry system operation, data inter-

change and control unit operation, normal EVA/IVA and EVA en-

semble functions, and normal photographic skills and knowledgeo

7.2 Detailed Experiment Training Requirements - Figure 7-I sum-

marizes the training requirements analysis for each item of ex-

periment hardware. It delineates the infllght crew task re-

quirements for the transfer, setup_ and operation of each hard-

ware item and identifies the knowledge required to support the

performance of these tasks.

7.2.1 Infli_ht Task Reauiremen_# - Figure 7-I breaks down each

inflight operation to be performed on each hardware item and

assigns a level of training to be attained for each task. In

determining the level of trainlng_ particular attention was

given to personnel-equlpment interfaces, personnel and equip-

ment safety, and training equipment llmitationso The level of

training assigned each task will provide the degree of train-

ing required to accompllsh the experiment obJectlvesl

7.2.2 Knowledge Requirements - Figure 7-1 presents the analysis

of the areas of knowledge that each astronaut must have to

ltlAIlY'l_l I_AI_I|T'rA OOlePOIgA'rlo_l
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perform this t'xpt,rlment in a proflcl,mt manner and to make tile
proper assessmeut of the data to hi: obt,_lined _lnd returned for

subsequL, nt evaluation by experim_mters. The required level
of training assigned each knowledge area will assist in the

preparation of detailed course descriptions and outlines.

7.3 Tralnlng Requirements Summary - Figure 7-2 summarizes the

level of training for Experiment SO20 in relation to the re-

quirements of the overall mission. The code letters reflect

the highest level of each skill or knowledge requirement identl-

fled in the individual Detailed Experiment Training Require-

ments Analyses.

7.4 Equipment and Task Co_mgnallty - Figure 7-3 lists the

major equipment requirements for AAP Flight 2 and indicates

the cross-utillzatlon of equipment between experlments. This

conmlonallty assists in determining minimum requirements for

training and training equipment.

7.5 Training Equipment Requirements - The following training

equipment will be requlred to support flight crew training for
Experiment SO20!

a. Neutral Bouyancy Trainer - Mockup of the F[DA with

handholds_ footholds, tethers_ fasteners and

attachment points, camera experiment alrlock,

camera canisters and mounts_ and storage con-

tainers for practice of zero gravity IrA and

operations.

Do Apollo Mission Simulator - To practice camera operations

and control; target acquisition and pointing; dlsplay

and control unit operation and monitoring; data tape

recorder, telemetry system and data interchange and

control unit operation; recording of experiment

photographic data; voice communication system

operation and coordinated ground data links; and

film canister translation and storage.

C. Six degree of freedom simulator wlth MDA section

mockup and camera experiment airloek - To practice

zero gravity activities (IVA) and simulation asso-

ciated with the camera experiment a_rlock operatlon,

assembly and disassembly of camera canlster in the

camera experiment alrlock_ and the UV X-ray spectro-

graphic camera opera_ion _nc!ud!_g th_ target ac-

DENVER DIVISION
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do

quisltion and pointing operation using the view-

finder and bore-slght_r in the cameL-a canlster 4

Parts and Components - Figure 7-1 deuotes the actual

equipment and control units to he used for astronaut

familiarization and oper_Itlng procedural practice

of all experiment operations performed in the Command

Module, Multiple Docking Adapter and inter/intra-

vehicular activities (IVA) associated with experiment

operationsp data retrieval, translation and storage,

MARTIN MARIETTA O011PORAT'IOItl
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1.0

2.0

3.0

INTRODUCTION

Mission IA maintenance and replacement level and criteria must

be established early in the program to identify carrier system

hardware characteristics and to support the program in the most

efficient and cost effectlvemanner.

The following trade off's were considered to establish recommend-

ed replacement data for the carrier and GSE:

I) Replacement Levels

a) Black Box vs Component/Plug-ln Module (Carrier)

b_ Chassis vs Component/Plug-In Module (GSE)

2) Replacement Location

a) KSC vs Martin-Denver Factory

bY Vendor vs KSC

c) MSC vs Martin-Denver Factory

37 Repair Cycle Time vs Remaining Time to Launch

SUMMARY

Preventive and corrective maintenance performed on the IA Carrier

System must be accomplished with a minimum of down time. Consider-

ing the high cost of certain replacement items, inventories must

be kept to a minimum quantity consistent with a high confidence

level for mission success. Failed item(s_ repair must be care-

fully considered as to repair turn-around time versus the remain-

ing support activity time span, based on tlme-remaining-to-launch.

In consideration of the above facts and factors, a Maintenance

and Replacement Items Criteria is recommended that will adequately

support all program requirements and take into account such factors

as cost effectiveness, schedule impactp personnel training require-

ments, turn around time, operator efficiency, reliability, and

facilities requirements.

DISCUSSION

This criteria identifies the guidelines and constraints recommend-

ed for Mission iA sy, tem u=_uwaL= dealgn and _5 ...... planning

-2--
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3.0 DISCUSSION (continued_

in order to support the program in the most efficient and cost

effective manner.

The criteria is subdivided into_

I General

II IA Carrier

III Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

IV Experiments
V Trainers

VI Maintenance Ground Equipment (MGE_

3.1 General

Three primary constraints play a major role in the

establishment of the maintenance and replacement items

criteria in the Mission IA Program.

These constraints arel

a) A single launch mission with no resupply

b) Three areas of support (Denver, KSC, MSC)

c) Manned Mission - 14 days duration

2_ Maintenance will consist of both preventive and

corrective functions, and will be performed on

deliverable Mission IA hardware operated and/or stored

at Denver, KSC and MSC Houston.

3) On-pad checkout uf the flight article will be accom-

plished and maintenance activity will be performed.
Preventive maintenance will be minimal. Corrective

maintenance will consist of removal and replacement of

failed items at the provisioned item level.

47 Corrective maintenance tasks associated with a mal-

function or failure in the launch preparation and

support GSE, experiments and flight hardware must be

accomplished with a minimum of maintenance downtime.

5) There will be no mission dependent in-flight maintenance

on the iAcarrier system hardware.

-3-
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3. I (continued)

6) Due to the single mission requirement and the relatively

short duration of KSC support activity, failed items

will only be Judged repairable if the complete repair

cycle can be accomplished within the remaining support

activity time span. Generally, sufficient replacement

items shall be initially provisioned to support the

expected frequency of repair, based on a normal equip-

ment operating schedule. The Martin-Denver factory

rapid-reaction repair system shall be utilized for

maintenance activities for which spares have not been

provisioned or in the event all available spares have

been utilized.

3.2 Mission IA Carrier Maintenance Criteria - Preventive

Maint enanc e

i_ Preventive maintenance shall consist of visual inspection,

adjustment, calibration and servicing.

2) P/M shall be accomplished at Martin Denver, and at KSC

in the Manned Space Operation Building (MSOB_ and Launch

Complex 34 (LC-34).

Corrective Maintenance

I) Corrective maintenance shall be accomplished at location

(Denver, MSOB, LC-34) by performing fault isolation

(to the provisioned replacement item level), repair

(remove and replace) p inspection, service, and checkout

(return to operation).

2) A system performance verification test shall be perfor-

med after each item replacement.

3) All removed items shall be reviewed by a material review

board for repair/disposition status. (REF. Para. 6 of

i_.

4) Considering the high cost of some items and the fact

that there is to be only one mission, replacement item

quantities shall be kept to a minimum quantity con-

sistent with a high confidence l_el for mission success.

The very minimum is considered to be one (i) each of

all flight items replaceable at KSC.

-4-
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3.2 (continued)

s) All flight hardware replacement items shall be de-

signed for a minimum shelf llfe of two (2) years and

shall have been subjected to acceptance testing as

defined by Engineering.

6) To minimize replacement item quantities required to

support the IA mission, a single inventory of re-

placement items will be maintained in support of

Denver, MSC and KSC. In the early phase of build

and test the inventory of replacement items will be

stored at Denver to support assembly and test. When

the flight article and associated GSE is transported

to KSC, all provisioned replacement items shall be

transported to KSC to support pre-launch and launch
activities.

7) One inventory of training equipment replacement items

shall be provisioned to support Denver and MSC

assembly, test, operational and maintenance activity.

8) Operating and maintenance instructions shall be provid-

ed to MSC in support of training equipment.

3.3 Ground SuppoTt Equipment Maintenance Criteria - Preventive

Maintenance

17 Preventive maintenance of GSE shall consist of. before

use visual inspection, periodic calibration of meters

and gauges, self checks, servicing coolant and proof

testing slings and hoisting equipment.

2) P/M shall be accomplished at Denver, MSOB and LC-34.

Corrective Maintenance

i)

2)

Corrective maintenance shall be accomplished at

location by fault isolation (to the provisioned replace-

ment item level), repair (remove and replace), inspect-

ion, servicing and checkout, (return to operation).

Chassis repair shall be accomplished by the replace-

ment of plug-in modules, hardwired electrical

parts/components and/or mechanical parts/components.

Chassis will not generally be spared, however, detail

-5-
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3.3 (continued3

2) (continued)

analysis based on criticality and complexity of chassis

design may dictate sparing a selected few.

3) Performance of corrective maintenance shall require the

subsequent successful completion of an operational
verification check.

4) A GSE design goal shall be to fault isolate flight

equipment to the provisioned replacement level.

5) All Ground Support Equipment design shall incorporate

a method of conveniently fault isolating internal mal-

functions to the replacement level.

6) Maintenance of that GSE provided with the trainers at

MSC shall be accomplished by Contractor personnel.

Replacement Items and Operating and Maintenance

instructions shall be provided.

3.4 Experiments Maintenance Criteria - Preventive Maintenance

i) Preventive maintenance of the experiments shall consist

of visual inspection, testing, and monitoring.

2) P/M shall be accomplished at Denver, MSOB and LC-34.

Corrective Maintenance

I) Individual experiment contractors shall provide special

tools, test equlpment_ spare parts_ operating and

maintenance instructions for their experlment(s). Where

complexity and criticality dictate, furnish necessary

skilled personnel.

2) Maintenance support by the experiment contractor will

be required from point of installation at Denver or KSC

through launch.

3_ Common requirements such as parts, tools, test equip-

ment, etc., shall be coordinated by MMC with KSC and

experiment contractor to ensure full utilization of

existing c_pabilltles and eliminate unnecessary dupli-

cation.
-6--
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3.5 Trainers Maintenance Criteria - Preventive Maintenanae

17 Preventive maintenance shall consist of periodic

inspection, adjustment, lubrication, checkout and

calibration.

2) P/M shall be accomplished at Denver, MSC and KSC.

Corrective Maintenanc_

Corrective maintenance will normally be accompllshed

at location by selected Martin or other MSC desig-

nated personnel t and consist of removal and replace-

ment of failed items at the provisioned item

replacement level. Martin will support MSC/KSC as

defined for support of the Apollo Mission Simulators
(AMS_.

2_ Replacement items and operating maintenance in-

structions shall be provided.

3) Trainer design goals shall be to provide fault

isolation capabilities to the provisioned replace-

ment item level.

4) Connnon requirements such as parts, tools, test

equipment, etc., shall be coordinated by MMC with

MSC to ensure full utilization of existing capabil-

ities._

3.6 Maintenance Ground Equipment (MGE_, Maintenance Criteria

I) MGE is additional ground support equipment which is

used in support of maintenance operations for the

IA Carrler_ GSE, Experiments, and Trainers.

21 MGE shall consist primarily of off the shelf elec-

tronic test equipment and standard mechanical test

equipment.

31 MGE calibration and repair requirements shall be

coordinated by MMC with MSC and KSC to ensure full

utilization of existing test equipment and facil-

ities.

-7-
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3.7 Concluslon

The loglstlos support approach defined in this study is

a realistic trade-off of the various constraints/pecullar-

ities of the I-A Misslon. This approach of minimum spares

inventory/cost versus maximum possible on-location main-

tenance support and the factory rapid-reaction repair

system as secondary support shall be utilized in the

development of the Logistics Support Plan and the Main-

tenance and Spares Policy.
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2.

s

INTRODUCTION

I.I Purpose - The purpose ol this report is the documentation of

b_isic data from the TRACE digital program for use in defini-

tion of the final mission history.

Objectives - The objectives of the TRACE runs are to provide

detailed time histories ok orbital position relative to the

earth's surface and to the solar position. These data are

translated into day/nlght cycles, overstatlon time and experi-

ment available time.

SUMMARY

The data presented in this report define the MSFN considered and

the method of determining time over the Continental U.S. for

experiments and truth site considerations. The mission data are

presented in the form of a 14 day tlme-line and ground trace map.

A sample TRACE output is shown.

DISCUSSION

3.1 MSFN - The MSFN utilized is shown in Fig. 1 and listed in

Table I. Additional stations are shown in Table I for the

DSIF net and were not incorporated In the original TRACE

data. These facilities improve station utilization and

orbit coverage and will be considered for future studies.

3.2

3.3

Continental U.S. Simulation - The boundaries of the Conti-

nental U.S. represent the target zone and are simulated by

three tracking stations to provide rise and set times for the

TRACE tlmelines. These stations are identified by the call

letters WE, CE, and EA and are located as shown in Fig. 2.

The smaller circles are for 7.2 deg elevation angles and the

larger circle is for a 2 deg elevat_n angle.

Truth Sites - Individual truth sites provide very little

information unless related to specific experiments and

experiment times. At this point in the study it is con-

sidered sufficient to provide significant coverage of the

Continental U.S. Future efforts will be directed toward

relating specific portions of the time-llne to specific

experiment activities and the associated truth sites.

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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3.4 Time-line Figure 3 presents fourteen days ot mission time

history with day/night cycles and overstath,n t[mes. The

call-letter de_inltlons are noted ill Fig. I and Fig. Z,, These

histories provide space for later integratlo, el crew _lnd

experiment activities. The entire time-line ca. be provided
by ..totnattc machine plotting once co-ordinated Input8 are

awlttabte. Days are counted Ires tilt. lntt:lal point or in this
case from the launch time and therelore wiry from the

calendar days.

3.5 Trace Maps - Figure 4 presents fourteen days of ground troee

in the area of the United States. The passes are numbered

consecutively and the time of passage (GMT) into and out of

the target area is noted. The earth day/night llne is shown.

For orbital conditions the spacecraft will pass into sunlight

about 6 minutes or 24 deg earlier than the point shown.

The western boundary is 8 hrs earlier than the GMT and the

eastern boundary is 5 hrs earlier in terms of local time.

3.6 Sample TRACE Output - Figure 5 presents a sample output of

the TRACE program with identifying code shown in Table 2.

Time co-ordlnation between the time-llnes and the prlnt-out

will provide latitude and longitude co-ordinates. An auto-

matic map plotting routine is available and is being

prepared for incorporation in the data handling and reduction

capabilities of the current study.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The basic tools and output data are presented. These data are

the foundation for integrated mission activities to define crew

and experiment operations and to insure compatibility of all

mission elements. Launch dates other than i April 1969 (1500 (_IT)

would produce timelines and traces that vary from those shown.
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FIG 3

14 DAY TIME LINE

LAUNCH DATE 1 APRIL 1969

LAUNCH TIME 1500 GMT
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.FIG 4

14 DAY GROUND TRACE MAPS

LAUNCH DATE I APRIL 1969

LAUNCH TIME 1500 (_4T
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Table 2 Symbol Deflnitio_is - Trajectory and Trace Data

415/69

ME

MM

ST

DT

X

R

XDOT

V

LAT

LONG

H

SBV

ALPHA

DELTA

BETA

A

REV

ECLIPSE

calendar date for data following

minutes from epoch

minutes from midnight, Greenwich mean time

seconds from midnight, Greenwich mean time

computing interval, seconds

three space coordinates, feet; first is X, second is Y,

third is Z

distance from center of earth, feet (R 2 - X 2 + y2 + Z2)

three velocity components, ft/sec; first is rate of

change of X, second is rate of chauge of Y, third is

rate of change of Z

magnitud_ of velocity vector, ft/sec (V2 - VDOT 2 + YDOT 2

+ ZDOT _)

geodetic latitude, degrees north

longitude, degrees east

altitude above sea level on oblate earth, nautical miles

plumbline latitude, degrees

right ascension, degrees east of vernal equinox

declination (or geocentric latitude), degrees

angle between position vector and velocity vector, degrees

azimuth, degrees from north in local horizontal plane

a revolution counter not used in this printout

indicates spacecraft is in earth's shadow when printed,

otherwise omitted

Keplerian Orbit Data

A

E

I

O

U

T

MEAN ANM

TRUE ANM

ODOT

UDOT

Apogee

}IT

Perigee

HT

Period (K)

Period (A)

k''J

semimajor axis

eccentricity

inclination, degrees

right ascension of ascending node, degrees

argument of perigee

time of perigee passage, Greenwich mean time, minutes

mean anomaly, degrees

true anomaly, degrees

rate of change of O, deg/day

rate of change of U, deg/day

apogee radius from center of earth, n m

apogee altitude, n m

perigee radius from center of earth, n m

perigee altitude, n m

Keplerian period, mln

Anomalistic period, min
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Report No. UR29-20

l',kge No. 1

II_TJ_oDUCTION

1.1 _rpose - The purpose of this trade study report is

to determine what type of power source should be used

on Flight ±bh'-lA.

1.2 objectives - The objective of this trade study is to

compare w_rious characteristics of a fuel cell power

system _md a battery power system and b_sed on this

comparison, determine which type of system should be

used on Flight A_-IA.

_U_q L_RY

This trade study report compares cost, weight, and sim-

plicity of a fuel cell sy_;tem with that of a battery

system. The study shows that for an energy requirement

of '.,4_ilowatt-hours, the battery system is simpler and

costs _pproximately $1,549,430 less than the fuel cell

system. The b_ttery system weighs approximately 250.5

pounds less than the fuel cell system. From this in-

formation, it is concluded that a battery power system

should be used on Flight _hii_-iA.

_h_IN BODY OF _%EPO_

5.1 Ground Rules and Assumptions

3.1.i General - Due to the mission duration, weight

limitations and launch schedule, solar array and

radioisotape thermoelectric generators were not

considered as c_uudidates for Flight Ai_-IA power

sources. This trade study report considers only

batteries and fuel cells as potential power sources.

Since fuel cell system and battery system cost and

weight are effected by energy requirements, a

specific energy requirement must be used in any

comparison. The energy requirement used for the

comparisons herein is 54 kilowatt-hours. This is

approximately the total energy required for the

Flight AA_-IA mission. Information on Flzght AAP-1A

total energy requirements may be found in Trade

Study Report No. FR29-21, entitled "fower _rofile".
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5.1.2

_.1.3

3.1.4

Rnport No. _Ji2t¢'-_O
i'_,_ No. d

CouL2_onents Considered - bk)r purposes of thit3 tr,_de

study, it is asstuned that the A]lis-Chal_;,crs 2

kilow_tt fuel dell module would be u_ed with Apollo

tanks if a fuel cell system were used. The battery

used in this trade study report is _ modification

of the Zagle-}_icher battery used on the 124 descent

module. The battery is rated at 400 ampere hours

and presently contains 20 cells. It is anticipated

that a tap output on the nineteenth cell will be

required in order to provide a nominal 28 volts DC

on the Flight _-lA mission. Therefore, some

qualification cost has been added to the battery

cost.

_{edundanc2 Considerations - The total energy re-

quirement of 54 _4H includes the energy required

from the blain Bus _md the energy required f_m

the _iI Sensitive Equipment Bus. It is not known

at the time of writing this report what the load

on the hiMI Sensitive Equipment L_s will be, but

for purposes of this report, it is assumed that

thi_ load will be 10 _. This asstuaption results

in t_e following ener_ requirement on the two

tyi:es of busses:

llain _us

h_[I Sensitive Equipment Bus

44.0 KWH

i0.0 E?dH

if batteries are used as the main power source, it

is _ssumed that one spare battery on each bus would

s;_tis£y redundancy requirements. If fuel cells are

used _ the main power source, it is assm_ed that

two fuel cells would be used on the main bus aztd

batteries would be used on the _II Sensitive Equip-

ment i_us with one spare battery satisfying redun-

d:_ncy requirements.

Batter_ _uantit[ Calculation - Since the batteries
to b_ used are _OO _pere hour batteries, they are

each capable of delivering approximately (400 AH x

28 volts) ll.2 kilowatt-hours (KWH). T_e main bus

would therefore require four (4) batteries plus one

o_o _ r_ve (5_ batteries. The _ Sensitive

MARTIN lifJll_lETTJJ OORPORATION
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Report No. 1']12()4,0

5.1.'* (Cent' d.)

gquipment Bus would require one (1) battery plus

one sphere or two (2) batteries.

3.2 C0mparison of _hel Cell and Battery Systems

3.2.1 Cast Coi_parison

3-2-1.1 9hel Cell System Cost

l_el Cell 2 @' $400,000
Oxygen Tank

i_ydrogen Tank

fearing Battery 2 _' $1,500

l[ydrogen Valve i'ackage

Oxygen _alve l_ackage
Radiator

_land _Ives

Lines and Fittings

Regenerative Heater

Nmperature Control Valves

Ground Heat gxchangers

,_uick Disconnects
_II Sensitive Bus Batteries

2 _ 46,0OO

B,_ttery Cold Plates

2 _ $I,000

800,000

100,000

ii0,000

3,000

36,800

27,250

190,000

9,000

1,000
90,000

49, O00

12,700

8,180

12,OOO

21000
Total* $1,456,930

*This total does not include cost of oxygen,

hydrogen, water glycol coolant, or water dis-

position equipment.

3.2. i.2 it_atter_S_stem Cost

Batteries 7 _i_6,O00

,_alification Costs

Cold _'lates 7 _ $1,0OO

Lines and Fittings

Diodes and Circuit Breakers
Total

42,000

50,000

7,000

i,OOO

1,500

$101,500
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3.2.2.2

Roport No. _R29-20

_W_ No. 4

veight Comparison

J._eJ Cell 3j,stem Weight

1,hel Cell 2 _.:165 Ibs

Oxygen Tank

I_ydrogen Tank

±-'e_%kingBattery 2 _ 30 ibs

_ydrogen Valve i_ack_e

Oxygen Valve _ackage
Radi ato r

Regenerative Heater

Temperature Control Valves

Ground Heat _Ixchangers

_ick Disconnects

Oxygen

Hydrogen
Hand 'Calves

_I Sensitive Bus Batteries
2 _ 140 lbe

3attery Cold Flates
2_ 1.6 lbs

Lirlt_;and Fittings
Total lbs

3}0.OO

90.00
_O.OO

6o.oo
17.oo
iO.OO

7o.oo
6.00

2.60

2.70

o.po
238.OO**

23.80"*

0.50

280. OO

J.20
o.so

I,225 •20

**}iinimum hydrogen and oxygen usage based on

sl_ecii'ic_tion le_kage rates on _pollo hydrogen

;md oxygen tanks for a 14 day mission.

B_ttery System Weight - Battery system weight is
completely dependent on energy requirement. Each

400 m:_pere hour battery can deliver a total energy

of 400 ampere hours x 28 volts = ii.2 kilowatt-

hours. Therefore, battery system weight is as
follows:

Batteries 7 _ 140 ibs 980.0
Cold i_lates 7 _ 1.6 ibs 11.2
Isolation Diodes and

Circuit Breakers 3.0

Lines _u_d Fittings 00.5
Total Ibe 99_. 7
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Report No. PR29-20

i_age No. 5

_._.3 S_stem _implicity Comparison - Paragraph 3.2.1.1

lists the components aecessary for a fuel cell

system and paragrE_h 3.2.1.2 lists the components

necos_ary for a battery system. Comparison of

these lists shows the _el cell system to be con-

siderably more complicated than _ battery system.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECO_ENDATIONS

Table I summarizes the cost and weight comparisons between

a battery system and a fuel cell system. Based on the

information contained in Table I and paragraph 3.2.5

herein, the conclusion of this study is that batteries

should be used as the power source on the Flight AAP-1A

mission.

TABLE I

Comparison of

Power Source Characteristics

Type of Source

Battery System

Fuel Cell System

Cost

$ 101,500

$1,450,930

Weight for 56 KWH

99 .7 ibs

1,225.2 ibs
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Report No. PR 29-21

Page 1

_o

.

e

INTRODUCTION

I.I _,_ose - The purpose of this report is to define the carrier
electrical load profile and to verify the adequacy of the

power system selected.

1.2 0bleFt_ve - The objective of this report is to present the
electrical load profile and substantiating data.

SUMMARY

This report presents the carrier electrical load profile based on

the "AAP Mission IA 14 Day Experiment Time Lines", dated 28 August

1967. The total energy required is 58.989 l_qH. Minimum and mx_Jum

steady state loads are 89 and 1367 watts respectively. The average

load is approximately 190 watts. Experiment and subsystem loads are

tabulated. Based upon the use of seven (7) batteries rated at

12 KWH/unit, the electrical system has approximately a 30_ reserve

capacity.

MAIN BODY OF REPORT

3.1 Electrical Loads

3.1.1 Subsystems

3.1.2 Electrical Power & Distribution 20 Watts DC

3.1.3 Display and Control

a) Sequencer

b) Display & Control Panel

8 Watts DC

2 Watts IXI

3.1.4 Stabilization &Control 75 Watts DC

3.1.5 Lighting I00 Watts DC

3.I. 6 Data Management

a) Signal Condltioner

b) Recorder

c) PCM Encoder

d) VHF Transmitter "A"

e) VHF Transmitter '_"

f) VHF Transmitter '_"

g) VCO' s

h) Recorder

i) S-Band Power Amplifier

J ) S-Band Transmitter

30 Watts DC

I0 Watts DC

i0 Watts DC

84 Watts DC

84 Watts DC

84 Watts DC

57 Watts DC
47 Watts DC

120 Watts

Ii Watts DC
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Thermal Control 43 Watts DC

Exper imen ts

I)017 C02 Reduction

S017 X-Ray Astronomy

S020 UV X-Ray Solar

Photography

S039 Day Night Camera

S040 Dielectric Tape Camera

**S043 I.R. Temperature

Sounding

**S044A E. S Microwave

Radatlon

**S048 UP_F Sferics

*E06-1 Metric Camera

*E06 -7 7R Imager

*E06-11 Microwave Radiometer

*E06-9a IR Radiometer

*E06-9b IR Spectrometer

T004 Frog Otollth

Warm Up (watts)

280.0 DC

2.0 DC

7.0 DC

I0.0 DC

25.0 DC

55.0 IX]

20.0 DC

5.28DC

250.0 DC

34.0 IX]

I00.0 DC

30.0 IX]

25.0 DC

5.0 DO

Operate (watts)

200.0 IX]

30.0 DC

7.0 DO

43.0 DO

27.0 DO

85.0 DO

20.0 DC

5.28DC

250.0 DO

150.0 DC

i00.0 DC

60.0 DC

40,0 DC

20.0 DC

Subsystem Kilowatt Rout Requirements (KWH)

Electrical Power & Distribution

Display & Control

Stabilization & Control

Lighting

Data Management & Experiment Loads

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
J)

20 x 312 Hr. = 6.24

10 x 312 Hr. = 3.12

75 x 67 Hr. = 5.0

100 x 10 Hr. = 1.0

a) DOI7 Experiment 1.320

DOI7 Data Record 50 x 6 hr. - 0.300

DOI7 Data Dump 94 x 1.5 hr. - 0.141

b ) S017 Experiment 0.342

S017 Data Record 104 x 11.4 hr. - 1.185

S017 Data Dump 131 x 2.85 hr. - 0.374

c) S020 Experiment 0.032

S020 Data Record 50 x 4.4 hr. - 0.220

S020 Data Dump 94 x I.I hr. - 0.104

S039 Experiment & Data Record - 0.942

S040 Experiment & Data Record - 0.438

S039 & S040 Data Dump - 1.254

Group I Experiments & Data (See Table II) = 3.907

Group II Experiments & Data (See Table ll) - 12.492

TO04 (see Table IV) - 2.170

Time Generator 16 x 312 hr. - 4.992

*Group I Experiments

*_Oroup II Experiments
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EXPERIME_f

DOI7

TOTAL

S017

TOTAL

S020

TOTAL

0.167

0.167

0.167

OPERATE-HR

6.0

4.4

KILOWATTS

0.28

0.22

KILOWATT HOURS

0.0000

i.3 pp

1.3200

0.002 0.0002

0.03 0.1560

0.002 0.0002

0.03 0.1860

0.3424

0.007 0.0012

0.007 0.0308

0.0320

3.2.2

3.2.5

3.3.0

3.4.0

Thermal Control 43 x 312 hr. - 13.416
_ |,

Total Energy Requirement 58.989

Standard Day Power Profile - The load data for the standard

day power profile is tabulated in Table _. This profile

represents total carrier load for a typical standard day. A

plot of the data is Shown in figures I and 2.

Standard Day Power Profile load data for group I and group II

experiments are tabulated in tables II and III respectively.

Individual Experiment Data - Experiment and data managemlnt

loads for S039, S040 and "£004 are tabulated in table IV.

AC Power Requirements - Presently AC power is required only

for the S-Band power amplifier, S-Band transmitter and

experiment E06-7. The total power required is I00 watts

3 phase 400 HZ. The loads are as followst

E06-7 2.0 Watts

S-Band Power Amplifier 90.0 Watts

S-Band Transmitter 8.0 Watts

MARTIN MARIETTA I=ORPORATION
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Typical Sta.dard Day

TIME

0-0756

0756-0811

0811-0821

0821-0825

0825-0826

0826-0834

0834-0849

0849-0850

0850-0856

0856-0906

0906-0926

0926-0935

0935-0936

0936-0943

0943-0945

0945-0953

0953-0956

0956-0957

0957-0958

0958-1000

1000-1005

1005-1006

1006-1008

1008-1010

1010-1017

1017-1021

1021-1029

1029-1039

1039-1105

1105-1116

1116-1120

1120-1122

1122-1126

1126-1130

1130-1131

1131-1140

1140-1150

1150-1158

1158-1210

1210-1220

1220-1240

1240-1250

TABLE I

Power Profile

WATTS

89.0

144.0

244.0

333.0

583.0

913.0

313.0

323.0

356.0

389.0

356.0

386.0

353.0

323.0

423.0

448.0

537.0

567.0

1189.0

1359.0
1361.0

980.0
950.0

350.O

323.0

356.0

737.0

356.0

220.0

356.0

481.0

448.0

604.0

693.0

787.O

950.0

353.0

704.0

323.0

353.0

356.0

386_0
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TIME

1250-1252

1252-1253

1253-1303

1303-1307

1307-1308

1308-1315

1315-1317

1317-1318
1318-1322

1322-1326

1326-1335

1335-1343

1343-1406

1406-1414

1414-1419

1419-1423

1423-1424

1424-1427

1427-1428

1428-1434

1434-1438

1438 -1439

1439-1451

1451-1453

1453-1500

1500-1510

1510-1524

1524-1525

1525-1540

1540-1548

1548-1550

1550-1559

1559-1609

1609-1613
1613-1614

1614-1618

1618-1620

1620-1622

1622-1626

1626-1630

1630-1635

1635-1655

1655-1700

1710-1715

1715-1752

1752-1800

TABLE I (toni £nuad)

WATTS

356.0

381.0

481.0

570.0

822.0

983.0

940.O

340.0

721.0
536.0

155.0

536.0

155.0

536.0

155.0

536.0

639.0

764.0

383.0

438.0

527.0
777.O
940.0
340.0

313,0

343.0

313.0

323.0

356,0

767.0
386.0
356.0
456.0
445.0
695.0
956.0
1337, 0

1367.0

542.0
3B6.0

356.0

323.0

356.0

386.0

356.0

313.0

694.0
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TABLE I _ontlnued)

TIME

1800-2053

2053-2100

2100-2101

2101-2400

WATTS

129.0

510.0

470.0

89.0
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TABLE II

Typical Standard Applications Day Power Profile for Group I

Experiments

0811

0821

0825

Turn on E06-11 (15 mln. warmup)

Turn on E06-7, EO6-9a and EO6-9b (5 ,tin. warmup)

Turn on E06-1 (i rain. warmup)

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATTS KWH

0811-0821 0.167 0.I00 0.0167

0821-0825 0.067 0.189 0.0127

0825-0826 0.017 0.439 0.0075

0826-0834 0.134 0.600 0,0800

0943-0953 0.167 0.i00 0.0167

0953-0957 0.067 0.189 0.0127

0957-0958 0.017 0.439 0.0075

0958-1008 0.167 0.600 0.I000

1116-1126 0.167 0.I00 0.0167

1126-1130 0.067 0.189 0.0127

1130-1131 0.017 0.439 0.0075

1131-1140 0.150 0.600 0.0900

1253-1303 0.167 0.I00 0.0167

130B-1307 0.067 0.189 0.0127

1307-1308 0.017 0.439 0.0075

1308-1317 0.150 0.600 0.0900

1424-1434 0.167 0.100 0.0167

1434-1438 0.067 0.189 0.0127

1438-1439 0.017 0.439 0.0075

1439-1451 0.200 0.600 0.1200

1559-1609 0.167 0.I00

1609-1613 0.067 0.189

1613-1614 0.017 0.439

1614-1622 0.134 0.600

Group I Total Energy for Standard Day

0.0167

0.0127

0.0075

0.0800

0.7814

Group I Total Energy for 5 Standard I)ayg 3.9070

PR 29-21

Page 9
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Typical DMS Power Profile for Standard Applications Day.

TIME PERIOD

0826-0834

0958-1008

1131-1140

1308-1317

1439-1451

1614-1622

Group I Experiments

HOURS KILOWAtt S* KWH*

0.134 0.0 0.0

0.167 0.0 0.0

0.150 0.0 0.0

0.150 0.0 0.0

0.200 0.0 0.0

0.134 0.0 0.0

Group I Total for Standard Day 0.0

Group I Total for 5 Standard Days 0.0

* All data loads are included under Group II data loads.
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TABLE III

Typical Standard Applications Day Power Profile for Group IX

Experiments

0756

0826

0856

0926

0956

1140

1210

1240

1322

1428

1500

1540

1620

1700

Turn on S043 (30 mln. warmup)

Turn on S044A & S048 (no warmup)

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for i0 minutes

Turn off S043

Turn on S043 (30 rain. warmup)

Operate S043 for IC minutes

Operate S043 for i0 minutes

Operate S043 for I0 minutes

Operate S043 for 10 minutes

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATTS KWH

0756-0826 0.50 0.055 0.0275

0826-0856 0.50 0.081 0.0405

0856-0906 0.167 0.III 0.0186

0906-0926 0.334 0.081 0.0270

0926-0936 0.167 0.111 0.0186

0936-0956 0.334 0.081 0.0270

0956-1006 0.167 0.111 0.0186

1006-1140 1.567 0.081 0.1270

1140-1150 0.167 0.Iii 0.0186

1150-1210 0.334 0.081 0.0270

1210-1220 0.167 0.111 0.0186

1220-1240 0.334 0.081 0.0270

1240-1250 0.167 0.III 0.0186

1250-1322 0.532 0.081 0.0432

1322-1428 i.I0 0.026 0.0286

1428-1500 0.532 0.081 0.0432

1500-1510 0.167 0.111 0.0186

1510-1540 0°50 0.081 0.0405

1540-1550 0.167 0.111 0.0186

1550-1620 0.50 0o081 0.0405

1620-1630 0.167 0.111 0.0186

1630-1700 0.50 0.081 0.0405

1700-1710 0.167 0.III 0.0186

1710-1800 0.833 0.081 0 0675

G_oup _Tot-I Energy for Standard Day 0.7930

Group II Total Energy for 5 Standard Days 3.9650

MARTIN MARIET'rA OORPORATION

OENVIER DIVtSION
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Typical DMS Power Profile for Standard Applications Day

Group II Experiments

Data Record

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATTS KW}I

0826-1039 2.216 0.143 0.3186

1105-1322 2.284 0.143 0.3270

1423-1800 3.619 0.143 .L0.5200

Group II Per Standard Day

Group II Per 5 Standard Days

1.1650

5.8250

1039-1105 0.434 0.040 0.0174

1322-1423 1.017 0.040 0.0431

1800-2100 3.0 0.040 _ O. 1=200:

Per Standard Day

Per 5 Standard Days

0.1805

0.9025

Data Record Total

Data Dump (12 dumps x 8 mln. x 5 days

x 225 )

6.7275

1.8o0o

Data Total 8.5273

Loads:

Signal Conditioner

PCM Encoder

Recorder

VCOVs

Recorder

30

I0

I0

46

4_/_7

143 Watts

MARTIN MARIET"rA OORPORATION
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TABLE IV

Typical Standard Applications Day Power l_ofile

Day-Night Camera (S039)

0849

085O

0935

1017

1039

1105

1120

1220

1315

1524

1525

1635

1655

1715

Turn on camera (warmup)

Operate Camera

Camera to Standby

Operate Camera

Camera to Standby

Operate Camera

Camera to Standby

Operate Camera

Camera Off

Warm-up Camera

Operate Camera

Camera to Standby

Operate Camera

Camera Off

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATTS KWH

0849-0850 0.017 0.010 0.0002

0850-0935 0.75 0.043 0.0323

0935-1017 0.70 0.010 0.0070

1017-1039 0.367 0.043 0.0158

1039-1105 0.434 0.010 0.0044

1105-1120 0.25 0°043 0.0108

1120-1220 1.0 0.010 0.0100

1220-1315 0.92 0.043 0.0395

1524-1525 0.017 0.010 0.0002

1525-1635 1.167 0°043 0.0503

1635-1655 0.334 0o010 0.0034

1655-1715 0.334 0.043 0.0144

Total Energy per Standard Day

Total Energy per 5 Standard Days

0.1883

0.9415

MARTIN MARIEI"rA OORPORATIOA!
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Dielectric Tape Camera (S040)

0945 Warm-up Camera

I000 Operate Camera
i010 Turn off Camera

1116

1131

1140

1252

1307

1322

1424

1439

1453

Warm.up Camera

Operate Camera
Turn off Camera

Warm-up Camera

Operate Camera
Turn off Camera

Warm-up Camera

Operate Camera

Turn off Camera

D

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATT S KWH

0945-1000 0.25 0.025 0.0063

I000-I010 0.167 0.027 0.0452

1116-1131 0.25 0.025 0.0063

1131-1140 0.150 0.027 0.0041

1252-1307 0.25 0.025 0.0063

1307-1322 0.25 0.027 0.0068

1424-1439 0.25 0.025 0.0063

1439-1453 0.234 0.027 0_0063

Total Energy per Standard Day

Total Energy per 5 Standard Days

O. 0876

0.4380

MARTIN MARIE'r'r'A OORPORA TION
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Day-Night C_imera & Dielectric Tape Camera
(Recorder (25W) plus Data Dump.)

TIME PERIOD HOURS _L_A_S

0957-1005 0.134 0.156

1021-1029 0.134 0.156

1122-1130 0.134 0.156

1150-1158 0.134 0.156

1318-1326 0.134 0.156

1335-1343 0.134 0.156

1406-1414 0.134 0.156

1419-1427 0.134 0.156

1540-1548 0.134 0.156

1618-1626 0.134 0.156

1752-1800 0.134 0.156

2053-2101 0.134 0.156

Total Energy per Standard Day

Total Energy per 5 Standard Days

T J

KWH

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

0.0209

o.02o .

0.2508

1.2540

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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T004 Frog Otollth Power Profile
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0600 (T-3 hrs) - Turn on 5 watt load (install frog)

1630 - Start frog test sequence

TIME PERIOD HOURS KILOWATTS KN_

0600-1630 10.5 0.005 0.0525

1630-1638 0.134 0.020 0.0027

1638-1700 0.367 0.005 0.0019

1700-1708 0.134 0.020 0.0027

1708-1730 0.367 0.OQ5 0.0019

1730-1738 0.134 0oQ20 0.0027

1738-1800 0.367 0.005 0.0019

1800-1808 0.134 0.020 0.0027

1808-1830 0.367 0.005 0.0019

1830-1838 0.134 0.020 0.0027

1838-1900 0.367 0.005 0.0019

1900-1908 0.134 0°020 0.0027

1908-2000 0.967 0.005 0.0049

2000-2008 0o134 0.020 0.0027

2008-2100 0.87 0.005 0.0044

2100-1500 Day II 0.1278

1500-1508 0.134 0.020 0.0027

1508-0130 of Day III 10.367 0.005 0.0519

0130-0138 0.134 0.020 0.0027

0138-0330 1.87 0.005 0.0094

0330-0130 of Day V (46 hours) 0.2783

Frog Otollth (T004) Total Energy Req. 0.5630

IWARTIN llfARIJrTTA O011PORATION

OF..NVER DIVISION



DMS Power Profile for TO04 Frog Otollth

A. Data Record Power Profile

TIME PERIOD HOURS

1630-1638 0.134

Typical for 51 cycles_

51 x 0.0140 -

_e Data Dump Power Profile

Load

Recorder 47

Transmitter
131 Watts

51 dumps x 8 m:[n. x 0.131Kw -

Total Energy Requlrement-

KILOWATTS

0,104

Raport No. PR 29-21
Pas, 17

KWH

0.0140

0.7140

0.8930

1.6070

2.1700

MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION

DENVER DIVISION
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I. INTRODUCTION

.

1.1 Purpose - The purpose of this report is to analyze all

requirements for fluid and mechanical servicing for

the AAP/PIP Early Applications Program (Flight IA)

and to define the equipment to meet the requirements.

1.2 Objectives - The objectives of the study are (I) to

define all functional and technical GSE requirements,

(2) to identify, analyze, and trade off possible

design approaches and (3) to establish a baseline

list and description of equipment.

SUMMARY

The IA Carrier subsystems require leak checking, coolant

servicing, freon servicing_ vacuum servicing, and thermal

simulators. The IA Experiments require liquid nitrogen,

vacuum, gaseous helium, gaseousnitrogen, gaseous carbon

dioxide, air conditioning, leak checking, and black body

calibrators. The gaseous requirements are minor and will

be furnished as Program Support Requirements. The thermal

simulators will be supplied as test tooling. All other

requirements will be met by servicing Ground Support

Equipment. Some of the servicing functions are performed

during more than one ground operation.

The result of the analysis is the selection of the

following end items of servicing GSE: Coolant Service

Unit, Liquid Nitrogen Service Unit, Mass Spectrometer

Leak Tester, Vacuum Service Unit, Freon Supply Unit, SLA

Air Conditioner, Carrier Umbilical Set, _periment Black

Body Calibration Unit, Leak Check Unit, and Freon
Distribution Unit.

Some of these items have already been provided for the

mainline Apollo program, but it is assumed that no

existing equipment will be available for this program;

therefore, all new equipment is proposed. In order tc

minimize cost, existing engineering will be used for

several end items. Lead times for all servicing GSE are

compatible with the present flight schedule, although

approximately half of the end items are considered long

lead items and will require an early start of about two
months.

No major problem areas have been identified during this

study.

llfARTIN llfARIET'I"A OORPORAT'ION

OENVER DIVISION
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. S _qVICING ANALYSIS

3.1 Functional Requirements - The primary analytical tool

used in this study is a function/equipment matrix

(see Table]I). The keystone parameter used in this

matrix is the functional requirement. The carrier,

its subsystems, and the experiments all have

functional requirements for fluid services. The

basic functional requirements exist for various

ground operations at both Denver and Kennedy Sp_Ace

Center (KSC). All ground operations (see Study

Reports PR 29-26 and 27) have been analyzed to de-

termine when and where each service is needed.

Figure 1 is a Ground Servicing Functional Flow Chart

derived from the basic ground operations flow. The

gross functions to be performed for each operation/

location are listed on the chart and summarized

below in the order in which they first appear on the
chart.

a. Leak check Thermal Control Subsystem

b. Provide calibrators for experiments

c. Service experiments with fluids

d. Leak check Carrier

e. Servlce TCS with fluids

f. Provide thermal simulators

g. Leak check Carrier - CSM

h. Air condition adapter (SLA) interior

3.1.1 Carrier Subsystems - The Carrier consists of five

basic subsystems: (1) Structures Subsystem,

(2) Electri¢_ Power Subsystem, (3) Display and

Control Subsystem, (4) Data Management Subsystem,

and (5) Thermal Control Subsystem. Of these,

only the Structures Subsystem and the Thermal

Control Subsyst_mhavef!ui d servicing require-.
ments.

MARTIN IWARIIrTI"A O@RP@RATION
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3.1.i.i

3.1.1.2

Structures Subsyste_ - The Carrier is a conical

shaped vehicle which when in space will be

pressurized with oxygen to 5 pslao It will have

welded joints and a bolted-on lower dome. It

requires leak checking. There are two _hases to

this: (1) the Carrier itself must be le_k tight,

and (2) the Carrier when docked with the Apollo

Command and Service Module (CSM) must be leak

tight. This second requirement is to verify the
integrity of the docking mechanism so that after

docking mo undue depletion of the pressurization

system will occur.

Thermal Control Subs_ptem (TCS) - The TCS is a

closed loop liquid coolant system which uses

Freon-21 as the coolant. Airborne pumps

circulate the freon through a cold-plate system,

where the heat load is picked up, and then

through a radiator system, where the heat load

is dissipated. Since the radiators are designed

for heat dissipation to a space environment,

they are not effective on the ground; therefore,

for ground operations a freon boiler is

included in the airborne loop. Also included

are accumulators to accommodate expansion and
contraction of the coolant. The functional

servicing requirements for the TCS are as

follows:

me Leak Checkin_ - The fluid portion of

the TCS must be checked for leakage to

assure that no leakage of coolant will

occur during ground operations and

flight.

b. Coolant Servicing - The fluid system

must be completely filled with Freon-21

coolant. Associated with this service,

the capability must be provided to

flush the system with coolant, to

evacuate the system prior to filling to

assure complete filling, to drain the

coolantfrom the system, to purge and

dry the system, and to blanket the

system with nitrogen.

IUIAJBYIN llfAI_IJrTT'A OORPGRATION
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3.1.1.2 Thermal Control Subsystem (TCS) - (Continued)

Co Freon Boiler Servicing- The freon boiler

dissipates the TCS heat load by boiling

off Freon-12 to atmosphere. The boiler

operates at atmospheric pressure. The

freon supply to the boiler will be con-

trolled in response to signals from an

airborne temperature transducer located

in the coolant line downstream of the

freon boiler.

de Accumulator servicing - The airborne

accumulators are spring loaded. The

spring compartments will be open to the

space environment during flight. For

ground operation of the TCS, the spring

compartments must be evacuated to an

absolutepressure of 0.5 mm of mercury

to simulate the space environment.

e. Thermal Simulators - The heat load on

the TCS is produced by experiments,

batteries, and inverters. For ground

performance checkout of the TCS, some

of the experiments and possibly the

batteries and inverters will not be

available. The heat loads from the

missing items must be simulated in

order to check out the subsystem per-

fo_olanc e •

3.1.2 Experiments - There are twenty-three experiments

scheduled for the IA flight. Of these, twenty

will be located in or on the Carrier during launch;

the other three will be in the Command Module.

The servicin_ requirements have Been derived from

writeups of the individual experiments prepared

by MMC Experiment Integration personnel and al3o

from contacts with experimenters themselves. The

detailed requirements are defined in Table I and

are summarized below.

me Liquid Nitrogen - Five experiments require

liquid nitrogen to service airborne

dewars or ground calibrators.

IIfARTIItl lifAIIIlTrA O011PORATION
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3.1.2 Experiments - (Continued)

be Vacu.._ - Five experiments require the use

of a vacuum pump to evacuate various _arts

of the experiments.

Ce Black-body Calibrators - Four experiments

require black-bodies at liquid nitrogen

temperature, and one requires an ambient

temperature black-body. Preliminary
indications are that all calibrators will

be provided by the experiment contractor,s,

but because this is not firmly established,

calibration is considered an integrating

contractor responsibility.

de Gaseous Helium - Two experiments have

small gaseous helium requirements which

can be satisfied by K-bottle-type gas

cylinders with standard gauge and

regulator controls.

So Gaseous Nitrogen - One experiment must be

purged and pressurized with dry nitrogen

gas at all times. 0nly a small quantity

is required.

f. Gaseous Carbon Dioxide - One experiment

contains a small CO 2 cylinder which is

removed for servicing at a CO 2 facility.

g. Air Conditionin_ - Survival temperature

limits have been established for twenty-

two of the experiments and sarvival

relative humidity limits for fifteen of

the experiments.

ho Leak Checkin_ - One experiment is con-

tained in a canister which is evacuated

during ground operations. It must be

leak tight and therefore requires leak

checking prior to flight using helium gas.

iifAIITIlll IIfARIETrA OORPORATIOltl
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3.2 Design Approaches - Table II contains the design

approach analysis which leads to the recommended

equipment which forms the servicing GSE baseline. To

avoid duplicating the analysis of each operation/

location shown in Figure l, the gross functional re-

quirements listed above have been used as a starting

point. Each function has been listed only once, and

all of the operations during which that function is

performed have been shown in the first column. Then

the functional requirement has been expanded as

described in the following paragraphs.

3.2.1 Technical Requirements - These are the engineering

requirements which form the basis for the actual

equipment which fulfills the functional re-

quirements. Such parameters as commodity quantity,

leakage rate, flow-rate, temperature, and pressure
are defined.

3.2.2 Possible Approaches - This section presents one or

more approaches to satisfying each set of

functional and technical requirements. Not all

the possibilities are presented and discussed, but

only those that from previous experience or obvious

logic appear most worthy of consideration. For

instance, leak checkin z of a thermal control

system was analyzed during the AEP Program, in

Study Report AC0 3Ol-OO1, "Fluid Servicing GSE

Requirements and Concepts", dated 20 April 1966,

performed under Contract No. NAS 9-5452. In this

study it was determined that the optimum method

for leak checking the fluid system was to pressurize

the system with helium gas, monitor pressure decay,

and, if leakage was out of limits, locate leak

points with a mass spectrometer. This approach

has been adopted here without further analysis.

3.2.3 Comparison of Approaches - The design andlbui!d

status and the cost of the equipment associated

with each approach have been used as prime bases

for comparison. The costs shown are engineering

estimates and are presented for comparative

purposes rather than as absolute values. Other

considerations used to compare the approaches are

presented in the Remarks column.
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3.2.4 Recommended Approach/Equipment - This column

presents the recommended approach and/or equipment

which will best satisfy the requirements. The

equipment shown in this column forms the servicing

GSE baseline for this program.

3.3 GSE Baseline Definition

3.3.1 Summary List - The equipment end items are li_ted

in Table III. The Code Numbers have been

arbitrarily assigned from a block of numbers

allocated for Servicing GSE in the IA Work Breakdown

Structure. This block is 293100-293199. The first

number used is 293101; 293100 has been reserved as

a top number.

TABLE III S_VICING GSE LIST

CODE NO. NAME

293101 Coolant Service Unit

293102 Liquid Nitrogen Service Unit

293103 Mass Spectrometer Leak Tester

293104 Vacuum Service Unit

293105 Freon Supply Unit

293106 SLA Air Conditioner

293107 Carrier Umbilical Set

293109 Experiment Black-Body Calibration

Unit

293110 Leak Check Unit

293111 Freon Distribution System

3.3.2 ReQuirements Data Sheet - Table IV summarizes all

the pertinent data pertaining to each end item.

Of particular interest are quantities, probable

sources, and descriptions.

W
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3.3.3 Schematics - Figure 2 is a basic schematic drawing

of the servicing equipment required by the

Experiments. Figure 3 shows _chematically the

equipment required by the Thermal Control Subsystem.

The leak check equipment for C_rrier and Carrfer-CSM

leak checks is not shown but i_ the same equipment

that is used on the Thermal Control Subsystem.

2.3.4 GSE Provisionin_ - A full complement of servicing

GSE has been previously provided for the mainline

Apollo program. Several of these items could be

utilized without change on the Flight IA program

if they were available when needed. Since at this

time it cannot be determined whether or not the

equipment will be available, the approach has been

to furnish all new servicing GSE. As the program

progrcsses it ma_ be found that certain items will

be available, at which time such items will be

identified as Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)

rather than Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE),

resultin& in a decrease in program cost.

Since only one flight is scheduled on this program,

it is planned to provide only one set of servicing

GSE to be used first at Denver and then shipped

to KSC for use there. The single exception is the

Freon Distribution System which will have a different

configuration at Denver than at KSC; therefore,

two systems are required.

No major provisionlngproblem areas have been

uncovered during this study. Lead times are

estimated to vary between six and eight months.

Items with lead times in excess of six months are

considered long-lead items and will require design

effort prior to Phase D (hardware phase) go-ahead.

At this _olnt it is reasonable to assume that

experiment requirements will change and that air-

borne subsystem requirements will change. Some

possibilities of changes are as follows:

me It ma_ be established that all experiment

calibrators are provided with the

experiments. In this event the Experiment

Black Body Calibration Unit will be

deleted as an end item.

A
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3.3.4 GSE Provisioning - (Continued)

be There is a possibility that the Carrier

will require an independent pressurization

system. This would necessitate oxygen

servicing equipment. A servicing unit

would be supplied to regulate and dis-

tribute gaseous oxygen from the existing

KSC oxygen system. No problem would be

expected here.

Co There is a possibility of adding a heat

exchanger to the TCS that would require

chilled water from a ground source. Both

Martin-Marietta and North American Aviation

have designed water chillers and trim con-

trolunits; therefore, this kind of

equipment, if not available as GFE, could

be readily designed and fabricated.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions

4.1.1 There are no insurmountable engineering or

development problems in providing servicing GSE in

accord with the proposed program schedule.

4.1.2 All servicing equipment required at Denver can also

be used later at KSC.

4.1.3 It is expected that experiment and airborne sub-

system servicing requirements will change as the

program progresses. Changes that can be presently

envisioned can be readily accommodated.

4.2 Recommendations

4.2.1 Investigate the availability of existing equipment

for use on the IA program. Some possibilities are;

a. Equipment presently on hand at Denver for

other programs. An example is the 50-

gallon liquid nitrogen mobile dewars used

at the Cold Flow Laboratory. These could

be available when needed.

@
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(Continued)

be Existing Apollo GSE at KSC that could be

shared with other programs or that might

not be required for programs concurrent

with the IA program.

Ce Existing Apollo GSE available at other

locations such as the Downey warehouse

of North American Aviation.
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